CNN,Farrakhan,China
E-BolaIn Montreal
Watch
News
Closely
These
Day
with MGM wherein Turner could be OUTVOTED at any turn of the Board. It
is now going to swing to a more controlled press-media and you will note that
Farrakhan is even LESS MENTIONED ON CNN THAN ON ANY OTHER

TODAY’S COMMENTS
The heading above is not necessarily ONLY today’s attention-grabbers but I feel you are missing SO MUCH.
TURNER-TIME

WARNER

This is far more an important “merger” than you can possibly
imagine. This is the FIRST TIME “they” have been able ta
interfere with Turner. Even though Turner is doing most of the
talking-Time
Warner will be IN CHARGE with the major
holdings in the new network arrangement. Turner was getting
too loose with his TRUTH reporting and it started shutting down
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
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The
continued presence of our armed forces engaged in acts
of war against Iraq is unconstitutional
and must be
terminated forthwith.
“state
a country

as

ArmedForcesDoingAMER1C
In SaudiArabia?
says:

Jrom last
‘s

was Part

1

WIR.

WIR, see box
[QUOTING, PART 1:]

DOING
The recent tragic loss of life among our servicemen
stationed in Saudi Arabia who fell victim to a terrorist
bombing of their housing, highlights the need for We,
The People to find out exactly what our servicemen and
women are doing in Saudi Arabia, so long after the
Gulf War (another unconstitutional venture) ended.
On April 5, the United States Navy announced that
it had intercepted the
vessel on the high seas,
This is not a proud moment for the
navy, but an ongoing
of the
Forget for a moment whether it is morally right or
wrong for the United States to be a part of sanctions
efforts against this small country. Let us concentrate
on the constitutional issues involved:
a
1. Intercepting ships on the high seas and boarding
them is an act of war. The United States is not at war
with Iraq, because
a
2. The United States Navy is acting under color of a
United Nations resolution, Since the United States is
NOT a member of the United Nations as to overriding
use of their Charter, and is barred by our
from putting the laws of any foreign body above the
laws of the United States, any and all actions by the
United States Navy and/or any of the other two branches
of the armed services against Iraq,
and
must be halted immediately.

It is simple as that. Let us enlarge on the first item,
which concerns the fact that no declaration of war was
passed by the Congress, therefore, the intercepting and
boarding of vessels on the high seas is an act of war, not
sanctioned by We, the People. The
Here follows the proper,
Constitutional
declaration of war against Germany
which appeared in the
Page 319, April 1917:
“Whereas the Imperial German Government committed

fore be it resolved by the Senate and the House of
Representatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled,
a
between the
United States and the Imperial German Government,
which has
,
and
against
Imperial
a

In his vendetta against Iraq for and on behalf of the
British Crown and British Petroleum, Bush violated
the
“umpteen” times. The
only authority Bush had at the time ofthe Gulf War was
to use ONE, AND ONLY ONE, branch of the services
against Iraq, for a limited period. If within 60 days of
Congress
not
a declaration of
war, then Bush was LEGALLY OBLIGED to withdraw
the ONE BRANCH of the services engaged in action,
and bring the personnel home. Yet, in violation and
defilement
of the
ALL THREE
of the armed forces were sent to
against Iraq. This is tantamount to TREASON, and
Bush should have been impeached and tried
treason.

All we need do is substitute “Imperial German
Government” with “the Government of Iraq” to see
what former President Bush was obliged by law to
obtain from the Congress, BEFORE? he rushed the
[H:
American people into the Gulf War. Of course we know
that Bush did not get a declaration of war from the
Clinton is in violation of the
Congress. What he got fell far, far short of what the
by FAILING to order ALL THREE
mandates. The word“declared” as used in
the above context was a
to the American BRANCHES of our armed forces
people that
The real
He has failed in his duty
declaration of war came when the Congress AUTHO- to uphold the laws of the United States, and our armed
RIZED the President to proceed against the enemy, the forces are
Imperial German Government.
GULF

long as this is allowed to continue,
UNITED

In the case of the Gulf War the following steps
SHOULD HAVE BEEN TAKEN: [H:

can
a

The House and Senate should have first
passed a resolution declaring that a state ofbelligerency
was in existence between the United States and Iraq.
Then, BOTH the House AND Senate
should
have passed a resolution that the United States was
A public war
engaged in a
means that every man, woman and child in the United
States is engaged in war with every man, woman and
child in Iraq.
Then, the House and Senate should have passed a
a declaration of war, in which resolution the President would have received his authority
to use all three branches of the armed forces in a war
against Iraq.
ONLY when these steps were completed would
Bush have had the CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY
to go to war against Iraq, using all three branches of the
armed forces. In the absence of the foregoing steps
having been taken and a proper Joint Resolution declaration of war, Bush had
I repeat,

a
ALLY-NEITHER
IS REALLY A MEMBER OF
THE UNITED
“Oh well, our armed forces are acting on United
Nationc resolutions, so they are in compliance with
U.S. law,” say some. WRONG, 100 PERCENT WRONG.
The United States is
a

U.N.

MEMBERSHIP

’
In the first instance the United Nations treaty WAS
IMPROPERLY RATIFIED. On page 2063-2065
House, Feb. 22, 1900, is found the
following:
* Previously, in Sept. 1854, the point was
squarely made in diplomatic exchanges between the
United States ambassador in France and then Secretary
of State Marcy:
a
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U.S. foreign policy is NOT the purview of the
United Nations but that of We, the People of the
Consult
on
this point and become convinced. Supposed membership of the United Nations by the United States would
particularly violate Article 5 of the
of
If we had LAWFULLY joined the
United Nations, a Constitutional AMENDMENT to
this effect
and
of the
This was and has
NEVER BEEN DONE. On pages 296-2920 of the
July 2 1, 1921, we find
it clearly stated that the United States could not join the
League of Nations WITHOUT a Constitutional amendment having been passed by the Congress and ratified
by all of the States.
to
of

THIS APPLIES WITH EQUAL FORCE AND EFFECT TO THE UNITED NATIONS TREATY/AGREEMENT WITH ANY
THAT
WOULD
The United States MUST STOP the illegal blockade of
Iraq. Our forces must return home and

Iraq is in a pitiful

state as the vicious United
fourth year. Food and
medicine, although exempt from the embargo, are at
their lowest point ever. The whole country is grinding
along on cannibalized machines. Lack of spare parts is
bringing every sector of the economy to a halt. The
Ministry of Health says that 390,000 Iraqi civilians
have died as a direct result of the embargo.
a

This figure was verified by a group
of Canadian doctors who are striving to help the victims of United States and United Nations barbarity.
On April 14, 1994, two
F-25 fighter
planes SHOT DOWN TWO UNITED STATES HELICOPTERS,
26
The
helicopters were mistakenly identified as belonging to
Iraq. The whole tragedy could have been avoided if our
President and Congress had simply OBEYED the Conthey
As explained above,
the armed forces of the United States have NO BUSINESS shooting down ANY planes over Iraq, as the
United States is NOT AT WAR with the government of
that country. It is time that the Congress was ordered
BY WE, THE PEOPLE, TO OBEY THE
AND GET OUR ARMED FORCES OUT OF THE
GULF REGION

United States &n&ess i&t &mediately
order the
recall of all three branches of our armed services in the
Gulf region, or else, pass a Joint Resolution of Declaration of Wap against the Government of Iraq.

a

This disgraceful flouting of the laws of the United
States must be brought to an immediate conclusion.
The frenetic rush by Clinton and the Pentagon to
defend Kuwait, one of the most baneful and hateful
dictatorships in the world (next to, possibly, Saudi
Arabia) is indicative of the shocking state of anarchy
[END QUOTING OF PART l]
and chaos that prevails in Washington. The troops and
supplies rushed to Kuwait on behalf of British Petro#2
leum and City of London bankers shows to what an
advanced level of brainwashing the American public
has been exposed. Let’s get matters into perspective:
[QUOTING, PART 2:]
1. Kuwait is not a country. It is an appendage of
British Petroleum and City of London bankers. The
IRA0
NO-FLY
territory known as Kuwait belonged to Iraq and was
What is this so-called @nofly zone” that our fighter recognized as an integral part of Iraq for over 400
the British army marched in, drew a line
planes were/are patrolling? The Western jackal media years-until
says it is a “zone agreed upon by the allies from which across the desert sands and declared, “This is now
Of course the IMAGINARY border just
Iraqi planes are excluded.” But what is the truth? In Kuwait.”
my investigation of the illegal conduct of Bush, 1 called happened to run through the middle of the richest
the United Nations and asked to be given the number oilfields in the area, the Rumalia oilfields, that beand date of the U.N. resolution that brought this so- longed to Iraq and STILL BELONG TO IRAQ. Theft
called restricted air-space zone into being. I was told, of land never transfers ownership. [H: Just as theft of
gold certificates and trillions of dollars from same“There is no resolution.
This
a
does NOT TRANSFER OWNERSHIP OF THE PROPACTION TAKEN BY PRESIDENT BUSH.”
There we have it. The United States can’t even hide ERTY.]
behind the color of a United Nations resolution, not
2. Quoting from my book
that it would have any force and effect over our armed
“In 1880, the British Government formed a friendforces. Bush, in his hatred of Saddam Hussein, and in
his zeal to carry out the wishes of Queen Elizabeth, set ship with a tame Arab sheik by the name of Emir
this so-called “no fly zone” up on his own volition- Abdullah Al Salam al Sabah. Al Sabah was made their
without any authorization of the ACT OF WAR from
Congress.

The feeble excuse is that the exclusion zone was
established to protect the Kurds from the Baghdad
Government, yet, just across the border, the very same
Kurds are engaged in a life-and-death struggle with the
Government of Turkey, in which thousands of Kurds
have already died. The United States backs Turkey in
this struggle.
There must be no more delays. The
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representative in the area along the southern border of
Iraq, where the Rumalia oilfields had been discovered
inside Iraqi territory. (There was no other COUNTRY
but Iraq-all
the lands belonged to Iraq. There was no
such entity as ‘Kuwait’)
“The Al Sabah family kept an eye on the rich prize.
On behalf of the Committee of 300, on November 25,
1899--the same year the British went to war against the
Boer Republics in South Africa--the British Government made a deal with Emir Al Sabah, whereby the
lands encroaching on the Rumalia oilfields belonging
to Iraq, would be ceded to the British Government,
notwithstanding the fact that the land was an integral
part of Iraq, nor that Emir Al Sabah had no right to it.
300

independence to Kuwait in 196 1, and ignoring the fact
that the land was not theirs to give, Britain was able to
fend off the just claims of Iraq. We know that the
British Government did the same thing in Palestine,
India, and later, IN SOUTH AFRICA.
“For the next 30 years Kuwait continued as the
vassal state of Great Britain, pouring billions of dollars
into British banks, while Iraq got nothing... Britain’s
seizure of Iraqi land, calling it Kuwait and granting it
independence, must rank as one of the most audacious
acts of piracy in modern times, and contributed directly
to the Gulf War. I have gone to some lengths to explain
background events that led to the Gulf War in an
attempt to show how unjustly the United States acted
toward Iraq, and the power of the Committee of 300.”
[End quoting] (For further reading,
“Who Are The Real Saudi Kings and Kuwaiti Sheiks”, “Gulf War Aims Explained” and “The
“The deal was signed by Sheik Mubarak Al Sabah, Case Against the Petroleum Industry”.)
Former President Bush did not have the slightest
who traveled to London in style.. . ‘Kuwait’ became a de
facto British protectorate. The local population and the constitutional authority for taking this nation to war
Iraq Government had NO SAY in the matter and the Al against Iraq. [H: And the Clintonistas had even LESS.]
Sabahs are absolute dictators who soon showed cruel He should have been impeached and tried for treason.
ruthlessness.
a

“In 1915 the British marched into Baghdad and
occupied it in what George Bush would have called an
act of ‘naked aggression’... The British Government
set up a self-proclaimed ‘mandate’ and sent High Commissioner Cox to run it, who named former King Faisal
of Syria as head of a puppet regime in Basra. Britain
now had a puppet in northern Iraq and another in
southern Iraq.. .
“In 1961 Iraqi Premier Hassan Abdul Kassem
fiercely attacked Britain over the Kuwait issue, pointing out that the promised negotiations agreed upon at
the Lausanne Conference had not taken place. Kassem
declared that the territory called Kuwait had been an
integral part of Iraq and was so recognized for more
than 400 years by the Ottoman Empire. Instead, the
British Government granted Kuwait independence...”
There is NO ACTUAL BORDER between ‘Kuwait’ and
Iraq; the whole thing is a major swindle.
“Had Kassem succeeded in getting Kuwait back,
the British rulers would have lost billions of dollars in
oil revenues. But when Kassem vanished after Kuwait
got its independence, (there is little doubt that he was
murdered by British MI-6 agents) the movement to
challenge Britain lost its momentum.
By granting

Congressman Henry Gonzalez did draw up six
articles of impeachment, but thanks to “bipartisan cooperation” (the euphemism for SOCIALIST action),
the articles never reached the floor of the House.
Now we have Clinton repeating the same 100 percent illegal tactics of the former Bush Administration.
It is this sort of behavior that is leading the United
States into anarchy and chaos. Will the American
people be fooled about
a
It
certainly looks like it.
Meanwhile, Clinton, Madeline Albright and Warren Christopher trumpet that they are acting under
U.N. mandate. By so doing, they ADMIT that they have
NO CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY, otherwise why
would they constantly remind us of the fact that they are
breaking their vows to uphold the laws of the United
States?
Iraqi women and children are dying by the thousands from diseases and malnutrition. The country has
no money to buy food and medical supplies-which
the
U.N. embargo magnanimously allows. How can Iraq
buy these essentials when oil revenues are reduced to
below a subsistence level?

Meningitis is raging among children
in Baghdad, while Clinton and his One World cabinet
play games with the lives of a people that has never
harmed the United States. This vicious thuggery against
Iraq must cease. There is no justification for it, and it
is 100 percent unconstitutional for the United States to
be doing the bidding of the United Nations. END THIS
MADNESS!

a
enslaved people.

once

and
a

It is clear that we are using U.S. forces to protect
the interests of British Petroleum, the Al Sabahs of
Kuwait and to illegally patrol the skies over Iraq without a mandate from the Congress and in violation of the
Constitution.
Compounding Saudi Arabia’s border disputes with
Yemen, which are escalating with each passing day, is
the trouble in Riyadh. A serious economic crisis has
thus far prevented the Saudis from making good on
their promises to pay their share of the bill for the Gulf
War. Social spending has had to be drastically c\lt. The
ruling Abdul Aziz family blames its woes on the Gulf
War, but former oil minister Sheik Ahmad Zaki Yamani
says that the war actually increased Saudi Arabia’s
income.
There is a slow, and as yet small, movement to
throw off Adbul Aziz family rule. Perhaps the failing
health of King Fahd has emboldened the opposition led
by Dr.
who was
to flee
for his life last April.
the
tee for the Defense of Legitimate Rights in Saudi
Arabia in exile, after two of his high-level assistants
were arrested. In October of 1994, hundreds of Saudis
protesting the arrest were themselves arrested and imprisoned.
There are as yet unconfirmed reports that King
Fahd is showing increasing disinclination to attend to
affairs of state. The fact that Sheik Yamani has come
out and publicly contradicted Fahd, and his finance
minister’s account of the kingdom’s finances, may well
be the first sign that the long rule of the Abdul Aziz,
detailed in my book
is facing
serious opposition.
What will the United States do if the House of
Abdul Aziz collapses? So accustomed has the United
States become to the family rubber-stamping its foreign
policy-or
rather--the foreign policy of the American
petroleum industry, that the thought of a new entity
rising up to take the place of its present partners must
be worrisome, especially if a new entity, perhaps a truly
Muslim body, gains control and refuses to go along
with the situation as it has pertained for decades.
Perhaps this is why Crown Prince Abdallah bin
Abdel Aziz made a highly secret trip to meet with
President Clinton at the White House on January 15
(1996). Only WIR has thus far provided this information out of all of the “intelligence” newsletters that
have proliferated in recent years, as well as the mainstream media.
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a

If we appear to be blowing our own trumpet-we
are. Nobody reports intelligence as WIR does, but we
seldom if ever, get the credit we deserve. WIR can
exclusively report that the crown prince met with Clinton
and his National Security Advisor and Secretary of
State Warren Christopher.
Intelligence sources informed me that the visit lasted about a week, during
which Gulf security was discussed, along with the
serious escalation of violence along the Saudi-Yemen
border.
a
States-they
This very secretive and highly unusual visit by the
crown prince appears to indicate that King Fahd will
soon be a non-player in this vital region of the world.
The possibility of such an event ever occurring
once seemed remote, but in recent months there are
distinct signs that the rule of the Abdul Aziz family is
showing signs of fault-lines stress, as detailed in a
recent issue of WIR. What if Iran, backed by other
Muslim states, including Yemen, decides to move in
and overthrow the Aziz dynasty? What would
reaction of the United States and its close ally, Great
Britain?
[END QUOTING OF PART 21
I need to interrupt here and already I find that we
have missed the deadline time for having this entered
in this week’s paper. We are going to have to consider,
when possible, a more frequently published and distributed paper because things are happening so quickly
that news becomes old in a day. It is mandatory that you
pay attention to the Farrakhan happenings and possibilities in these days and I don’t think that even our
“hot-line” is publishing an ongoing recording as it is so
hard to get the happenings-BUT,
I am going to ask,
AGAIN, that that hot-line be changed daily and update
opportunities to participate in seminars, i.e., Mark and
Cathy Trance-Formation,
Icke, et al., AND underlying
suggestions for FREEDOM as are being presented by
such as Farrakhan. THIS IS THE ONLY WAY, TEAM,
THAT PEOPLE CAN GET INFORMATION, SO IT
BECOMES YOURRESPONSIBILITY TO SHARE AND
TELL.
Salu.

Let us return to Part 3 of the Coleman article and
Special Report on U.S. Armed Forces in Saudi Arabia:
From
July 1996, page 26.

such that refining it presents a much lower cost structure, meaning a greater field in profits for the oil
refineries. Hence, Libya crude is greatly prized and
much sought after. The rapacious American petroleum
industry would like to get its hands on Libyan oil, but
as long as Colonel Moamar QadafB stands in the way,
they have little chance of realizing their dream.
a
Particularly active in anti-Libyan rhetoric are the
Shell Oil, Exxon, Gulf, AMOCO, ARC0 and of course
300
the flagship oil company of the COMMITTEE OF 300,
Yemen is looked upon with disfavor by the Aziz
These are the same petroleum
family, because it refused to join in the war against companies who backed butcher-boy George Bush and
Iraq, and has maintained a semblance of democracy on forced him to start a war in the Persian Gulf, ostensibly
the border of the most authoritarian country in the to rescue “Kuwait” from the clutches of Iraq. We need
area-Saudi
Arabia. At the heart of the dispute are to remind ourselves that Iraq has a just and honorable
three oil-rich areas, Aseer, Najran and Jizan, which the claim to all of Kuwait, which is Iraqi land,
Saudis want to take over. It is almost a replay of
Kuwait’s grab of the oil-rich southern tip of Iran which
was
and United States oil interests.
There was no war more crooked and depraved than
the Gulf War and Bush should have been impeached for
Tension is running high on the border of the two treason and sedition against the American people.
Recently, American lives were lost
countries, The Saudi army has deployed four brigades
and the Turki bin Abdul Aziz brigade-a
national when terrorists bombed their barracks in Dahran.
Guard unit-while
Yemen has added its 8th brigade American servicemen ought not be a target for terrorand the 30th Al Shalla brigade.
ists, but they are an inviting one as long as they remain
Unless a deal canbe brokered-meaning
that Yemen in Saudi Arabia doing the bidding of George Bush and
his oil-rich friends, B.P., the Al Sabahs of Kuwait and
surrenders the three oil-rich areas to the Saudis-the
dispute could blow up into a full scale war that will cost corrupt Abdul
Saudi dynasty.
thousands of lives and billions of dollars-into
which
We need to remind ourselves that butcher boy Bush
had no constitutional powers to send American troops
If the Republican Party is worthy of the trust the to fight against Iraq. Only the Congress can declare
electorate has placed in it, then it must ensure that the war, the President, whomever he may be, has zero
United States does not get involved in a shooting war in authority to send troops anywhere and minus zero
Yemen, not for any reason.
authority to keep troops stationed in Saudi Arabia in
pursuance of war against Iraq. When We, the People,
No learn to make our leaders accountable, then we will
more Hill and Knowlton big lie scenarios. The Ameri- have a chance of avoiding huge American casualties in
can people are entitled to know the truth, the whole the coming war over oil.
truth, and nothing but the truth about the dispute
Thus, Bush who had no authority to send U.S.
between Saudi Arabia and Yemen.
troops
without Congressional approval,
literally got away with a serious crime, that of violating
his oath of office. Bush should have been prosecuted
9
for failing to uphold the Constitution and for war
would
you all along crimes, among other things. His wholesale slaughter of
Iraqi soldiers withdrawing under a truce agreement, IS
a
A WAR CRIME. Since the United States wants to put
The Republican Party should insist that Saudi Serbian leaders Karadzic and Gen. Lladic on trial for
Arabia pays its agreed share of the Gulf War and also their atrocities in Bosnia, why not file war crimes
pay private businesses and defense contractors the charged against butcher boy Bush, for the death of
large sums of money it owes them. It is a disgrace that millions of soldiers, women and children?
you
Saudi Arabia continues to welsh on its obligations to
the United States. A visit to Riyadh by Defense Secretary Perry and Secretary of State Christopher for the
specific purpose of asking for payments to be made, was
unsuccessful.
Rep. Henry Gonzales actually drew up a list of
crimes committed by Bush and sought to have him
[SUSPEND QUOTING]
impeached, but his efforts were stalled by both DemoNo, this is not the end of the article but it is the end crats and Republicans in the House, who thought it
disloyal to go against the tide running against Pres.
of the correct assumptions regarding the circumstances.
I don’t know who are the insiders giving information to Saddam Hussein, but quite in order toshield Bush from
this resource but the rest of the article is truly a charges of treason, of which he was most certainly
distracting farce of idealistic (if the circumstances
guilty. It just goes to show that on vital issues, there is
were as would be wishfully thought) reference. I will little difference between the two parties. As a result,
again pick up after the idealism of possible actions and the foreign policy of the United States has deteriorated
into nothing less than anarchy.
I believe you will find the facts captivating:
[RESUME QUOTING:]

[QUOTING, PART 3:]
Intelligence sources told me that the Saudi dispute
with Yemen could be the precursor of another Gulf
War. There are those in Yemen and Saudi Arabia who
wish this would happen, as it would draw Iran into the
conflict on the side of Yemen and, no doubt, the United
States on the side of the Saudis.

5

In its ongoing petroleum wars against Arab and
Muslim oil-producing states, the petroleum industry is
more and more relying on the U.S. military to get
involved and tight its greed-for-oil battles. The latest
country to be threatened is Libya. Hitherto, all manner
of excuses to intervene militarily in Libya have beenoffered. ALL of-them, without exception, have proved
to be
Libya sits on some of the richest crude oil deposits
in the world. The quality and quantity of Libyan oil is

ABOUT
HER
Emboldened by the success of the excesses of Bush
and his anticonstitution mob on Treason Hill, the Defense Department now talks openly about
as if the Defense Department has the slightest
right to make foreign policy decisions of any kind.
Libya’s crime for which such drastic punishment must
be meted out is that
a
Even if this fabrication were true, Libya, as a

-
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sovereign state

a
What is wrong with Libya having this capability
whenothers
a
Libya is not part of the United States and
United States law
It is time that the United States stopped
acting like a global bully against small nations. Neither the President, nor the Sec. of Defense has the
slightest war-making powers and their wings are clipped
by the
for the very reason that war-making
powers reside SOLELY WITH THE CONGRESS.
a

The Bush-Clinton policies against “rogue states”
(most of which just happen to be major oil producers)
are well known, but suddenly, we have the Defense
Department making major threats against other nations. From where does the Defense Department draw
its authority for this newly found role? I will answer
that. FROM NOWHERE. The openness in which the
Pentagon talks about “nuking” Libya shows just what a
lawless, bandit state the United States has become. We
are perfectly willing to send in our troops to act as
mercenaries for ARCO, Phillips, B.P., Chevron, Exxon
and Gulf Oil, and what is worse, to take such actions
WITHOUT a constitutional declaration of war.
Lately, the Congress has been passing all sorts of
unconstitutional legislation under the guise of combating “terrorism”. I suggest the Congress rap Perry and
the DOD
the knuckles. Any attempt by the United
States to interfere in the sovereign affairs of Libya
would be seen by the world-and the majority of Americans, as an act of extreme violence, far outstripping in
terrorism and utter depravity, any marginal benefit that
might accrue from such a terrorist attack on Libya. (H:

When Sec. of Defense Perry began blabbering about
attacking Libya, it was mentioned that the United
States might have to use nuclear weapons to destroy the
underground lab said to be located at Tarhunah, about
40 miles from Tripoli.
Assistant Sec. of Defense
Kenneth Bacon said that Perry had concluded that a B6
This kind of talk should make
one’s hair stand on end, but with the
constantly being trampled underfoot by both political
parties, it is now more or less standard for any Dick,
Tom, or Harry to get up and shout the odds about going
One of the things that chills me the most is that
to war against nations arbitrarily 1abeled“rogue states”. there has been
against Sec. Perry for
[H: I
a even proposing to use nuclear weapons against small
nations and shows just how far this country is on the
road to perdition. For thirty years the United States has
been saying that the use of nuclear weapons must be
banned.
Yet, here we have someone who was

[END QUOTING OF PART 31
I want to leave this now while the topic of Libya is
on your minds and ask you to think
than a
month as it
refused by the U.S. Government to
allow Farrakhan to receive a HUMAN RIGHTS AWARD
from Libya and the assistance of Libya to the Christian
Nation of Islam movement into Atonement. If this is
not as sick as a nation can get-1 marvel that any of you
are still living at all.
Moreover, and listen to me carefully: THERE IS A
PLAN TO ASSASSINATE FARRAKHAN TOMORROW, OCTOBER 16,1996. IF THIS ATROCITY
NATIONAL TERRORISM SHOULD SUCCEED, I
PITY THE NATION FOR WHEN THE PEOPLE “RECOVER” FROM THE SHOCK OF WHAT THAT
WOULD MEAN-LOOK OUT WORLD. I ATTEND
THIS MAN PERSONALLY AND I WILL NOT TAKE
LIGHTLY TO THE HARMING OF EVEN A TINY
HAIR ON THIS MAN’S HEAD. HOLD IT IN YOUR
HEARTS, ELITE, FOR YOUR DAYS ARE NUMBERED! I DON’T CARE WHAT THE IGNORANT
MASSES ARE TOLD TO BELIEVE-THIS
MAN
TEACHES ONLY CHRIST-NESS AND GOD ATONMENT AND YOU HAD BETTER RECONSIDER THE
PRONUNCIATION OF MY NAME HATONN WHICH
READS BY A‘SILENT” SYMBOL IN GREEK WHICH
CANNOT BE REPRODUCED HERE EXCEPT BY
HAND DRAWING SO WE DON’T NEED IT. MY
NAME IS PRONOUNCED RIGHTFULLY AND OFFICIALLY SO: ‘ATON’. HOLD IT HIGHER THAN YOUR
HEART PLEASE-KEEP IT UPPERMOST IN MIND.
Salu, and may my friends have a very nice week!
#l

as long as those nations are
have

they could be slaughtered. This, the petroleum industry thought, would be a good way to weaken both
nations, who are major oil producers, and set them up
for a quick knock-down.

Our
military must not be allowed to become attack dogs for
the petroleum industry.

Before I ask you to go and attend the TV for any
signs of sanity, Dharma, please allow us to write a bit
more from the Coleman material regarding Saudi Arabian troops placement and Iraq/Bush.

con[QUOTING, PART S:]

no
100
If we take the trouble to study
the work of the great constitutional
scholar, Judge Joseph Story, Volume III,
on
Conand
particularly chapter five, there is no
mention of the Sec. of Defense and
the Pentagon having the power to
make and carry out the foreign policy
of the United States. Every member
of Congress should be
so that they will be in a
position to put an end to such flagrant abuses of power as butcher boy
Bush and Clinton engage in the
Middle East.
I
at
Clinton hasn’t shown any inclination to be a president for all of the
people. His partisanship has reached
undreamed heights, but now that an
election is upon him, all of a sudden
he tries to create the impression that
he is a centrist! The U.S. has become a cat’s paw for the petroleum
industry and it was the petroleum
industry that put the nations of Iraq
and Iran in the fattening pen, so that

HATRED
WITHOUT

FOR IRAQ
CAUSE

Then, butcher boy Bush, without the slightest authority from Congress, created a climate of hatred
against Iraq so that the U.S. military could have an
excuse to engage in war of attrition against the people
of Iraq, all for the sole benefit of the petroleum industry. When will this nation learn that the petroleum
industry is run by globalists of the One World Government whose GREED knows no bounds? The petroleum
industry cannot be trusted-their
leaders are real
troublemakers who will plunge this nation into all sorts
of quagmires, if it is to their benefit. If you have any
doubt about this, read my book,
The latest casualties among U.S. servicemen in
Saudi Arabia is a national disgrace. Our servicemen
They are in
are
Dahran to
because theirs is a regime of mountebanks which keeps
the petroleum industry safe in Saudi Arabia. No one
single American soldier must ever again be sacrificed
on the altar of greed of the petroleum industry.
Who put our servicemen in this danger area
what constitutional authority was this done?
What is at
is not the rights and wrongs of the
issue, but whether or not U.S. policy for the Middle
East, and all actions taken pursuant thereto, are constitutional. That
the real issue, and one to which we as
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a nation must adhere. No matter how just a cause may
be, the United States cannot commit
itself to
As we have already seen, getting the U.S. involved
in the Gulf War, and then continuing to station U.S.
forces in Saudi Arabia, and enforcing a boycott against
Iraq, WITHOUT a formal declaration of war having
been passed by the Congress, VIOLATES the U.S.
ConsCitujion. That is why Rep. Gonzales tried to have
Pres. Bush impeached--not because he was in favor of
Iraq. It is not a matter of taking sides, but one of
upholding and defending the
and
that means defending the U.S.
against
policies that are expedient, but unconstitutional.
Ours is an open government as mandated by the
Consjitution.
There is no room in our society for
government conducted behind closed doors. Far too
much of that took place in the run-up to, and during the
Gulf War. The same type of governing in secrecy is
rampant in the Clinton Administration. We, the People,
have a right to know why decisions are made, especially
where those decisions involve the armed forces of this
nation. OURARMBDFORCESARBNOTTHEPLAYTHING OF GOVERNMENT.
If there is real danger to the United States coming
from such countries as Libya, Iraq, Iran, Yemen, Algeria and Pakistan, our government is duty bound to tell
We, the People, EXACTLY what this danger is and
how it poses a threat to the United States. Let there be
a return to OPEN GOVERNMENT. We the People, are
the true sovereigns, not Perry, Deutch, Clinton and
Christopher, the National Security Agency, or any of
the multitude of intelligence agencies which have proliferated since the end of WW-II. [H:
New

Open, honest government is what is needed. We,
the People, must demand it. That is what the
demands of government.
Behind-closed-doors
governing has got to be stopped. If it is not stopped,
then the United States will deteriorate into a fascist
state, instead of a free state, and there is ample evidence
to show this is the way we are going.
If the Bush Administration and the Clinton Administration had followed the constitutional pathway, we
would not be in so much trouble today with the Islamic
world. We would be enjoying friendly relations with
these nations instead of living under a climate of fear
that they will take terrorist-type reprisals against the
United States because of its misguided, lopsided foreign policy, decisions taken behind closed doors, with
no input from We, the People.

is

INTENT.
MATTER

of worthy

you from seeing THE REAL FACTS AND TRUTHS
ON BOTH SIDES. “Oh,
Clinton
“...I have a few...” and back and
while
nation,
quicksand to destructions
of that which you have
citizens-you
TO END THEM ALL. The “NEWS”
the questions tonight will come from the audience ?
Perish the thought-the
plans of subject matter have
already BEEN FULLY ANNOUNCED along with
the
.
by the
It is this kind of governing in secret that led to the
present situation in Saudi Arabia, which resulted in the
deaths of 21 of our servicemen.
It is this kind of
lopsided foreign policy that has led to the Saudi people

making it clear that our armed forces are not welcome
in their country. One has only to turn to Saudi television to find how widespread is the resentment.
Religious leaders constantly call on all Saudis to
scrap their satellite dishes and avoid traveling to the
West. The anger is mostly directed against the United
States, which is perceived as the upholder of UNJUST
policies in the Middle East. Much the same message
pours forth from Saudi radio stations and, daily, the
clerics, using their mosques as a forum, denounce the
presence of U.S. armed forces in the country because it
goes contrary to their Islamic faith.

were raised against the two-track status quo, but critics
were called “dissidents” and had to flee for their lives.

The enormous benefits provided the Saudis by Western companies also brought unwelcome changes and
intrusions. A few miles away from the insulated foreign compounds along the sea shores (mainly American, with French and British nationals, also) bikiniclad women lounge; Moslem women, heavily veiled
and covered from head to toe, are watched over by the
Religious Police, lest decadent Western influence should
AKIN FAITHS, THERE IS NO ACCEP- lead them astray.
TANCE OR ALLOWED “INTEREST”
(USURY)
There is a climate of fear among the Saudi
AND THEREFORE THERE ARE TRILLIONS OF lims; they see their country being occupied by people of
DOLLARS STOLEN FROM THESE PEOPLE CON- a different nationality and religious belief, and they do
STANTLY? WHEN DO YOU THINK THEY WILL not like it. For this reason, the two-faced strategy of the
WAKE UP
REALLY SMELL THE BURNING Saudi royal family is starting to come apart. Forces
COFFEE?
AND WHAT DO YOU THINK THEY even within the royal family are demanding a return to
DO IN RESPECT TO THEIR HOLY PER- the fundamentals of the Muslim faith.
Is it any wonder then that terrorists are seizing the
moment of discontent to carry out their vile bombings
of U. S. military establishments? The wonder is that the
THEIR DOCTRINES.]
How is it that, in the rush to protect the greedy U.S. Government has been blind to the changes that
petroleum industry, the United States is so insensitive have swept across the people, changes that will, in all
to the religious beliefs of millions of Muslims, and likelihood, sweep the Abdul Aziz ruling family out of
then, we turn around and blame them for giving terror- power and, with it, more frequent and perhaps deadlier
attacks on U.S. installations and military personnel.
ists a chance to attack our servicemen?
There are those who will put up the shop-worn
Ever since the British installed the Abdul AzizWahabi dynasty and created”Saudi Arabia” the Islamic argument that the U.S. military presence in Saudi
world has questioned the Saudi ruler’s commitment to Arabia is necessary to safeguard vital oil supplies. This
their Muslim faith. The United States has always idea has long ago been discounted. If the U.S. would
ignored this strong undercurrent, and has constantly end the repressive taxation policies that keep domestic
propped-up and supported the Abdul Aziz clan in the oil producers out of business; if our government would
interests of ARAMCO and B.P., without paying the pursue a policy favorable to domestic exploration and
drilling,
slightest attention to the feeling of the Saudi people.
Now we are starting to pay the price for our official dollars in Saudi Arabia and, at the same time, endanservicemen.
shortsightedness. The Gulf War brought the stationing gering
a
of U.S. forces in Saudi Arabia. The war was not
approved by the majority of the Saudi people, but they
had no forum where they could express their opposiThere is no longer any need to make targets of our
tion.
Likewise the U.S. troops and planes in the servicemen in Saudi Arabia. The United States armed
country; and this only encouraged a two-faced strateav forces are not the tools of the petroleum industry
by the Saudi Government.
For seventy years or more, the Abdul
Aziz royal family pursued a two-faced
policy to appease the petroleum industry
and put billions of dollars in their pockets, ofien at the cost of the religious beliefs and feelings of their people. The
Saudi ruling family sought friendly ties
with the West and declared political and
economic relations with the nations of the
West, particularly, the United States, while
all the time, their citizens held a fardifferent view.
With a population of 18 million under
daily instruction by the clerics, the royal
family seemed to forget that their official
Every year parents
nothing ill
policy toward the West, and especially
toward the United States, was at variance
can happen to THEM! Yes it can and as the
with what the religious leaders believed
and taught.
noose comes down on the adversarial
The United States and British governnecks-it
ments pursued a policy of setting the oilproducing Middle East nations against
each other. This deceitful policy climaxed
in the Gulf War, but it backfired when the
Saudi people realized that much of the
danger said to emanate from Iraq and
Iran, for example, sprang from opposition
It can be a time of fun for the
to the royal family, and not to the people
kiddies or it can be deadly-and
parents,
of Saudi Arabia.
When this realization dawned upon
the choices, unfortunately for your sadthe people of Saudi Arabia and they began
dling with responsibility-ARE
UP TO
to realize that it was simply a “divide and
rule” trick, as indeed they realized in the
YOU.
aftermath of the Gulf War, loud voices
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nor are they their toys
The policy of sending U.S. troops to carry out petroleum industry foreign
policy, first instituted by Woodrow Wilson when he
sent U.S. troops to Mexico on behalf of Standard Oil,
has got to be halted. It is tragic that it took the deaths
of 2 1 in the Dahran bombing to place us on notice that
our presence in Saudi Arabia is no longer welcomed.
But Saudi Arabia is not the only danger area.

Dr. Coleman.
vote-getter.
This could mean the end of the Turkish
We were just about to mention Turkey and since we secular state, which has been in existence since the
only have a wee bit left on the article, let us finish it up days of Kemmel Attaturk.
Erbakan says he wants to move Turkey away from
this morning.
Western influence and closer to Muslim states. He has
[QUOTING, PART 5:]
consistently called into question Turkey’s pro-U.S.A.
stance and clearly, this puts U.S. servicemen, stationed
TURKEY
in that country, in real danger. Moreover the Muslim
Welfare Party is tired of seeing Turkey as a cat’s paw to
Now U.S. servicemen have a new danger facing the United States in using the Kurdish problem to
them, this time Turkev. With the opposition Welfare attempt to unseat Pres. Saddam Hussein of Iraq.
[END QUOTING OF PART 41
It is in pursuance of this policy that Bush,
Party winning so many seats in the parliament, PresiThis appears to be good place to break this writing dent Suleyman Demiril was forced to name Necmettin singlehandedly and without one shred of Congressional
for we will next speak of Turkey and I must have Erbakan as the new Prime Minister who will replace authority, stationed U.S. servicemen in Saudi Arabia to
former Prime Minister Tansu Cillier. The Welfare overfly Iraq airspace, ostensibly to protect the Kurds
Dharma elsewhere for most of this day.
What you are given to see and know is only the Party is a Muslim fundamentalist party, and it will from attacks by the Iraqi Army. The Welfare Party sees
tinymost fragment of the overall picture as is being strive to oust the United States from bases in Turkey. this as a farce. The Welfare Party has said it will
reverse this policy as soon as it comes to power, and
presented to the rest of the world. You are ALREADY
The majority of the Turkish people did not approve given the manner in which Islamic fundamentalism has
THE ENSLAVED AND UNINFORMED MASSES.
EVEN THE EVENTS INNEW YORKTODAY, OTHER of Turkey siding with the U.S. in the Gulf War, nor do risen in the country, it is only a matter of time before
THAN WHAT THE CONTROLLED MEDIA ALLOWS they approve of the recent deal in terms of which Israeli this happens.
While U.S. servicemen and women face daily danSHOWN-IS PROOF OF YOUR CONFINEMENT AND Air Force planes will be allowed to overfly Turkey, and
gers in Dhahran, in Saudi Arabia, the very people they
the United States military bases to be expanded.
LIMITATIONS IN ATTAINING TRUTH.
This is certain to make U.S. servicemen targets for are supposed to be guarding from attack by Baghdad,
Salu and good morning.
extremist groups in Turkey. Congress must immedi- the Kurds, are under daily assault by the Turkish Army.
#l
ately cancel this arrangement and withdraw all U.S. The Kurdish Worker Party headquarters in London
servicemen not only from Turkey, but from the entire said in mid-July of 1996 that Turkish soldiers and
We are very short of time this morning for writing Gulf region also. Ciller’s secular government col- airplanes killed 50,000 Kurds in 1995, many of whom
and I feel the most important thing we can offer is the lapsed in September, which led to the recent elections were women and children. “The Turkish Army and Air
finish of the particular article we have been using from from which the Welfare Party emerged as the chief Force embarked on a systematic program of destroying
all villages along the northern borders with Turkey,”
the report said.
While the figure of 50,000 may be somewhat overstated, nevertheless this does not detract from the fact
that many thousands of Kurds have been killed and
many more are likely to be killed, unless the war of
attrition against the Kurds by the Turks, supported by
the British and American petroleum companies
hands
and backed by the U.S. and British governments, can be
brought to a halt through international pressure.
Meantime, U.S. Armed Forces continue to face the
wrath of the Muslim world because of their presence in
Saudi Arabia. Our armed forces are there for three
purposes.
1. To protect the utterly corrupt Abdul Aziz-Wahabi
regime ruling Saudi Arabia.
2. To protect the utterly corrupt and evil Al Sabah
regime in Kuwait and keep oil revenues flowing into
3. To make sure that the imbalance of power in the
entire Middle East region is maintained.
If President Clinton thinks
has just cause and
reason to keep our armed forces in Saudi Arabia-AND
ONLY IF IT CAN BE PROVED THAT HE IS ACTING
SOLELY IN THE INTERESTS OF THE UNITED
STATES, then let him take his case to the people of the
United States, and then, if his actions are approved
THROUGH THE PROPER CONSTITUTIONAL PROCEDURAL MEASURES ADOPTED BY THE HOUSE
AND SENATE, then let our armed forces remain, but in
a properly secured environment and not as sitting
ducks for some terrorist group.

If Clinton does not get permission from Congress to
keep our armed forces in Saudi Arabia, then he MUST
immediately. If Clinton does not or will not
do this, then Congress must cut off funding and compel
our servicemen to return to the United States. The time
to act is NOW. Don’t wait for any more casualties!

[END QUOTING OF PART 5 AND END OF ARTICLE]
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Hopi and Navajo are not the only Native peoples who
suffer today. It is a sad day for America to know that
this kind of abuse continues, even as you read this.
You can still speak out to our government about this
injustice against the Hopi and Navajo. The Great Spirit
will honor you for doing so.
The Native people in America today are still abused
and exploited for two main reasons. First, they live on
lands that the White man has discovered to contain
much needed natural resources. And secondly, the Indian cannot easily be trained to be a good, productive
slave. He doesn’t happily adapt to putting his nose to
the grindstone from 9-5, only to then end up giving
away half of his pay to the government in the form of
taxes. Apparently the rest of you don’t seem to mind
too much working all day to give half your money away.
Or, if you do mind, you certainly have not organized
to put a stop to this obscene ritual. Oh well!
As far as the prophecies about earthquakes, etc.,
for our not living in harmony and balance with all
things, it would appear that that time is now upon us.
And our Elite Controllers continue to mess with Mother
Nature as if she were some toy that will never react.
She is beginning to react. Let’s continue with our study
of weather modification.
Incredible damage was done in Florida and Louisiana from Hurricane Andrew in late August of 1992,
thanks to Henry Kissinger (see Part X of this series).
A little over two weeks later, on September 13, 1992,
Hurricane Iniki slammed into the Hawaiian Islands
with winds of 160 M.P.H., and the Islands came under
F.E.M.A. (Federal Emergency Management Agency)
control. If the reader has ever seen a globe or a map of
the Pacific Ocean, you have to know where to look to
find the Hawaiian Islands, so small are they. Yet this
powerful hurricane found those tiny islands and headed
right for them. It was almost as if the hurricane had a
mind of its own, All of this is not so difficult to comprehend if ones realize that high-level sources have
stated that our weather has been totally controlled and
manipulated since at least 1988!!
1993 was an interesting year for weather, not soon
to be forgotten. In the week of Saturday, March 13,
1993, what would become known as the “Blizzard of
93” pounded the entire East Coast of America. When
it was all over, it left over 172 people dead. Pennsylvania and New Jersey both declared a state of emergency for their entire states. Florida had been hit with
50 tornadoes, and declared a state of emergency in 17
counties. Hurricane force winds were felt in many areas; off the coast of the Carolinas, there were winds of
90 M.P.H. Airports were closed from Atlanta, Georgia to Boston, Massachusetts. All of this occurred in
the middle of the Waco, Texas standoff between Branch
Davidians and the U.S. Government. The storm served
as a bit of a distraction.
In late April and into May of 1993, an unusually
high number of tornadoes struck in the Midwest U.S.,
along the general area of the Mississippi River. For
example, on Friday, May 7th, about 50 tornadoes struck
from Minnesota all the way down to Texas. This area
is called “Tornado Alley”. The following day, Saturday, May 8th, there were 30 more twisters. This was
about the time the rains started in the area.
Tornadoes continued throughout the month and
into June, with June 7th & 8th each seeing about 20
twisters in the same general area. By the end of May
it was raining every day, often in torrents.
The July 18, 1993 issue of the New York
reported that it had already rained 49 straight days, often heavy, all along the area of the Mississippi River.
And the rains and flooding continued through July, and
August and into September. Satellite pictures ..t July
showed so much water that observers said the area resembled a sixth Great Lake.
Meteorologists stated that there was an unusual
“Blocking Pattern” in place (that they could not explain) which caused all storms, which normally move
from west to east across America, to dump their loads
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Prior to 1871, the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(B.I.A.-a
U.S. Government creation; recognized and
respected by few Indians) was administered under the
War Department (name changed to Dept. of Defense
after World War II, although functionally the same as
War Dept.). Since 1871 the B.I.A. has been managed
by the Department of the Interior.
From time immemorial, the Hopi and Navajo have
lived in what is known as the Four Comers Area, where
the states of Arizona, New Mexico, Utah and Colorado join. Here are the largest Indian reservations in
America. The Hopi and Navajo have traditionally experienced minor disputes between themselves, but have
never sought outside help to resolve their differences.
In 1905, under B.I.A. approval, and against Hopi
and Navajo wishes, oil and gas exploration began in
the Four Corners area. Coal was discovered in 1909.
As early as 1921, Standard Oil (a Rockefeller Company) was involved in trying to negotiate approval to
exploit vast oil reserves. Eventually, companies like
Exxon, Peabody Coal Company, Pittsburg & Midway
Coal Mining Company, El Paso Natural Gas Company,
and Utah International Inc. would get involved, as the
area had substantial deposits of oil, gas, coal, copper
and uranium. Today, these companies are ruining the
land. The B.I.A. has helped these corporate interests
in heavily exploiting the area by fomenting dissension
between the Hopi and Navajo and fighting, to this day,
for their relocation. The Native peoples do not want
relocation and only wish to be left on their own lands.
The fight today centers around Big Mountain in Arizona.
Kee Shay, a Navajo Elder, spoke recently of his
feelings about the land around Big Mountain and the
thought of relocation, (quoting:)
We the people that live here around Big Mountain, we have lived here for many generations from
newborns all the way back to old people who go back
to Mother Earth when they die of old age...
By the Creator’s law this land is ours. This is a
holy place for us, Big Mountain. We believe in these
things... We are going to stay. By Nature’s Law we
were instructed to live here. One of our gods lives on
the Mountain there. We don’t want to leave...
Our religion and our freedom is being taken away

from us. Our four sacred Mountains are being taken
away from us... Our way of life is being swept away...
These people we call the “Ancient Ones” (the
Anasazi) lived here before the Navajo or Hopi ever
existed. They have disappeared because they made a
mistake. They were taken back by the wind and the
fire. We are beginning to understand. (End quoting)
And David Monogye, a Hopi Priest, had this to say
regarding the B.I.A. generated problems, (quoting:)
The Great Spirit gave us a symbol of His law in
the Sacred Stone Tablets. He told us to take care of
the land. The Sacred Stone Tablets are in our possession and that means we still are the caretakers of the
hemisphere.. .
In our religious circles in the kivas, we pray, meditate and conduct ceremonies to keep life in balance. If
mineral resources are removed or forests destroyed all
life is affected. So we sit here in our circle to pray,
meditate, and think of all things that live.
If we neglect our ceremonies, then terrible things
may happen. Our prayer and meditation shows that
the Spirits still remember us. They still take care of
us. But if we fail, then natural disaster may destroy
all life. This is why we must hold on to the Hopi way
of life and beliefs...
We have mentioned many prophecies. Hopi prophesies and instructions about how to take care of this
land for the Great Spirit to keep in balance all the natural elements. If we ignore the Elders advice, sooner or
later the natural forces will let us know-cry out and
warn us. There may be earthquakes. Wind destructive, cyclone, tidal waves. These are warnings to us.
This is already happening and we should realize the
danger and go to the leaders to protect the land and
life of all people and leave this land alone until the
purification takes place.. .
It’s.. . the Bureau of Indian Affairs that pushes traditional people out. It’s the government’s program.
We’re not fighting out here. We’re not quarreling. The
newspapers create the impression that we are fighting
over land. It’s not a fight between Navajo and Hopi.
It’s a fight between all Native people against the government. It’s a fight by all Native people who want to
continue to live on the land in the traditional way...
Our prophecies foretold that we would come to a
stage where we struggle for land and life. The last
stages. We cry for help. We call on the world for support to put a stop to these wrong policies that take place
all over the world against Native people everywhere.
We will not give up our way of life or belief. We
have not turned away from the instructions of the Great
Spirit. We still have in our possession the Sacred Stone
Tablets that were given to us by the Great Spirit. We
are not going to let go of this land and life. (End quoting)
For those who think the Indians had their lands
stolen by the White man in some distant time past, and
that those days are gone now, think again. And the
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in the same area along the Mississippi.
This author watched The Weather Channel on television throughout the summer of 1993, fully aware of
exactly what was happening as it unfolded. You could
watch the weather move from the West to the Mississippi area and then dump. Consequently, the east, and
especially the southeast, were left dry. What caused
all this?
The Russians were operating their powerful “Woodpecker” Electromagnetic E.L.F. pulsing system, and set
up a giant standing wave running north to south
through the entire region. This acted as a block to
prevent any precipitation from traveling east of the
One would suspect
the use of
target
area.
Cosmospheres to further cause great amounts of water
to be moved into the area. More precipitation was
brought up from the Gulf of Mexico in conjunction with
manipulation of the jet stream.
Most troubling, however, is the fact that evidence
strongly suggests that the U.S. Government acted in
concert with the Russians to achieve the devastating
effects which were produced. The November 1989 issue of the
listed some of
the locations of the U.S. Government’s
G.W.E.N.

Emergency
NetMore
work) towers.
than a few of these towers were right in the areas of heavy rainfall. The Earth’s
magnetic field can be
ltered within a 200 to
250-mile radius of the
towers.
It is a well
documented fact that alterations in that magic field can strongly

influence precipitation1 Of course, the government will
say those towers are only for defense purposes. Really? Readers can believe as they wish. But, has the
government told the truth about anything else revealed
in this series???
What was the net result of all this activity7 The
Bolsheviks running our government want to destroy
everything, and they did a good job. Crops were destroyed in the entire area from heavy flooding. Crops
were destroyed in the Southeast from severe drought.
Because of sewer systems overflowing into the flood,
diseases were spread everywhere. Of the 791 counties
in the nine-state flood zone, 421 were declared Federal disaster areas, and came under F.E.M.A. control.
Countless lives and businesses were shattered. The
Federal government enjoyed a huge land grab as millions of acres were newly declared as Federal Wetlands,
which automatically come under government control.
And people were so preoccupied (and distracted) with
all this, that they hardly noticed the incredible “suicide” of White House Counsel Vince Foster (on July
20, 1993), who apparently shot himself in the back of
the head, not once, but twice! Wnce Foster must have
been a remarkable man, as most men would be dead
with only one
:,;qfx; -‘ ; ,’ shot to the head.
‘p$y ‘f _
This may be the
gr?:,;..‘.
first time in recorded history where
a man required two
shots to the head to
be
successfully
“suicided”.
One other
thing
was
pretty well
covered up
by all the
flooding.
People
quickly
forgot
about
t h e
Waco,
Texas
Massacre
on
April 19,
1993,
wherein
85 men,
women
and children
erated by the U.S.
(Bolshevik-run) GovernThe tornadoes began
right after that, with 2 dozen occurring on April 24th & 25th. One of those
twisters alone killed at least 10 people in Oklahoma. That was enough to immediately distract attention away from Waco! !
The December 17, 1994 issue of
News ran
an article entitled “Theorists Grapple With High-flying Sprites”. As the article states in part, (quoting:)
Physicists are struggling to explain recently discovered forms of atmospheric fireworks so colorful and
bizarre that regular lightning looks drab in comparison.
From two airplanes, Davis D. Sentman and colleagues at the University of Alaska at Fairbanks pinpointed where and when the bursts appear, . . . at altitudes of 50 to 90 kilometers. . . above thunderstorms.
Ordinary lightning is restricted to the troposphere, at
altitudes of less than 20 kilometers.
Researchers unveiled theories to explain the phe-

nomena, dubbed red sprites and blue jets. (End quoting)
Although researchers from Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Stanford University, and Los Alamos
National Laboratories (New Mexico) offered their detailed opinions of the phenomena, according to Mr.
Sentman, “There are still problems with all of these
explanations”.
Nowhere in the article is there any
mention of H.A.A.R.P. (High-frequency Active Aurora1
Research Project), which was active at the time in
Alaska. This author believes that it is highly possibly
that the scientists in Alaska were in fact watching powerful blasts from the ground-based H.A.A.R.P. equipment firing into the ionosphere!
There has been no let-up of manipulation of the
weather. We could write volumes on this and still not
exhaust the subject, but for the sake of brevity, let’s
move ahead to 1996.
To more clearly understand the following, we need
to understand that one of the functions of the Central
Intelligence Agency (C.I.A.), around the world, is to
write the version of news events that will be run in
major papers. According to the New
of
December 25, 26 and 27, 1977, the C.I.A. owns outright over 200 newspapers, magazines, wire services,
and publishing houses around the world. Since they
serve the One World Controllers, do you think the
C.I.A. brings us the truth or just more propaganda7
On September 2, 1996, all major (controlled) news
sources reported that Saddam Hussein, President of
Iraq, ordered three armored divisions of his military
to attack Kurdish Rebels in the north of Iraq. In New
York City, the United Nations Security Council condemned Hussein’s actions. And in Washington, D.C.,
President Clinton said the U.S. was ready to retaliate
if necessary-quite
a coordinated response, don’t you
think?. We are the world’s policeman, after all. (Funny
they never mention the $250 million joint bank account
that George Bush and Saddam Hussein held at
B.C.C.I-or
the $4 billion in illicit loans that Henry
Kissinger
arranged for Saddam through Banke.
Nationale de Lavoro-B.N.L.)
We retaliated. On September 3,1996, the U.S. fired
27 Cruise Missiles into Iraq. The following day, September 4, we fired 13 more.
It is not surprising that Russia considers Iraq to be
within her sphere of influence, and was more than a
bit upset by the U.S. actions. Imagine how we would
feel if Russia fired missiles and inflicted heavy damage across our border in Toronto, Canada, or just south
of the Rio Grande in northern Mexico?
On September 5, 1996, Hurricane Fran slammed
into the coast of North Carolina with 100 M.P.H. winds
and continued to move toward the northwest. It maintained winds of 65 M.P.H. over land, spawned numerous tornadoes, dumped heavy rains which caused major flooding (even in Washington D.C., where our leaders might get the message), and continued as a major
storm all the way up to the Great Lakes, leaving 33
people dead! A high-level source has revealed that
this was retaliation by Russia for U.S. actions in Iraq.
Immediately after this, another major hurricane
was headed toward the southeastern U.S. Coast. Anyone who was able to watch the weather reports on television may have seen the satellite shots of the entire
region. Along the whole southern Atlantic coast of
America, a continuous strong flow of air moved from
west to east. So strong did this appear on television
that no hurricane could possibly reach the coast, and
the new hurricane moved off to the northeast.
Was
this a move by the United States to prevent another
Russian-made hurricane from doing yet more damage?
We can see that, indeed, whoever controls the
weather controls those affected by that weather. For
example, the government, working in conjunction with
petroleum and power companies, can push up the price
of oil, naturaI.gas, and electricity, and then produce
extremely cold weather, thereby generating huge profits for a few wealthy individuals. Insidious? Yes, but
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that’s big business today. Their concern is not with
making a better world for people, but rather to increase
the profit-margin while maintaining absolute control
of the masses! !
Enough of weather modification.
Let’s now explore what has been, and what is being, done in the
area of geophysical manipulations. The primary focus
here will be human-induced earthquakes, as this is the
main area of Elite interest. This is, of course, because
earthquakes are so profound and have the most dramatic effects for purposes of controlling populations.
Besides, most people may never comprehend the fact
that human beings have the capability to produce such
things, or that humans would ever do such things to
each other. Thus, when an earthquake occurs, very
few would .even think of asking, “Was that natural or
Actually, now that we have progressed
man-made?”
into a higher level of activity with respect to Earth
Changes, it becomes increasingly more difficult to
know which is which. In some places the ground seems
to be shaking all the time!
As you will recall, in Part V of this series, we mentioned “Tesla’s Controlled Earthquakes” of 193 5, called
by Nikola Tesla
art of telegeodynamics”.
Tesla
was able to cause “rhythmical
vibrations to pass
through the Earth with almost no loss of energy”, and
he could “convey
mechanical effects to the greatest terrestrial distances and produce all kinds of unique
effects.”
The author has little information on developments
over the forty years following 1935, yet something must
have been happening because, as mentioned in Part IX
of this series, a
sub-committee hearing, chaired
by Senator Claibome Pell, stated that “We need a treaty
now.. . before the military leaders of the world start directing storms, manipulating climates and inducing
earthquakes against their enemies.” Senator Pell would
not have spoken
1975 about inducing earthquakes
unless he had some knowledge that such technology
existed.
Also reported in Part IX of this series, on December 10, 1976, the General Assembly of the United Nations approved the “Convention on the Prohibition of
Military or any Other Hostile Use of Environmental
Modification Techniques”, and issued a report. Again,
such a report would not have been issued if there were
not technology in place capable of environmental modification, including the ability to induce earthquakes.
The June 5, 1977 edition
the New York
described the great earthquake
which destroyed
Tangshan, China on July 28, 1976, and killed over
650,000 people. “Just before the first tremor at 3:42
a.m., the sky lit up like daylight,
The multi-hued
lights, mainly white and red, were seen up to 200 miles
away. Leaves on many trees were burned to a crisp
and growing vegetables were scorched on one side, as
if by a fireball.”
Some investigators believe these electrical effects
were associated with electromagnetic plasma and ball
lightning and the strange array of flashes which result
from Tesla-style technology and/or H.A.A.R.P.
missions. Was this brilliant flash of colored light what
Tesla was talking about in 1935 when he mentioned
“all kinds of unique effects”? Was this earthquake just
a test of the system, conducted on the unsuspecting
people of China? It certainly does not appear like it
was a natural earthquake.
In January of 1978, Dr. Andrija Puharich, M.D.,
LL.D., issued a detailed research paper entitled “Global Magnetic Warfare-A
Layman’s View of Certain
Artifically Induced Unusual Effects on The Planet
Earth During 1976 and 1977”. In his paper, Dr.
Puharich stated, “Of the many great earthquakes of
1976, there is one that demands special attention-the
July 28, 1976 Tangshan, China earthquake.”
The January 1978 edition of
magazine ran
which
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nally discovered by Nikola Tesla. According to the
article, electromagnetic signals of certain frequencies
can be transmitted through the Earth to form standing
waves in the Earth itself. In certain cases, coherence
to this standing wave can be induced wherein a fraction of the vast, surging electromagnetic current of the
Earth itself feeds into and augments the induced standing wave. In other words, “much more energy is now
present in the standing wave than the... amount being
fed in from the Earth’s surface.” By interferometer
techniques, giant standing waves can be combined to
produce a focused beam of very great energy. This can
then be used to produce earthquakes induced at distant
aiming points.
It might be good to go back and re-read the above
paragraph a couple of times. This is one of the things
which greatly concerned Mr. Tesla, because this is exactly the type of thing that could easily get out of control once it begins vibrating within the Earth, and could
actually cause the Earth to vibrate to pieces!! Our Earth
scientists often do not know what they are dealing with.
Could the use of this technique have been responsible
for the earthquake in Tangshan, China in 197617
One source (Dr. Peter Beter) has revealed that by
1977 the Russians had placed fission-fusion-fission Superbombs in certain deep undersea trenches around the
Philippines. The source believes that the Philippines
are in the position of a “keystone” within the giant Paciflc Tectonic Plate. Russia had already been setting
off lower yield undersea weapons in other areas around
The
the Pacific Ocean, causing strong earthquakes.
source believes the intention was/is to relieve tensions
all around the Pacific plate, except the Philippines,
where the stresses would build to tremendous levels.
Then, at a certain point, the bombs around the Philippines will be set off. It is expected that this will cause
incredible earthquakes and tidal waves and ultimately
devastate the American West Coast! Volcanoes erupting in the Philippines are an indication that stresses
are building in the area. (Readers need to understand
that earthquakes and volcanoes are intimately connetted and work hand in hand, with the one sometimes
triggering the other, and sometimes the other triggering the one. An earthquake can open vents deep in the
Earth which allow lava to flow up. In other cases, the
stresses driving volcanic activity can also cause earthquakes.)
The January 30, 1981 edition of the
reported that in 1979 there were 56 significant
earthquakes in the world, and that by 1980 the annual
figure was up to 71. Coincidentally, in 1980 there was an
increase in E.L.F. (Extremely
Low frequency) transmissions
by both Russia and the United
States.
In 1981, Lt. Col. Thomas
Bearden, a nuclear engineer
and the leading Tesla researcher in the U.S., gave a
very interesting lecture before
the U.S. Psychotronics Association. In part of his talk he
was speaking about the standing waves produced by Tesla
Magnifying Transmitters that
were also discussed in
magazine in 1978. He was, in
describing
how
essence,
Mr.
H.A.A.R.P.
works.
Bearden stated in part, (quoting:)
Then what you do is you
change the frequency. If you
change the frequency one way
(by dephasing it), you dump
up in the atmo-

focused upon. As you start ionizing the air, you can
change the weather flow patterns, the jet stream, etc.
If you dump it gradually, real gradually, you influence
the heck out of the weather. It’s a great weather machine. If you dump it sharply, you won’t get the little
ionization like that. You will get flashes
fireballs
(plasma) that will come down to the surface of the
Earth. You can cause enormous weather changes over
entire regions by playing that thing back and forth.
(End quoting)
Mr. Bearden almost makes it sound like some kind
of weather machine toy that’s fun to operate. But it
also sounds like Tangshan, China, again, on July 28,
1976.
We will continue with Russian earthquake-generating cobalt bombs buried in the Northeast United
States, and see who was responsible for the Kobe, Japan earthquake!
Isn’t it sad to see what absolute devastation and
havoc the Elite One World Controllers have wreaked
upon humanity? Because we allow it, it continues today, only worse.
Author’s Note-This
author is deeply appreciative
of all those who have sent words of praise and support
from around the world for this series. Knowing you
all care that much only increases the dedication to do
a thorough job. Since responding to all of you would
only detract from the great amount of time required to
accomplish this task, I will take this opportunity to
thank you all very much. I live to serve. With every
good wish, I remain in Light-R.E.B.

(1) Cry Sacred Ground-Big
Mountain, U.S.A., by
Anita Parlow, 1988, published by the Sacred Lands
Project of the Christic Institute, Washington, D.C. This
book eloquently documents the ongoing struggle of the
Hopi and Navajo to maintain their ancestral lands in
the Four Corners area, under constant pressure from
big business and the Government (as if there was any
difference between the two).
This author has just received word from Navajo
friends that President Bill Clinton has just signed legislation that would force the Navajo to lease their land
to big corporations. The struggle continues. If enough
of us voiced our outrage to Washington about this injustice, we could turn things around.
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SIMPSON-INNOCENT
OR GUILTY?

Now that the 0. J. civil trial is underway and Robert
Kardashian, a close associate of his for many years, is
giving out his suspicions (on TV and in newspapers)
that O.J. is guilty and he failed a lie detector test,
thinking people‘should consider some other possibilities.
Let’s assume that O.J. is innocent. If true, how
could they have so much evidence to make him appear
quilty? According to reports, he made very suspicious
actions and he refused to testify to his innocence, but
kept insisting he was not guilty.
He also stated
was going to work hard to find the
guilty party or parties, but there have been no reports,
that I have heard of, that he was doing so.
Let’s just suppose that 0. J. was in the wrong place
at the wrong time and was seen witnessing some things
or was told some things, by someone or someones who
approached him before or shortly after the fact and
warned him of severe consequences if he should talk or
indicate he had any
knowledge of how, why,
when and where of the murders of his ex-wife Nicole
and Ron Goldman.
Suppose the consequences are that he would never
see his children
or worse, that they would be
tortured or/and murdered if he told anyone or indicated
he knew anything
about the murders.
With these suppositions would it not be understandable that he would “flunk” a lie detector test in
that he would be trying to hide something and would be
very nervous about making statements that might indicate he’s hiding knowledge and yet not having any
knowledge of what happened. Even though
he might have hearsay and/or personal knowledge, he
could very well be innocent and dare not let it out
because of the protection of his children’s lives.
Under the above assumptions, could you appear
entirely innocent? Certainly, using these assumptions,
an
person would have an awful time trying to
live with himself, and yet-should
they put their
children’s lives in jeopardy by telling what they know?
(Have you ever read about the poor protection the law
enforcement agencies give you when you witness in
court under similar-type situations?)
How would you react if the above scenario were
true and you were in 0. J. ‘s position? Do you think you
could possibly appear entirely innocent and pass a lie
detector test while hiding such an overpowering burden? Could you get on the witness stand, testify in your
own defense, without committing perjury and appear
innocent while trying to protect your children’s lives?
I would also ask you to reconsider these ofher
factors when trying to make sense-of what has been and
is now going on in this
trial.
The ex-cop, Mark Fuhrman, (convicted as a felon
for lying to the O.J. criminal trial court) who was a
major player in obtaining
evidence,
is
suspicioned of having planted evidence. Then add to
this the fact that blood samples were grossly mishandled (the L.A. Police Department was found to have
many discrepancies in their lab procedures), the glove
did not fit, the Bronco was not locked up or properly
cared for prior to finding a &
amount of blood
evidence in it (gross negligence on the part of the
police). (Do you know that they can elope anybody’s
blood?
tiny drop is all that is necessary to make
gallons? How many times in the past
you suppose
that doctors have taken a sample of O.J.‘s blood-him

being a professional football player?) Why wasn’t the
Bronco smeared with blood?
Now if you think the underworld crime gangs
wouldn’t use such kinds of blackmail threats-think
again. This is a very common kind of threat they use to
insure closed mouths under many circumstances. Could
you think of a better method to shut someone’s mouth
without murdering them? If it was done to you, could
you really appear innocent when you have the knowledge but cannot risk the lives of your children by
speaking out? Would you mount a serious attempt to
find the real criminals? Would you have committed
suicide or threatened to do so to get out of an overpowering hopelessness of being able to live with this knowledge bottled up within you for the next 40 or more years
of life expectancy7
Would you also consider just what the media (who
are the Elite) are accomplishing in pushing a guilty
verdict down the people’s throat when the jury found
him not guilty? The
says a man is innocent until found guilty by a legal jury. Do you really
think it is constitutional for him to be put in front of
another jury to find out if he owes money to somebody
when he was pronounced not guilty of the charge for
which they are trying to collect the money? If our court
system had any justice left in it they could not justify
whatsoever putting O.J. on trial again. It is un-Constitutional to put a man on trial more than once for the
same charge.
By condoning these actions by the Elite we
ownvslaverv.
There is far more involved in this court case being pushed by the courts and
the media than meets the eye. It’s best that we
these
because it won’t be long until any of us may be on the
wrong end of this kind of judgement.
I suggest that
the above before
condemning O.J.
in issue
Vol. 10, #9,
26, 1995,
[quoting:]
the farce moves into its near final show and
tell-1 remind you of several things of which CONTACTcan be quite proud of its work, investigations and
presentations,
Why was the lead defense attorney, Johnnie
Cochran, in Florida instead of in court in L.A. on one
of the most important days of Simpson’s trial last
week? Perhaps I might point out that we have told you
WHO murdered Nicole and Goldman. We told you who
was behind the murders and we told you it was completely wrapped up in political manipulation, desire to
incite riot, racism and plain old “Mafia-type” CRIME.
Why O.J.? Well, he is the perfect showpiece-ISN’T
HE?
We had a silent “informer” send information
through several other “informers” until we don’t have
identity of the FIRST, but we do have the first handwritten information note still before us. You will note
that we have to spell names according to the way they
“sound” because we are dealing with both oriental
origins AND Italian-type crime figures. We received
this information in May (May I, 1995) and passed it
immediately to every member of the defense team, the
prosecution, the media AND Gerry Spence, Rosie Greer,
Attny. Grimes, Larry King, and, and, and . . . . We also
told about the set-ups in both the higher political arena,
the police AND the FBI. We offered, over and over
again, the INVESTIGATIVE REPORTS OF GARY
WEAN and sent them to every Tom, Dick and harry
available anywhere-AND YOU CAN NOW SEE THEY
ARE TRUTH. You have just had a dose of
courtroom work wherein the witnesses (FiattoEs] [spelled
by sound]) (Crime figures) came in to testify. They

are in the witness protection program? No, they are
simply part of THE operation1 At any rate, did anyone
notice that ALL methods of recording, audio and pictorial (even sketch artists) were tossed OUT OF THE
ROOM? Worse, when Ito swore in the first Fiatto
brother, HE HAD FORGOTTEN TO BRING IN THE
JURY!
Ah, but what has happened? What has happened is
that Nicole’s MOUTH (sister, Denise) has had a “relationship” with one of those “nice” brothers7 What is
going on here? Or, perhaps better, what is coming OFF
here? Is O.J. a SAINT? Goodness NO, why do you
think they set HIM up? He WILL BE after all this is
over I
I suggest everyone go read Gary Wean’s writing
AGAIN! Then keep this message in mind from May 1,
1995: “Ippolito got out of jail two weeks before the
Simpson murders (he is supposed to have escaped!)
The week before the murders Ippolito was with Paduano
who is the owner of a ‘night club’,
was the financier for
and Paduano himself.”
O.J.‘s “Paula” was sent to
Florida where she could have bodyguards and protection when it became obvious the POLICE were a real
hazard to her California health. The source of the “ring
of operations” is out of Florida and the “opposition” or
COMPETITION is out of San Luis Obispo County,
Calif. and Los Angeles.
“Paduano’s son Anthony was BEST FRIENDS with
Ronald Goldman and both had been on the TV show,
STUDS.”
The message says that “Ippolito had Nicole and
Goldman killed, thus eliminating Paduano’s son’s best
friend and Paduano’s financier’s wife,” effectively setting the circumstances for the most hidden underworld
war of all time and setting the stage for the worst race
riots ever known. This WHOLE thing is THE STABBINGS HEARD ‘ROUND THE WORLD! !
WAS THE ACTUAL HIT
MAN!” [The spelling of the name may be off just a tad
as the “g” may be a “z” in the Surname and the “S” may
be a “G” in the “Christian” or first name.]
[End
quoting]
Hopefully this will make you
a
little harder before coming to any conclusion about
And hopefully those
words will also help you to search for what is behind the
media’s purposes for attempting to PUSH their conclusions and explanations for so many happenings.
OK
From
10/8/96, [quoting:]
Florida’s stopping cars to search for drugs was
upheld by the high court.
WASHINGTON-The
Supreme Court on Monday
let stand a precedent-setting Florida ruling that states
may establish roadblocks for the chief purpose of intercepting illegal drugs.
The court rejected a challenge that argued the
roadblocks had been established on the pretext of ensuring compliance with traffic laws and violated the
constitutional protections against unreasonable searches
and seizures.
The case arose out of roadblocks Florida law enforcement offtcials set up on four state highways near
the Georgia border in January 1984.
As part of the two-day operation, Florida saw enforcement officials set up temporary checkpoints along
the highways to stop traffic and to use drug-sniffling
dogs to check the vehicles.
About 2,100 vehicles passed through the roadblocks, of which about 1,300 were stopped. In all, one
person was arrested for the possession of illegal drugs
while 61 trafBc-related citations were also issued.
The roadblocks lasted for several hours throughout
the evening rush, causing backups and delays of up to
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45 minutes.
A lawsuit was filed by two people on behalf of all
motorists who were stopped. It sought compensatory
and punitive damages for violations of their constitutional rights.
A federal judge dismissed the lawsuit and a U.S.
Court of Appeals in Atlanta agreed. It said the chief
purpose of the operation was to intercept drugs, but
ruled the state does have the power to conduct roadblocks to check drivers’ licenses and vehicle registrations. [End quoting]
Every day the Elite become bolder in showing us
that we have no freedoms left in this country. We are
at their mercy, so long as we remain sheep.

this page.
Wouldn’t it be wise to use some common sense to
understand what is really going on with these drugbusts and the Elite (who are the real drug kingpins) and
how they’re working another oneof their many scams?
Wouldn’t it make more sense that they are just doing
away with more and more of their competition so they
can gain even tighter control. Do you ever hear of one
of the Elite being arrested for drug-dealing unless they
are a victim of internal rivalry?
Do you ever hear about the amount of drug imports
going down? Then where are the billions of dollars
given to fight drugs going? Would it be logical in your
mind, since
positive results from all
the money supposedly going into this “war”, that the
MEMO
TO GOP:
NO NEED
drug kings are not only making
profits
TO FEAR
from dealing the drugs but are also
the
CITIZENSHIP
DRIVES
money from the “war on drugs”? You say, “There’s no
way they could get away with that.” Who do you think
From
10/10/96, [quoting:]
owns or controls the companies, foundations, “doSACRAMENTO-For
months, Republican circles good” organizations, non-profit organizations, etc. that
have buzzed with speculation and concern about the receive the billions of dollars for equipment supplies,
Clinton administration’s hurry-up effort to naturalize
personnel, etc., with which to fight the “war on drugs”7
immigrants in California and other states and get them Realize that the Elite usually have both sides of a game
registered for the November election.
tied up so that it’s a win-win situation-with you, as a
There’s no doubt that the operation dubbed “citi- taxpayer, always being suckered in as the loser?
The
zenship USA”, has a political orientation.
You also have to realize that the Elite want drug
administration’s goal is’to create more than a million addicts for making profits and to
new citizens this year, at least a third of them in
California.
The CIA drugs-for-guns programs have several
Leaked administration memorandums indicate that objectives bound up into two main ones: greed and
Vice President Al Gore took the leading role in pushing control power.
the Immigration and Naturalization Service to speed up citizenship paperwork, often using organizations connected to the Democratic Party to coordinate efforts.
One adtainistration memo obtained by the AssociatedPress told
President Clinton: “INS warns that
if we
too aggressive at removing the roadblocks to success, we
might be publicly criticized for
running a pro-Democratic voter
mill and even risk having Congress stop us.”
Those GOP fears may be
groundless.
As registration for
the 1996 election closed on Monday, it became evident that Democrats have suffered a sharp decline in the ranks of theirvoters in
California and that the gap between the major parties which has
been narrowing for the last two
.
decades, has closed even more.
[End quoting]
No need to worry-the vote is
probably already counted and
ready to be given to the networks
for announcing.
Have you ever
read the book
by James
Collier?
WORLD

DRUG
DRUG-BUSTS

The media are stepping up the
news about the world-wide drugbusts going on and that Clinton is
really cracking down on the drug
kings. (Certainly this wouldn’t
have anything to do with the election coming up in 3 weeks for
Clinton and his gang and that Dole
claims Clinton is soft on drugs,)
Please see “Colombia’s deadly
grip” picture from
on
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Over, approximately, the last eight years KCET
(PBS) TV station out of Los Angeles has aired a documentary, about the history of drugs for the past few
centuries, at least 3 times.
This program named the Elite owner\organizers
and their drug fiefdoms, how they gained and maintain
their control through wars, etc. (that were supposedly
fought for goodly purposes), and any other devious
methods they can think of in order to overcome any
opposition.
These Elite groups involved rulers of many countries including England with their monarchs and top
politicians, and U.S. rulers and top politicians. And
the same goes for China, Viet Nam, Indonesia, Turkey,
France, Colombia, Gautamala, etc., etc. There is hardly
a nation on this planet where the top politicians and
are not involved in the drug trade.
The “war on drugs” has mainly been the “war
drugs* except for some “show and tell” raids for the
peons. When will we wake up?
WORDS
CHANGE

PEOPLE

From
P.O. Box 1479, Carmel, NY
10512,[quoting:]
Everyone has some source of irritation that seems
chronic. Several years ago, mine was taxi drivers. I felt
I was forever being overcharged by Washington, D.C.
cab drivers. who have no meters to register fares.
Settling back in a cab one day, I suddenly remembered something Dr. Emmet Fox, the famous author
and clergyman, had
said: “If a problem
bothers you, try bless
ing it.” And so, silently I blessed the
driver, thinking all
the while that he
would gyp me. Which
he proceeded tc QO. It
didn’t occur to me
until later that my
negative
thoughts
might have cancelled
out my rather hesitant
blessing.
But one evening,
when traffic
was
heavy and I stood on
the street signaling,
three men moved into
a better spot ahead of
me. Instead of blowing my top as I usually did in such situaand
tions, I
them.
the corner
came a cab. It passed
the three men and
you happen
to stop by me?”
I
asked as I got in.
driver
The
grinned, “Perhaps the
good Lord just intended itl”
Coincidence?
Maybe. But try blessing it. Those words
changed my whole approach to life. From
that day on, I learned
that
by blessing
people-especially
those
who wrong
me-my
life can be
ruled by understand-
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three incidents reveal this concern. Sprinkled among
the illuminaries were average people such as the delegation from South America, who, try as they might,
could not account for their being invited to the Forum.
Then there was the musician who proudly exhibited the
esteemed press pass. He had been asked to play at an
evening session and was not paid but was awarded the
ID which allowed him entry to the meetings. He chose
to partake of only one meeting and admitted the subject
matter was beyond his understanding.
It would be
interesting to know how many others in attendance
were simply “fillers”, and not really in tune with the
“transforming
human consciousness”
to which
Gorgbachev referred.
The final bash on Sunday, at the Masonic Hall,
involving CNN’s Bernard Shaw and former leaders
Gorbachev, Bush and Thatcher, revealed hundreds of
vacant seats. TV monitors were set up and functioning
to accommodate the large empty wing sections, so
organizers must have hoped last minute arrivals would
pay the $100 to view the one hour “discussion.” They
didn’t. The lack of paying customers and the evidence
that there really isn’t a large number of these elitists
almost made up for the standing ovation the audience
gave Gorbachev when he strode onto the stage.
When you burrow to the core of all the rhetoric, you
discover how all this will directly affect you. Gorby
claims “we must change the nature of consumption” by
moving away from a technology-centered way of living.
There is only one way to interpret this; his New World
Order will dictate everv asuect of our lives, forcing
civilization back to the barbaric dark ages, before
technoloev renlaced human sweat and blood. His
time frame gives the social ulanners five vears to
redistribute
the world’s wealth, transfer all armaEx-sena- ments to the United Nations neacekeenine FORCE,
to further emnower the United Nations, initiate a
George
tors
solution,
Mitchell and Alan global tar. imolement the overnonulation
and to eliminate nationalism (read “natriotism”)
as
Cranston
New Age Dr. Deepak Chopra and Jane Fonda . well as nationhood’s border barriers
Zbigniew Brzezinski, President Carter’s former
A HERO’S
National Security Advisor, who earlier explained to a
WELCOME
Forum audience how regionalism must come before
world government, attempted to explain to a reporter
Excerpted
from
why there were no Christian leaders at the Forum by
stating, “I happen to know that President Gorbachev is 10/8/96, [quoting:]
a very good friend of the Pope-and
I am too.” His
Ex-SOVIET
PRESIDENT
IS
reply, as did Gobachev’s, danced around the question
OPTIMISTIC
RUSSIA
WILL BE ALL
but was revealing just the same. Christianity was not
RIGHT-SOMEDAY
represented because pantheism (everything is god) was
the order of the day.
Mikhail Gorbachev, the ex-Soviet leader who helped
They take their job very seriously, these one-world
do-gooders. Evidence the well-fed, pampered FONm engineer one of the most dramatic periods in world
audience, at a plenary meeting on Saturday, and how history, basked Monday night in yet another brief
they hung on to every word of New Age guru Sam Keen, shining moment of glory.
Before a capacity crowd at the University of Utah’s
who pronounced, “If we cut the world’s population by
King&my Hall, Mikhail Gorbachev, once ?%neMagazine’s
Man of the Year, became Utah’s Man of the Hour.
For more than an hour, Gorbachev quickly summarized Russia’s immense history, delved into his
there won’t be tumultous tenure as Soviet president and described a
enough people left to do ecological damage.”
His dark future for his homeland unless it undergoes major
proposal received enthusiastic applause
still political changes soon.
“Russia is threatened with a long stagnation, similar to that experienced by most Latin countries in [this]
a
The presumption was that Keen’s audi- century,” Gorbachev said through his longtime interence would be among the elect, the remaining 10Y0,the preter, Pave1 Palashenkov.
He said industry and modernization in Russia have
ones chosen to do the “cutting.” Another example of
this blatant elitism surfaced last year, when Gorbachev deteriorated drastically since he lost power in 1991 to
was being interviewed by Audubon, when he declared a government that he said now is characterized by a
and decontrol of the
that “Americans have to be more modest in their de- “reckless, total liberalization
sires.” Coming from someone who lives a lifestyle economy.” [End quoting]
What does this article say about how AWAKE we
resplendent with gourmet foods and catered surroundare when we allow him to “bask in glory” before a
ings makes his words reek of pomposity.
How many people buy the globalist government lie? capacity audience in our country. Let us remember
Evidently the Forum promoters were anxious about what an evil man he was as ruler of Russia. Let us
empty seats that would reflect how meager the number remember he was brought over here and given an office
at the Presidio in San Francisco to help RULE AND
of their committed clique really is (Yaw‘re u
CONTROL US. When will we w
U?{

(Bill) Bailey, June 1959 [End were the only non-participants allowed to witness the
likes of Esalen’s Michael Murphy, “country boy” John
GORBACHEV
IS
Denver, millionaire
motivator, philosopher
Tony
“GIVING
BIRTH”
Robbins, Shirley MacLaine (of
and
fame) and her sidekick, Dennis Weaver,
Excerpted from
no date massage the egos of the Forum’s Co-Chairs
do
the
given, [quoting:]
The convening
Presidents
of
of the State of the
Costa Rica and
Forum,
World
Kyrgyzstan;
hosted
by
the
prime minister of
Gorbachev FoundaTurkey; ex-prime
tion/USA, was not
ministers of Japan
earth-shaking
and the Nethernews. Dignitaries
lands,
Thabo
treading to the posh
Mbeki, Executive
Fairmont Hotel in
Deputy President
San Francisco from
of South Africa;
50 far-flung counPeace Prize wintries, most paying
ner & Marxist
$5,000 to be a part
feminist
of the prestigious
Rigoberta
gathering,
was
Menchu
Turn;
deemed not newsand Chairman of
worthy. As a matthe Earth Counter of fact, an exMaurice
cil
amination
of the
Strong, media tytwo leading
San
coon and world
Francisco newspaTed
citizen
pers revealed very
Turner,
exsparse reporting of
Secretary’s
of
the Sept. 27th to
state
George
October 1st event
Shultz and James
Baker III.
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The Bay area TV
coverage was scarce as well, leading one to assume that
San Francisco, and the rest of the nation, stifled a
collective yawn at the goings on
a
box
us.]. This underwhelming response to a group who
claim that at this momentous juncture in history, “We
are giving birth to the first Global
mom-] Civilization” whets the curiosity.
One of the purposes of this, the first of several
forums, was to provide meaningful interaction between
the participants. The intellectuals get familiar with the
business executives.
Has-been statespersons (euphemistically called “senior statespersons” by the Forum
organizers) get to know the New Age scientists. The
New Age spiritualists build up trust with the philosophers. The entertainers get spiritual with the youth.
Vietnamese Buddhism meets Mongolian Buddhism
meets Cambodian Buddhism. Consensus, and a new
view of what reality is,
is born. This was a “byinvitaion only get-to-know, trust-each-other/not-forpublic-exposure
were
good
pkucctE~~cyworrld~our~p~]“kindofmeeting.
The five hundred attendees were exclusively handpicked by Mikhail S. Gorbachev, Convening Chair of
the State of the World Forum, and Jim Garrison, President of the Forum. Mr. Garrison, President of the
Gorbachev Foundation USA, felt he was assembling
“some of the most thoughtful
individuals in the
world...to analyze the current state of the world” and to
articulate the fundamental priorities, values and actions necessary to constructively shape our common
future [Hus
wont it
Garrison, founder ofelusivexistic
Institute, also is credited with the edict that “we are going
to end up with world government” and “we have to
govern and regulate human interaction
Carefully screened and Forum-accredited

reporters
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to both our NATION and THB BLACK PEOPLE OF THIS
OLD GLOBE. And he has visited in tiiendIy places about the
world. I have this to say: GOD BLESSES THIS MAN FOR
THAT DARING SPIRIT OF TRUTH PRESENTED TO
YOU-THE-PEOPLE OF BLIND PERCEPTIONS. MAY
GOD HAVE EQUAL MERCY ON YOU-WHO-DEMEANAND-LIE IN THE FACE OF
So Al Core’s FIRST STATBMBNT WAS “...l-lB IS
And it is in the works right now to pull
Farn&an’s PASSPORT so he CAN’T go visit outside of the
United States. This humble and Godly man who preaches
non-violence and brotherhood in hmuanitarian TRUTH-is

Recognizing
The.::*Adversary
#2

-BLINDNESS
CONTAGIOUS

In
advertising section there are TWO
advertisement+ run&g consecutively inthe ‘want ads”. One
is for a catalogfiorh America West in Bozeman, MT. and the
next is for iUisj&k.a information from something called in
the paper, COmCT.
The P.O. Box number seems to
match with CONTACTbut who knows. After all, Green and
and diverted FUNDS through and meant for: CONSTlTUTIONAL LAW ‘kJZ4TBR CORPORATION, same address,
sameworkings&ceasCLCinSacramento.
Isthismoreof
the same taqics~ Please investigate because we KNOW
subscriptions;~rporationFEEs(sobecarefulwhosendsyou
a bill, corporatqpersons) and such other similar things ARB
BEING DIVER%D!
Whole corporations have been diverted,thieved;andreestablished~~lywithinourown
recognized and known business parties. Three were UNLAWFULLY ihanged out in August of last year-right from
under the vety shelter of the Nevada Agent-who was
NEVER notified, as was never notified the Board or Officers
of said corpotition$. Is this not about as evil as you can get
in order to intenjionally divert corporations, assets, persons,
etc.? It is right there in
I suggest as mauy of
you as take SPOyX.IGZfy’checkit out for selves. Typographical error, mi&$riage of law by diverting P.O. Boxes to
“similar” named corporations? You investigate it! I am
weary of being the only one picking up these things. If it is
a
error, or even if not-NOTIFY THEM OF
THE “COINCIDENCE”.
Cort will+vartt to follow up first for it was HE who was
set-up personally while Green even kept sending poison mail
to Cort and Jenny’s families with threats and accusations of
unlawI3 activities. He also continues to say that Cort and
Jenny got a divorce over this “stufF’ with Tehachapi. (???)
What has happened is that they have one of the most remarkably good relationships of any couple I have ever met and now
have a second precious child whom they BOTH claim.
PEOPLE; THE LIES WILL CONTINUE TO EATYOU
ALlVB-UNTlLYOUST0PTHBMWI-lI-lTRuTH.
THAT
DOES NOT TAKE BRAVE ACIION-lT
SIMPLY RE
QUIRES YOU OPEN YOUR MINDS, YOUR MOUTHS,
AND USE YOUR PENS.
GORE

AND

When, however,thecauseofGODisnotedandserved,
we
might well achieve some good changes in this old universe.

IS A
DISEASE

Each morning as we sit to write there come the myriads
of interruptions, the deadlines, the headlines and alwaysthe legal morass to bog our very beings. I have to now
apologize to our layout staff at
for delays in
reaching them w$h this paper. Since what we write often
comes under fire
this one or that one, there is usually a
1astminuteaddotdeletebecausewemayhavetroddenWITH
TRUTH upon the advema@s toes. THEY HAVE SOMETHING TO HID&&E DO NOT!
.. .
AMERICA
WEST
AND
CONT(R)
‘.JTRUST
OR INC.11

AL

what hind of a danger, du you suppose, to Gore and Political
Buddies? They are trying TO STOP ALL CONNECTIONS
WITH THE UNITED NATIONS777

ANTI-SEMITISM

Note the first thing out of the mouths of the sniveling
scum-suckemis” .,.is anti-Surnitic”. You had it again THIS
DAYwhenAlGorewasaskedbyawondarfulmediarobot
what was going to be done about this “terrible” Louis
Farmkhan? Now what has Louis Farmkhan done? Well, he
has given honor and humble honor to GOD, CHRlST-ness,
ATON-MENT, snd gentle non-violent TRUTH and respect

NevadaCorporateHeadquarters,Inc.

W.

If you’re looking for the benefits that incorporating
has to offer, such as limiting your personal liability,
increasing tax-free benefits, and raising capital through
the sale of stock-taking just 5 miniutes of your time to
explore the benefits of forming a Nevada Corporation
could save you and your company thousands of dollars.
Corporate
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find themselves enslaved. Now, they are being enslaved by the SAME THING only “called” by a different
name, namely,
and
These are
the ultimate destroyers of any and all
thus far
having historical records remaining.
To HIDE this
phenomenon, the RECORDS ARE DESTROYED AND
BURIED AND HISTORY NOT “REVISED” BUT TOTALLY REWRITTEN TO PROTECT AND ALLOW
THE GUILTY TO PREVAIL.

CNN,Farrakhan,
China,

I have not had opportunity to attend much “news”
lately and I can’t review everything that is put into
so if we have offered this one-JUST READ
AGAIN, AND WEEP:
I will leave the source anonymous because it is
obviously, at the least, dangerous to life, limb and job
if the original speaker is revealed. The information is
out of Canada and is in deep secret hiding.
has now become the “had man”. And NO, I do not feel
Wouldn’t it be wonderful IF...?
“sorry” for him-1 FEEL SORRY FOR YOU! He was
“A friend reports from a major Montreal hospital,
I would also offer another shot of intelligence in
offered the way to avoid, with funds, the takeover and finding valid “tiny” articles of merit in the newspaper. located in the downtown area, that two floors have been
quarantined to attempt
he wasn’t brave enough, bold enough, or strong enough
from “2x6” and from the same
to handle it. When a man is ruled by his pants, he often
go
loses his head-keep
it in your heart!
[QUOTING:]
FARRAKHAN-CLASS

ACTION:

October 14, 1996

I ask you HELP THIS MAN PURSUE THE FOLLOWING:
October 14, 1996.
BEIJING-China’s
Communist Party, in what it
WASHINGTON
- Louis called one of its greatest ever documents,
Farrakhan said he wants the Nation of Islam to file a
class-action lawsuit on behalf of crack addicts if the
sect’s lawyers find evidence that CIA operatives funwith puritan Marxist values. The 15,000nelled crack cocaine into America’s Black communi- character document, adopted at last week’s annual
ties.
secret plenum of the ruling party elite, marked the
latest volley by party chief Jiang
boost his
position by
while promoting nationalism and
hard-line Communist ideology.

a
a

The suit also would include the families of crack addicts
“andthosewhohavebeenvictimizedbycrimeasaresultofthe
crack addicts”, Farmkhan told Newsweekmagazine. Excerpts
of the interview were released Sunday.
FarrakhanalsosaidhewantstospeakwithJewishleaders
while in New York this week for Wednesday’s World Day of
Atonement a demonstration he is sponsoring to mark the
amiversay of the Million Man March in Washington. Many
Jews consider Farmkhan an anti-Semite for statements he has
made.
“We really need to sit and talk as civilized and intelligent
human beings, and ifthey can show me where I am in error,
then I accept that,” Farmkhan told the magazine, which
today.
appearson
A year ago, Black men converged on Washington’s
grassy Mall for an emotional day of self-afErmation and
spiritualrenewal.
[END OF QUOTING]

I apologize
the slippage of our own information
and perhaps this could be utilized on the “hot-line” as
well. This is about a week old and the circumstances
may well have changed-but
the threat will not have

the Olympian plan unfolding. All I can suggest is that
you keep your Immune systems up and running and I
urge all of you to add colloidal vitamins in enhanced
base-with the mineral colloids in high frequency solution. When you get careless-you
get wiped out, so
please attend these warnings for you will be given little
[END OF QUOTING]
media attention until AFTER THE FACT. CNN will
This is truth mixed with yellow journalism to its soon be of little use to what is actually taking place so
highest degree. The MEDIA put the stress on “Commu- pay attention, please.
nism” and”Marxist values” which are not part
of the document. When
speaking
of “values”
there
was Marxism
brought into the interPOTview but NOT as offered
above. You readers have
to realize that there are
some very GOOD things
in some of these doctrines which surpass anything you have in operation today. The facts are
that in every EXTREME
you will find the unholy
at work. The
and
practiced by your “FREE
WORLD IDEAS” ARE
ABOUT AS BAD AS
YOU CAN GET IN
BOTH CONCEPT AND
PRACTICE.
You citizens didn’t even notice
yourselves
becoming
SLAVES.
This coincides exactly with how
Communism began and
how it was TOO LATE
that people awakened to
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10/16/96 #l
TODAY’S
INTERESTING
THE
FARRAKHAN

EARLY
AND
OBSERVATIONS
EARLY
REPORT

ARE ON THEIR OWN AT THE HANDS OF THEIR
CHOSEN IDOLS AND ICONS OF LUCIFER. God will
have mercy this day-but you had best check if you are,
or are not, included in His counting of “His people”.
EARTHOUAKE

Does anyone see anything, AGAIN, nuts about the
reporting of the Black gathering in New York? Well,
I DO. First of all it was that somehow this gathering
ended up TOO CLOSE TO THE ADL to be allowed to
continue as scheduled. In addition the United Nations
decided NOT TO BACK ORRECOGNIZE THE GATHERING. So, the police said there would be arrests if
there continued to be gatherings NEAR the Anti-Defamation League building (which is so close to the U.N.
for convenience of RUNNING THE U.N.). The gathering Blacks did hold a quiet and very reverent prayer
service near the ADL. Say what, America? CAN’T
YOU SEE WHAT YOU ARE DOING AND ALLOWING?
Next came the under-counting and this under-show of
BlacksisthattheroutestogettotheU.N.fromalloverthecity
are being BLOCKED, as in “check points” where people
heading for the Atonement rally are stopped and disallowed
passage.
Will you hear all about this? Not in one piece you won’t!
The actions taking place in New York should be a lighted
symbol to the WORLD this day! Ah indeed, “give to me your
heavyladenyeamingtobefree...“?
Freenation? Freepeople?
People of equal rights? WHERE IS YOUR CONsTrruTION
THISDAY,AMERICA’? AND,WHEREARETHEMEDIA
CREWS AND WHAT ARETHEY DOING? WELL, THEY
ARE GATHERED LIKE VULTURES TO THE KILL OF
LIARS, CHEATS AND MISFITS VYING
FOR YOUR NATION’S LEADERSHJP. THEY ARE BUT
PUPPETS, BUT WHAT THE HECK? Methinks GOD may
be about out of patience with your fInal choices and lack
thereof. Why assist you in your massively evil intent and
bashing of your own citizens? Even these I0
’ AttorneysintheO.J.casearecrimmalelementsintheLAW.
How
is it that his own attorneys know he
guilty and yet write
these JEWISH (yes, JEWISH) books setting O.J. up even
worse? BECAUSE THEY ARE LOSING, CITIZENSUNLESS YOU
IT. Go BACK AND READ THE
WEANMATERIALANDYOUWILLFINDWHATKIND
OF A SICK FRIEND IS KARDASHIAN, ET AL. THEY
ARE A PART OF THE TEAM RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
MURDERS THEMSELVES. They are the JEWISH MISHPUCKA!! Shapiroleadsthepackfromtheoriginaltrial.
Fred
Goldman is a MAJOR Mi@ucka player-in his own son’s
murder--hejustdidn’tknowthey(hisbuddies)wouldkillhis
ownson-soyousee,thereisnohonoramongthem!
I think you may well sicken GOD as He watches
Sodom and Gomorrah, U.S.A., THIS VERY DAY!
As you watch whatever is shown to you this daywatch the MEN IN WHITE.
What an interesting
gathering of Eagles! These, look and weep for your
nation’s security later-are
major leaders from the
Arab worlds and Nations of Islam with the free speakers of South Africa come to show respect and speak out.
Remember that GOD HAS MERCY
AND THOSE WHO HAVE TURNED

ALERT

No, goodness no, this is NOT JUST AN ALERT
from E.T. Silly children, this ALERT and shaking you
feel beneath is one sung about by your own geophysicists. Distraction7
Oh, I don’t think so, so, it will
behoove all of you straggling along the West Coast,
keep your putty stuck and your velcro glue strong. And
NO, New York IS NOT SAFE-but Louis Farrakhan IS.
You can fly with Eagles or Vultures, readers, BOTH are
of God’s creation but one has to clean up the mess left
by the death of physical beings while the other only
attends the LIVING. Symbolic? Yes, but the choosing
is NOT.
In Tehachapi, California THIS WEEK was the
circling and moving of the massive flocks of buzzards

(vultures) headed in the direction (where they sense
death) of the West Coastal areas. This happens every
time there is an opening of some of the fissures whereat
the frequencies and aromas of the deep fissures are
released into the atmosphere. Part of what YOU “FEEL”,
readers, is not pulses or blatant things, but rather, very
subtle aromas to which you react because you only
THINK you have grown more sophisticated than the
local dog who sniffs trouble.
The Phoenix Eagle was here at this typing location
this morning and Dharma’s heart always skips a beat or
two when they show up for they are ONLY present when
big events are pending. It is her message of Truth in
support of that which we do and of our presence. And
no, it is not “just she” who sees them-they
circle and
show everyone who looks UP, their presence, in magnificent splendor of massive size against the sky. Today they sit and guard this dwelling as we stand watch
for this nation this day.
The whole world of Physical beings can deny anything and all things they choose-it makes not a whit of
difference to the TRUTH OF WHAT I SPEAK. EVIL IS
GOING TO FALL BEFORE THE CROWN OF GOD!
And remember, friends, impatience is the proof of lack
of faith in THAT GOD of whom we speak. The glass is
empty for the turning. It is all happening even if you
are not allowed to SEE it. Where will YOUR voice be
heard? Which will you attend this day? Where will
YOU AND YOUR EAGLE fly this day? These are
interesting and worthy questions for your consideration for the politicians have sold out your nation to the
vultures of humanity in greed and oppression and you
still raise your placards and voices to shout and dance
with the devils themselves. Ah yes, how fitting, the last
evil encounters of political sham-this near HALLOWEEN! Again, if YOU can’t see it, then compassion is
being rapidly replaced with pity from my side of the
veil.
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Most of you are aware of an ongoing case, in
which I am the plaintiff, versus Illinois Power Company. This case, just in case you readers are wondering why I would get involved, at my age, is already
won by procedures of law, whereas precedents stand
in
at Constitutional Common Law of
Contracts.
Well, I will tell you why! The case was petitioned under
Jurisdiction (Constitutional
Law, because the contract involved was executed in
194 1) and
1, Cl. 10 (Prohibition of Ircpeding
Contracts), Rule 56 (a),
for the
United States, “grandfathered”.
Marbury vs. Madi“grandfathered”,
Fletcher
vs. Peck,
son,
“grtndfathered”,
and
2.
.Ul are precedents of law, which have never been
overturned by “inferior courts at U. S , District Court
level”, for they are Acts of Congress and the U.S.
Supreme Court, which are and have remained, the
backbone of Rights cases (there are a lot more, but I
chose these).
Also, this case represents (to me) the very essence of law performing at its peak. Why? Well, our
involved. The case presented was
already won by precedents and procedures. The real
issue is forcing the court to acknowledge our
Come Hell or high water,
must prevail.
“How is the case going?“, you ask. Well, it’s like
in the 196Os, a group of friends and I went
to the race track at Ellis Park in Indiana. The jockeys
had “fixed the race”. A specific horse was supposed
to win. The horses came out of the gate like a bullet.
They went around the first turn, then the second, and
on the back stretch the horse who was supposed to
win stumbled and almost unseated his jockey. The
other jockeys slowed their horses down to a slow
gallop, until the fixed horse and jockey could regain
their stride. When coming along side of the other
horses, they all broke loose and ran like hell for the
finish line, but the fixed horse won. There was an
inquiry and the second place horse won.
In this particular instance of the case which is at
issue, the jockey is the Bar Association member (law
firm and individuals) representing a club member.
So far, they are in default six times, still the court
refuses to acknowledge that which was petitioned in
the first pleading.
The jockey/attorney
and firm
(constitutionally),
are on an entirely different race
track, trying to run a race on Thomas Law, or Bar
Association Law, while the
has a track
all of its very own. And the jockeys are holding up
their horses until this six-times-in-default
“fixed
horse” can regain its stride.
I have no intention of allowing a horse on another track to come onto the track of the
“Grandfathered”
and not follow the
rules of the race.
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stake, our laws of rights are at stake. As all of us know,
the
is laughed at, made a mockery of by
judges, clerks, political entities from the top of the heap
to the bottom, and laws foreign to our duly constituted
laws are unlawfully imposed upon us. The harder
the People scream the more repugnancies are heaped
upon us by unconstitutional acts. Therefore, in the
knowing of all this, I dug out my old class books
(constitutional law;
by Kenneth Gulp Day, West Publishing Company, 1959) and looked up ~~23.09: Mandatory Relief
in General, which in essence states: Mandamus intricacies do their deadly deeds, and somehow most federal
courts continue to assume that mandamus tradition
must be allowed to override what Congress has enacted.
(Now 28 U.S.C.A. ~~1316, or 28 U.S.C.A. Title V for
appeals remedy.)
This method is not to be taken lightly. There is no
person on this Earth, that has more respect for the laws
of this land than myself. The constitutional laws of this
great nation have been my safe harbor. I took an oath
to uphold, protect and defend her, for she stands in
harm’s way, in our conflict of interest,
laws,
courts of today.

Being a “little long in the tooth” (getting up there
in years), to avoid lo-20 or more years of inquiry, a 28
U.S.C.A. ~~1361 “Extraordinary Writ of Mandamus”
was filed on the court, which orders an officer of the
United States District Court to perform his duties of the
United States Court, and to execute that which was
EVEN MORE REASON
petitioned.
FOR MANDAMUS
Just for good measure, the same thing was filed at
Appellate level (just to keep the old boys honest, no
Remember all those utility bonds which have been,
aces up the sleeve).
Why the Mandamus? Well, our
is at and are being paid for by the-taxpayers? Well, take a

Exhibit 21(a)

Subeidiariaa of Illihova Corporation and IIl~nOiS Power Company

Illinova
Xllinoir Power company
IP Gas supply Campany
Xllinoir
Power Fuel Company (1)
Electric Energy, Inc.
IlliAOi8
Illinois Power Financing I
Illinova
SW Canfield
Co.
IPG Dominguez Co.
IPG Eastern,
Inc.
IPG Femdala, XnCL
IPG Fraderickson, Ino.
TGC solutions, Ino.
Paxis,
IPG western, l[ncI
ICC A.cquisitionco.
Inc.
Company
IGC Xnteznationrl,
Inc.
IGC sub co., Inc.
ICG White Oak Energy InVOltorSr In&
EC1 Energy, Ltd. (4)
North Aamrican
SOrViCeS
(5)
IGC
Aguafiia
Partnera, LIC (7)
WC ~nternatlonal II, Inc.
IGC
Partnership, LLC (9)
rGC!
Partnership II, LLC (10)
FIG Leasing InterIStiOnalrLLC (111
Simns International, Ltd. (12)
Illinova Power Marketing, Inc.
Tenaska Marketing Ventures (13)

Illinois
Illinof8
IllilbOiS
Illinola
Tllinoir
Delaware
Delaware
Illinois
Illinoir
rllinoia
Ilfinoiu
Illinois
Tllinoi*
IllinoiP
1llinoir
Illinois
Xllinois
xllinois
cayman Islands
zllinois
Washington
Cayman Islands
cayznanIslands
Capan Islands
Islands
CaymA Islands
Islands
New York
Delaware
Nebraska
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Taxpayer dollars are used for purposes other than
collected and paid.
Taking into consideration there are allegedly 250
more of these instruments, like the one I have, out there
in the public hands, which, according to the laws of
194 1, are lawful tender (Silver Certificates), which are
(12 U.S.C. ~~411) convertable into lawful money at the
U.S. Treasury, and the parity ratio between lawful
money and legal tender (FRBNS
at $35.00 (lawful money) to $1.00 (legal
tender, FRBNS), one would think our Congress or
Senate would call an investigation!
Let’s look at it this way: That certificate/contract,
which
I have properly
calculated
is worth
$3,812,792,613.70 in lawful money. Multiply that by

IGC International, Inc. (a wholly-owned subsidiary of Illinova
Generating Company) owns 99% and
International II, IlaCe(a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Illinova Generating Company) own6 1% of
IGC Floras Partnership II, UC.
XGC Intemational,
(11) XGC Flares Partnership, LLC (a subsidiary
Inc. and IGC International II, Inc.) owns 50% and IGC PIores
Partnership II, LLc (a subsidiary of PGC International Inc. and
IGC International II, Inc.) owns 50% of PIG Leasing International,
LLC.
(121

19

from entering into and onto forbidden territory, that
being the
Do you realize the amount of the outstanding lawful money involved in this?!
This is only one power company. How many more
are out there?
There was a war going on from 1941 to 1947 (sic),
then came the Korean “thing” (I cannot remember a
time when we were not in a war of one kind or another,
and I’m 60). People were worried about things other
than certificates of deposit.
In my own family we were farmers. We could not
kill the livestock for food. We worked our tillies off and
when we were not working, we did another form of
work, hunting and fishing for food!
We hunted squirrels, rabbits, chicken hawks, crows,
but we made it. We would have a chicken on Sunday
Also,it is a strong suspicion that off-balance-sheet
(that is where the old adage “chicken every Sunday”
financing has been conducted on these outstanding
deposit certificates, creating a secondary financing came from), for we could not often kill our chickens, we
needed them for eggs. (Yes, chicken hawks and crows
entity for sub rosa projects (under the table).
The only thing the U.S. Congress can do is rescind are very good when skinned and soaked in buttermilk
which allows the overnight.)
We did not have refrigeration (only city folk had
President of the United States to keep on keepin’ on and
doing things with a stroke of his magic pen, which electricity), so we would hunt before breakfast, just to
protects these corrupt activities from investigation and/ have breakfast! (Didn’t know that, did you, kids?)
We did not have indoor toilets either, nor toilet
or prosecution. For in his executive orders, one of the
first things he protects are utility companies or energy tissue! We were the poor folks. We used burdock
based this-and-that, and then he loves to get involved leaves (no chiggers), red and white corn cobs, and
in contracts.
The President of the United States is “Monkey Wards” and “Sears Sawbuck” catalogs’ blackestoped, barred and precluded by constitutional law and-white pages (no slicks).
Electricity was a luxury. We lived 15 miles from
the nearest neighbor. Electricity was 25 miles away,
Exhibit 21(a)
but my aunt/mother had electricity.
She had a contract with Illinois Power Company
Ellinoi6 Power Company owne 50% of the ccmmon stock of Illinois
and they defaulted on the contract. She died in near
tdwer Fuel Company.
poverty because Illinois Power Company refused to pay
on demand that which was due her, when specific
1llinOis
Power Company owns 20% of the common
of EEP.
performance was demanded.
She put no amount on the demand for payment.
Illfnoin POUTS many
is the general partner in Illinois Power
She trusted them to do what was right.
Allshe wanted
Capital, L.P., with a
equity ownership share. Illinois Power
was enough money to get her dentures fitted, to ttford
Capital is consolida%eU in the accounts
Illinois Power Company.
quality health care and maintenance, and to die in her
Illinova Generating Company owns 47.5% of the voting
own bed.
EC1 EkeJrgy,
The Power Company, knowing of her illness and
her being bed-ridden, thought, here’s an old broad on
rllinova ~rratlng Conlpanyowhs 508 of the
her last leg, with no children, so “To Hell with the old
American
bitch! n
Well,notsol When she tookme froman abusive
IllhOW
GaItcratingCowany oma 18 and IGC International, Inc. (a
home,
at the age of 3 or 4, with a black eye, blood on my
wholly-owned subsidiary of Illinova Generating Company) owns 99%
“Buster Browns”, blood on my arms from being beaten
of ELC0 Partnership LLC.
(photo exists), with only visiation rights to the abusive
Xnteznatlonal,
Xnc, (a wholly-owned subsidiary of Illinova
family, she became my lawful “aunt/mother”.
Generating Company) ewn8 99% and IGC International II, Inc. (a
And now, big power company, shall we dance?!
wholly-owned subsidiary of Illinova Generating Company) owns 1% of
I named the price, the demand for payment (speIGC Rguaytia
UC.
cific performance) was made. Non performance constituted default, upon which there is a secretary of
IGC tnternatlonal,
Inc.
(a whally-owned subsidiary
XllinoVa
state’s recorded lien and default and I have a funny
Generating -any)
owns 99% and IGC International II,
feeling that, that is just what they deserve. As my aunt/
wholly-owned
of Illinova Generating Cangany) owns 1% of
Jamaica
mother would have said: “You shouldn’t have oughta
done that to an ‘old folk’.”
IGC International, Inc. (a wholly-owned subsidiary
Illinova
Generating Compaayj owns 99% and ICC International If, Inc. (a
V.K. Durham, the secured party
wholly-owned
of Illinova Generating Company) own8 1% of
IGC Floras Partnership, LLC.

look at the affixed pages
exhibit 21 (a), subsidiaries of Illinova Corporation and Illinois Power Company. Approximately
50 companies are either owned, or Illinova/Illinois
Power Company has stock in. Also, something else,
which I believe is in violation of Illinois corporate law:
Four (4) corporate title positions are held by one officer. The chairman of the board, the chief executive
officer, the president, and director are one person.
Which could possibly pierce the corporate veil.
Something else which bothers me: Back when
Illinois Power and Iowa Power merged, Harris Savings
and Loan Bank bought the trusteeship for 81.00 (194344 public records in Macon County, Illinois).
It is believed by me: A Howard Hughes “umbrella”
is existing, which is in violation of the Sherman AntiTrust Act and the Clayton Act,Section 8 (ss8).
Then, there is another problem. In Illinova/Illinois
Power’s Annual Report to the Security Exchange Commission (pursuant to section rules and regulations of
1933-1935). prepared by Price Waterhouse, a failure to
report UCC-I Lien, and UCC-9-503, Default and Taking Possession of Collateral Without Judicial Process,
are not reported.
Have the taxpayers, paying for the utility bonds (a)
had their utility rates decreased, (b) had their taxes
reduced, or (c) enjoyed remuneration from these outside investments? No, they have not!
Utility bonds are resought every time something
new is needed.

(6)

Paee

ICC International II, Inc. (a wholly-owned subsidiary of Illinova
Generating
owns 100% of Sixnns Inttrnationrl,
Ltd..

(13) Illineva Power Marketing, Inc. owns 50% of the equity of Tenaska
Markatfhg Ventures.
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Lanto:DistractingPressures
Along
TheSpiritual
Path,
# 7,

THE RAINBOW

question as to what is more important will, from
time to time, come around to distract ones, like
this receiver, from their Higher Purpose.
This is always a problem for Ground Crew
in general- especially on a third-dimensional
planet, like the one upon which you are now
experiencing, where the general moral and ethical
standards have degenerated to a pitiful level.

MASTERS,

a

a

Relationships

a

a

can be time consuming,
and distracting-to
say the
least. My scribe questions me as to why
are
addressing such a SEEMINGLY personal
topic. But KNOW that this is a matter of great
general concern.
There are more and more Ground Crew
members waking-up at this time. There are
more and more physically young ones who are
going through their own personal experiences
with relationships and families. There are ones
who are feeling lonely and rejected because
they cannot seem to find the “right person”, or
they are trying desperately to make an
existing relationship work-when
the other
doesn’t even want to see or hear the Higher
messages of spiritual Truth such as are brought
forth in the
newspaper.
You CANNOT force another to see Truth if
they are not ready for Truth-especially,
of all
things, not spiritual Truth! You can offer
another a helping hand, but you cannot force
another to take it. YOU must be responsible
for all YOUR actions and choices. If YOU
choose to ignore your “call to service”, then
YOU must live with that choice.
If you have a spouse who is antagonistic
towards your beliefs, then I must ask you: Why
did you choose to commit yourself to such a

challenge?
Some will become desperate in their
attempts to hold a relationship together. They
may even bring children into the picture in
order to try to “solidify” the family unit. This
is yet another responsibility, and if there is not
balance PRIOR to the child’s conception, then
you can rest assured that there will NOT be
balance afterwards!
You must seek to understand EXACTLY
who you are and why you are here, if you are to
find stability. You must find your own inner
peace and be happy and content with who you
are -for if you are not happy with self, or you
do not know what it is that makes you feel so
restless, then how can you expect another to
“magically” fulfill this for you?

a

” energy draining,

Journal

Greetings, my friend, it is I, Lanto, the
Sage.
I come in the Radiant Oneness of
Creator’s Magnificent Light.
Lessons shall be a continuous part of your
life experience.

You ones who write these
messages have a tremendous responsibility, thus
the impact of the day-to-day experience is great.
The question is: Will you sit and write so that
your brother might wake up, or will you get
distracted by the daily impact of living? This is
perhaps the hardest thing to face for you ones
who write these messages.
Let me tell on my scribe.
My scribe is
relatively young to the physical experience and
wishes to have a family someday. The thought
of the work ahead allows for nearly no
opportunity to pursue this sort of thing. The

go

a

Many of the ones awakening now are having
difficulties with family and friends not
accepting them for who they are because
these awakening Ground Crew are perceived to
have, somehow, “wandered off into some
spiritual kick”. If another cannot accept you
for who you are, then that is THEIR problem,
not yours. IfYOU choose to react to another’s
problem, then that is YOUR choice and YOUR
problem.
I, Lanto, would suggest that, if another will
only accept you IF.. ., then that person is, in
fact, judging (placing conditions upon) you
based upon their own prejudices and beliefs.
You would do well to consider the LONG
TERM implications
of remaining in a
relationship with such a person, whether it be
friend, spouse, or other family members. By
making this cautionary observation, I am NOT
giving anyone permission or telling anyone to
divorce or anything else! YOU must make
your own choices and deal with the resulting
situations that YOU have created.
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Most of you who are disposed to read these
messages are NOT of this world! You have
come here to assist your younger (less awake)
brothers. You did NOT come here to be LIKE
your younger brothers! However, it IS quite
normal to sense that you don’t “fit in” or that
you don’t belong.
Realize that, while you are down there, in
the physical, you will have ALL the impacting
factors of the ego to deal with. Fear is the
largest single factor: Fear of embarrassment.
Fear of being different. Fear of being wrong.
Fear for personal safety or the safety of others.
Fear of being alone. We could go on and on.
The point is to show you that these are
EGO-generated fears. If you have certainty in
Creator God, then you truly have nothing to
Stop letting these egofear. NOTHING!
generated fears control you!
If another is trying to control you with fear,
such as by giving ultimatums like, “Do this or
that or else.. .“, then I would suggest you look
at the actions of such ones and call it to their
attention. If they cannot see what it is that they
are doing, then YOU need to recognize with
whom, exactly, you are dealing, for the
adversary’s influence is often subtle. Even the
best of Ground Crew are not immune to the
pressures of the adversary.
I will also caution you who are reading this
that you monitor yourselves closely and make
sure that you are not trying to use subtle fear
tactics to control another. God is not of force;
He does NOT use fear to control anyone.
Religions may very well use fear to control
their flocks. Governments most certainly do
use fear to control the masses. Parents may use
fear to control their children.
Creator ‘God
does NOT!
It is your responsibility to pull yourself out
of your own fears. This does not mean that you
must do it ALONE. Whenthe time is right, and
you are ready, the teacher, guide or wayshower
will appear.
But you must be ready and
accepting of the help when and where it is
presented to you.
Remember the prior lessons about how “like
attracts like”. If you are easily controlled by
your fears, then you will attract to you someone
who is also insecure with their own self, Thus,
you will have two insecure people attempting
to find security (from their fears) in one
another, instead of finding it within self. And
this only creates a larger problem, not balance.
Seek first to know and balance self. Rid
yourself of your own fears PRIOR to entering

into your next relationship. Then, if such is to
be, you will find that you will attract “the
person of your dreams” for, in a balanced state,
you will naturally see through and repel those
who are still trying to play their little control
games. To do otherwise, you run the risk of
being completely
miserable and untilfilled
because you will have distracted yourself from
your more impqrtant, Higher Purpose.
The adversary will exploit ALL of your
weaknesses in an attempt to keep you from
realizing your TRUE potential. Using the ego
to distract you, such as with fear, is the oldest
trick in the book. Why? Because it WORKS!

This
is a manual for living the life
blessed of God. Cuts to the core of the nature of man,

ret offers gentle direction filled with compassion
beyondmeasure. Each energy is uniquely powerful
ret, together, they form a team of one. The Masters
Ser insight to the planet; our purpose, God’s inrolvement and will, our journey home, the Greater
(ision. The messages resonate as musical chords
within the very soul essence. The words shared
.enew hope and give the phrase “Trust in God” a
leeper meaning..

Go within and ask for that which is for the
highest good-and expect an answer. But now
a caution: You may not always like the answer
that you hear!
Please keep in mind that there are infinite
journeys of the soul and that you have existed
prior to this experience and that you have done
all of this MANY, MANY times before. You
HAVE had your families. You will again, if you
so desire, have families.
a

a

a

So, next time you are feeling lonely or
depressed, perhaps a nice trip out away from
the city lights to look at the stars would be
helpful. Even if you tend to perceive yourself as
being alone, you are, in fact, NEVER
We of the Higher Realms are ALWAYS there,
ready to assist, if you but ask.
These sorts of adversarial attacks are the
challenges you must face and overcome. Be
persistent in your endeavors to find balance for
the adversary will not like that he is losing his
grip on you. Keep in mind, also, that even when
he cannot control you directly, he can attempt
to influence and control those around you.
Learn to recognize his subtle trickery and
gamesmanship. He is a master of manipulation.
I am Lanto, the Sage. I am your Elder
Brother, come at this time as one of the many
Hosts of God, so that you might find your way.
Salu.
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[QUOTING, PART 40:]

by Calvin Burgin

7, Num. 40, by Sherman
H. Skolnick
It is now an accepted fact that the federal government
has covered up various past radioactive
events.
Soldiers were exposed to the deadly rays, as tests,
starting in the 1950s. An entire town in Utahroughly a third of its inhabitants-became
deathly
sick or died from radioactive fall-out from Nevada
atomic testing. The government denied the dangers
for some three decades.
These and dozens of other events, white-washed
or suppressed, all under the umbrella of so-called
“national security”. Are not the health and security of
the people “national security”?
After the bombings in Oklahoma City, rescue
teams were quickly flown in, such as from Maryland.
(Bombings, in the plural, is used, because experts on
explosives contend one so-called “fertilizer bomb” did
not and could not do the damage as seen in pictures.)
A team of sniffing dogs were brought in.
Thereafter,
one of the dogs died.
Another took
mysteriously ill. Some observers became suspicious.
So the carcass of the deceased dog was dug up and
scientists examining the carcass stated the dog’s lungs
were very radioactive.
They warned those who had
buried the dog to now quickly cremate the remains
safety precautions
as with any highly
using
radioactive materials.
Some of the rescue team members continue their
regular
work-but
are having extreme
health
problems. They can barely drag themselves to work,
coming home mysteriously exhausted.
A woman
rescue team member can no longer do her regular
work. She stays
home, wasting away. She is afraid
to talk except in cryptic remarks and whispers.
Apparently she is
the government doctors will
cut her off from all medical attention if she goes public

0

with what she knows about the bombsites and the
aftermath.
She apparently is dying from a deadly dose of
radioactivity, from having been in the bombsites on a
mission of mercy. Government bureaucrats, ofvarious
kinds, insult her, saying, “Get out of bed. You’re just
a malingerer.”
This is just a small snapshot of a broader
happening. The federal government is doing this like
they have done for decades: lying about radioactivity
in the name,of “national security”.
One special team-a very special team-had
a
portable Geiger counter; it went berserk in the
bombsites. A member of that team whispered into the
ear of a very knowledgeable investigative journalist,
“Tritium”, a radioactive material that reacts somehow
with water (such as in the lungs of the sniffing dog).
Some try to explain away the cementing over of
the bombsites after quickly demolishing the building.
Supposedly done to prevent people from falling into
the excavation.
Why was the federal government in
such a hurry to flatten the federal office building?
(End quote)

Skolnick has a reputation among some as being
“too far out”; I’ve heard it said that “he’s Jewish, you
can’t trust him” or “he’s a front for the ADL”. I don’t
know-all
I know about him, I like. He tries to bring
out the truth, without censorship. He has investigated
Federal judges and had them put in jail, in spite of
their threats to get him. He says he has been put in jail
ten times, not for crimes but for “contempt ofcourt”,
by judges who later ended up in jail for bribery. It
a remarkable person to do something like that1
There is a Satanist involved in some of this
(documented in court cases, written about in
etc.) named Michael Aquino, and a Mossad/ADL asset
named Chip Berlet. Chip Berlet threatened Skolnick,
but Skolnick does not scare easily. For now, I will
merely quote what Skolnick said in response to Berlet,
from
Vol. 5, Num. 70, (quoting:)
[....]One last point: there was this guy, Michael
Aquino, who was very upset that I had posted some
material by Dave Emory in which Emory said some
unflattering things about Mr. Aquino. You may know
that Mr. Aquino reportedly claims to be “The Devil”.
Anyway, Mr. Aquino was all upset. So what did the
mighty, so-called “Devil” do? Did he send his fiendish
imps from Hell to torment me with hot pitchforks? No.
The alleged “Devil” made noises (as are you [Berlet])
of libel, etc. So I thought to myself, “What kind of
puny ‘Devil’ is this, that goes running to lawyers when
he gets in a jam?” (And I also thought, “How can you

defame someone who is supposedly going around
saying that they are ‘The Devil’?”
If you’ve got
someone that, allegedly, has claimed to be “The
Devil”, it seems to me that they have already pretty
much “defamed” themselves as much as is possible.)
So you [Berlet] may wonder-“But
what does that
have to do with me?” Answer: I have locked horns
with “The Devil”, buddy boy, and compared to him,
you ain’t sh**. (End quote)
You may be interested to know that Skolnick is a
I
paraplegic, confined to a wheelchair (Civ 5-39).
think he stands up very well.

I hear people say something like “There cannot be
a conspiracy, why, everybody would have to be in on
it!” For instance, in the Oklahoma City bombing, the
military or federal agents might keep secrets, but what
about all the Red Cross volunteers who worked the
disaster? If there were a coverup, surely these civilians
would not be in on it!
Q: Who is the head of the Red Cross’?
A: The President of the Red Cross is Elizabeth
Dole, wife of soon-to-be United States President (he
hopes), Senator Bob Dole (now ex-Senator, he wanted
to spend more time with his family after being visited
“The Angel of Doom”) (“Dole will be President
over my dead body,” says Clinton, figuratively of
course).
Q: Who else is in charge of the Red Cross?
A: The Chairman of the Board of the Red Cross is
Norman Augustine.
Q: What other hats does Augustine wear?
A: Norman Augustine is also Chief Executive
Officer of Lockheed Martin Corp., formerly MartinMarietta and Lockheed Missile Corporations, now the
largest defense contractor in the world. He is also
Vice-Chairman albng with Bernard L. Schwartz, who
is chairman/CEO of Loral Space And Communications.
May 6, 1996, p.
8.1
Q: Who is the biggest donor to the Red Cross’?
A: Probably the biggest donor is Dwayne Andreas,
head of Archer Daniels Midland. He gave nothing at
all to the Red Cross until Elizabeth Dole took over, and
since then has given over $3 million. He has also given
over $200,000 to Bob Dole’s election campaign.
Archer Daniels Midland is the largest single backer of
the Jewish ADL. Andreas is also on the advisory board
of the Hollinger Corporation, whose international
advisors are Margaret Thatcher, Lord Carrington and
Henry Kissinger and which
the
Also on the board are other names you might know:
David Brinkley
News), Zbigniew Brzezinski,
William Buckley,’ Lord Rothschild, Paul Volker, Sir
James Goldsmith, Richard Perle, and George Will
and
Andreas is a good
friend of Gorbachev. The ADM cartel is THE group
through which American grain is sent to the Soviets,
who in turn are creating a drought in the U.S. (some
The
say) with their “woodpecker” transmissions.
Canadian Prime Minister Mulroney was also head of
ADM.
magazine called Andreas one of
“Gorbachev’s prairie pals”.
Q: Let’s see, when there is a major earthquake or
plane crash or bombing, among the first people to
arrive to “secure the scene” are the personal
representatives of Bob Dole, Lockheed Martin Corp.
I don’t see any
and Archer Daniels Midland.
conspiracy there, do you?
A: Nah, of course not. “Psst, hey, wanna’ buy a
bridge? I’ll make you a good deal.” (Some information
taken from “Politics, charity mix for Red Cross
donor,”
May 2, 1996, p.
A4.)
Among the CEO’s dying lately was CEO of Texas
Instruments, Jerry R. Jenkins who died Wednesday,
May 29, 1996, of a heart attack at age 58. The

announcement in the
(May
30, 1996, p. D8.) on May 30 was: “‘He has had an
enormous impact not only on our industry, but on all of
those of us who have known him,’ said Norman
Augustine, chief executive of Lockheed Martin, a
friend of 25 years.”
An article called “Spy Finance and the Black
Budget” by Robert Dreyfuss, in the
no. 25 (March-April 1996), said: “Making
the case for Lockheed Martin [affectionately called
Lock-Mart]
was Norm Augustine,
a longtime
Washington insider.
A confidant of CIA directors,
Secretaries of Defense, and other officials, Augustine
was actually mentioned as a possible successor to
former CIA Director James Woolsey (himself an exdirector of Martin Marietta) who resigned in 1994.
That move never panned out, but
who, like Augustine, began his
career working for McNamara in the 1960s Pentagon.”
If you want to understand what is going on in our
country, you’d
pay attention to these people!
This article also states: “Since the earliest days of
his career,
[Newt] Gingrich
has had a close
relationship with Lockheed Martin-so
close, in fact,
that Lockheed Martin officials say they are worried his
ties to the company may become a liability.”
Other
quotes:
“According to HPSCI [House Permanent
Select Committee on Intelligence] staffers, Gingrich
was not a passive player during 1995, often involving
himself in the intricate details of the intelligencecommunity authorization process. Not only that, but
since the HPSCI is a select committee, all of its
members were handpicked by Gingrich, and they serve
at his pleasure.”
“Over the years, Gingrich has benefitted from the
financial support of Lockheed Martin.
During the
1993-94 election cycle, Lockheed gave Gingrich the
$10,000 maximum allowed, and Martin Marietta
kicked in another $2,000.
In addition, Lockheed
contributed $10,000 to the Progress and Freedom
Foundation. the think tank that is closelv identified
with Gingrich.. . . All of this conferred upon Augustine
and Lockheed Martin tremendous clout in the satellite
debate.”
Newton Gingrich, by the way, was born
Newton McPherson.
This article mentions that John Deutch, a chemist
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
now head of the CIA, and Secretary of Defense
William Perry, had such conflicts of interest with
Lockheed and other companies that they u . ..had to
receive a special conflict-of-interest
waiver from thenDefense Secretary Les Aspin.” Perry, a mathematician,
built a company called ESL Inc. and Perry along with
Deutch and Paul Kaminski, the undersecretary
of
defense for acquisitions and technology, own part of
Cambridge Research Associates of McLean, Virginia,
a company in which they make money by selling
technology
to themselves
in the government
at
taxpayers’ expense (“the troika denies any conflict of
interest”, then admits conflict of interest by issuing
themselves special exemptions!).
Charles R. Smith wrote: “‘PowerScene, a threedimensional mapping program used by DOD and the
CIA, is built by Cambridge Research Associates based
in McLean, Virginia.
CRA, however, is owned by
DOD Secretary William Perry, CIA Director John
Deutch and DOD under secretary for acquisition and
technology Paul Kaminski. It is odd that the Defense
Department and the CIA are buying software from
companies
owned by the heads of the Defense
Department and the CIA.”
“...However,
the ethical question of selling
something as a contractor to the very same government
organization you are an employee in is not in play for
anyone else. It is illegal for Federal employees to do
so. It is illegal for military folks to do so. Yet, these
three have waivers.”
The 16 members of the HPSCI supervise the
National
Reconnaissance
Agency,
the National

Security Agency, and other U.S. intelligence agencies,
although there is a smokescreen covering who is really
supervising who.
Augustine,
after graduation
from Princeton,
became program manager and chief engineer at
Douglas Aircraft. Douglas Aircraft was parent to the
RAND Corporation.
Augustine joined Martin
Marietta in 1977, was Undersecretary of the Army for
two years, and is on the board of directors of companies
such as Proctor & Gamble, Riggs National Corp. (Paul
Cushman, CEO of Riggs, died in the Ron Brown plane
crash), and the New American Schools Development
Corp. He is also chairman of the Red Cross and
executive vice president of the Boy Scouts of America.
Speaking of the Red Cross, remember that the Red
Cross is in charge of the nation’s blood supply (for
instance, they have exclusive rights to conduct blood
drives at military installations).
Is that bit of
information important7 You bet it is.

Many people are beginning to “wake up” and have
started taking a closer look at our politicians, judges,
and other crooks in high places. Overlooked, however,
have been our scientists. I strongly suggest you begin
to take a look at the scientists, the people, the names,
the education, the specialties, and so on of the people
who develop our weapons, our spy satellites, and other
modern technology.
We hear that “scientists” have
developed this or that, but those scientists have names.
They have educations, backgrounds, specialities, and
they like to brag about their projects. If you want to
learn about a project, check out the people involved.
Recently, it was revealed that the National
Reconnaissance Office had “lost” over $2
(the
exact amount is classified-now
why would they do
that?).
Congress was so upset that they asked
Secretary of Defense William Perry and CIA head John
Deutch to do something. So Perry and Deutch fired the
head of the NRO. Jeffrev Harris, and replaced him with
Keith Hall, one of th&r
own.
Solved that problem,
didn’t they.
Now let’s
see, Janice Shields wrote
an article about Corporate
Welfare called “MariettaLockheed Subsidies” (25
April 1996) which said:
“Defense
Secretary
William Perry and his
deputy, JohnDeutch, were
employed as consultants
by Martin Marietta before
joining the Pentagon and
r
have
close
personal
relationships with Martin
Marietta
Chairman
Norman Augustine....Last
year, Perry and Deutch,
reacting to an appeal by
Augustine,
secretly
reversed the Pentagon’s
40-year
ban
on
reimbursing
expenses
related
to
defense
company acquisitions and
mergers so that Martin
Marietta could get $330
million
in
federal
payments in connection
with the acquisitions of
defense subsidiaries....”
Hmm.
What are
these
secret
reimbursements?
She
also wrote:
“U. s.
taxpayers (via the Defense

Dept.) will pay $31 million of the $92 million in
bonuses for top officials of Martin Marietta Corp. and
Lockheed Corp.” By “top officials” she means Perry
and Augustine, right?
Didn’t we just read above that “Making the case
for Lockheed Martin [affectionately called Lock-Mart]
was Norm Augustine, a longtime Washington insider.
A confident of CIA directors, secretaries of defense,
and other officials, Augustine was actually mentioned
as a possible successor to former CIA Director James
Woolsey (himself an ex-director of Martin Marietta)
who resigned in 1994. That move never panned out,
but
with
who, like
Augustine, began his career working for McNamara in
the 1960s Pentagon.” This same article said: “Builder
of billion-dollar
spy satellites and launchers, the
Bethesda-based Lockheed Martin is by far the nation’s
largest intelligence manufacturer, absorbing all by
itself more than half of the estimated $7 billion budget
for the National Reconnaissance Office, according to a
.
former senior intelligence official.”
Let’s see, I’m trying to understand this. The NRO
has an unaccounted for $2 billion surplus (the $6
billion figure is supposed to be secret). Half of what
the NRO gets goes to Perry’s and Augustine’s
companies. So Congress gets upset and tells Perry to
do something, so he fires the head of the NRO and puts
his own man in charge. He re-arranges the companies,
“Pentagon
Shields wrote:
and charges for it.
spokesperson Ken Bacon claims that, under existing
law, companies can apply for reimbursement of certain
costs for consolidation. He denies that the government
is paying a $1 billion ‘subsidy’.” Oh, brother. Oh, Big
Brother.
William Perry is one person who needs to be
watched very closely. He is, after all, our Secretary r;f
War, now called Secretary of Defense.
p. 125, tells of Perry praising the new Global
Positioning System (GPS) and telling of trials where
craft could land or drop bombs with precision, even at
night and flying totally blind, relying only
tht GPS.

Perry was Under Secretary of Defense for Research and
this was in 2980, just before the helicopters were
defeated by a “dust storm” when they invaded Iran to
rescue the embassy hostages (Operation Eagle Claw).
The first NAVSTAR GPS satellite was launched in
1978, although we already had navigation satellites.
Five NAVSTAR GPS satellites were in orbit by 1980.
Yet the Operation Eagle Claw assault helicopters got
lost in a desert dust storm. Rockwell International, the
maker of the NAVSTARs, said the satellites would be
used to guide missiles to their targets. The NAVSTAR
GPS control center is at USAF Space Command at
Falcon Air Force Base, Colorado Springs, Colorado.
The city of Dallas, Texas, currently uses GPS to keep
track of its city buses, yet we hear of military planes
and helicopters getting lost and accidentally straying
across borders and such, not to mention all the civilian
craft that lose track of where they are. We are told the
Air Force cannot afford GPS equipment in all its
planes, yet Dallas busses can afford them. They must
charge a horrendous bus fare.
In the late 1970s when General George Keegan
was warning of the advances the Russians had made,
Perry was at the Pentagon working to arrange the
nuclear first strike against Russia, what Dr. Beter
called NUCLEAR WAR ONE. Earlier
The
S&y and Dr. Beter writings told of the American
Bolshevik socialist Zionists, working with their Soviet
counterparts, who did their best to get us into a nuclear
war. Names mentioned included Kissinger, Harold
Brown, Brzezinski and such. The co-chairman of the
American Security Council was Senator Bob Dole, who
appears to be part of the Bolshevik socialists. The
Secretary of Defense in the mid- 1970’s was James
Schlesinger and the head of the CIA was William
ColbJ . A name from that period, right-hand man to
Haroltl Brown, that is now prominent is our Secretary
of Defense, William Perry.
About this time the Undersecretary of the Air
Force and former head of NASA’s Ames Research
Center was Hans Mark, who was born in Germany.
Perry was Undersecretary
of Defense for research,
engineering, and acquisition.
One of his assistants
was Seymour L. Zeiberg, who was in charge of space
Perry became
systems research and development.
“right-hand man for research and development” to
Harold Brown. Remember that Harold Brown’s father
was born in Russia. “BroF.. and Perry, in conjunction
with all the military services, were preparing to

embark on a crash effort to come up with newer, much
smarter, one-shot, one-kill PGMs (Precision-Guided
Munitions) that indeed held promise for revolutionizing
warfare.” (War In Space by James Canan, Harper &
Row, 1982, p. 58.)
Working with Perry to develop PGMs was the
chairman of the Defense Science Board and vice
president for technical operations of Martin Marietta
Corp., Norman R. Augustine.
Augustine’s group
developed the Copperhead and other PGMs. Augustine
and Perry supervised the development of stealth
aircraft and “In August 1980, the Pentagon went
public with some details of new technologies that
presumably will permit penetrating bombers to remain
‘invisible’ to enemy antiaircraft radars until too late
for the radar-controlled missiles to strike them. Such
aircraft armed with PGMs would be devastating” (War
In
p. 71).
Perry’s job at the Pentagon was to decide who got
the money, which meant he decided which weapons
and systems were funded and which were not. This
gave him tremendous power. War In
says: “He
[Perry] was a product of the
the secret, side of
the btisiness, which means, in the main, electronics,
and
all threaded into the
space connection and the weapons that shoot from
When you think lasers,
afar” (emphasis mine).
holograms, and related technology, think Perry.
When President Carter canceled the B-l bomber
production program on June 30, 1977, he specified the
cruise missile as his preferred alternative. For cruise
missiles to work, they have to have very accurate and
up-to-date
maps.
This became one of Perry’s
specialties, as he was in charge of the Defense
Mapping Agency
He began projects of taking
high-resolution
photographs
by reconnaissance
satellites and encoding them in digital form. The key
satellite at that time for this purpose was the Keyhole
11, a super-secret program until information about it
was given to the Soviets in 1978 by William Kampiles
(see earlier information in
The
KH-11 had the ability to take detailed photographs,
encode them digitally (and “doctor” them if necessary)
and transmit them back in digitized, encoded form.
Some may be interested in knowing that this same
technology was used on NASA’s
2 encounters
with Saturn and Jupiter.
Perry also began projects to develou the SA-X-10
surface-to-air
radar-guided missile, &th a goal of
deploying
it by mid to
late 1980s.
The X-10 is
still in the
news lately,
disguised
as a onestep-intospace
missile to
replace the
Space
Shuttle.
I
1979, th:
Defense
Science
Board
under
Harold
Brown and
William
Perry
formed
a
task force
of
fiftythree
scientists to
determine

“The
the situation with particle beam weapons.
scientists agreed that the Russians were indeed
weaponeering particle beams, and were probably five
to seven years ahead of the United States in their
workings.” (Wur In
James Canan, p. 158.)
Dr. Peter David Beter tried to warn the American
public and leadership about what was going on, but
only a few listened. One who did listen to’Beter was
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Air Force
General George S. Brown.

On August 19, 1976, after President Gerald Ford
made his nomination acceptance speech, he invited
Ronald Reagan to come to the speaker’s platform and
say a few words. Reagan said: “We live in a world in
which the great powers have poised and aimed at each
other horrible
missiles
of destruction-nuclear
weapons that can in a matter of minutes arrive in each
other’s country and destroy virtually the civilized
world we live in. And suddenly it dawned on me:
Those who would read this letter a hundred years from
now will know whether those missiles were fired.”
Dr. Beter, in one of his audio letters (#la) said of
this speech, QUOTE (emphasis mine):
It is no coincidence that nuclear missiles came to
Ronald Reagan’s mind as he looked at the waters off
the California coast.
11,
But
most of his audience never realized what he was
driving at, thanks to the total absence of any other
clues about the Soviet threat from the Government or
the major media. So the fate of our beloved nation, and
therefore of the whole world, rested during the month
of August 1976 in the hands of those who heard my
charges and acted on them.
Here is what happened: During August the United
States Government came under steadily mounting
pressure from people like yourself all over the world
who sent copies of my tapes, relayed my charges, and
The first sign that this was
demanded action.
beginning to take effect came on August 14, 1976. On
that date I learned that a secret code name had been
assigned to the Soviet Underwater Missile program.
However, action to remove the missiles still had not
been approved, and was not going to be approved
unless such action was forced by public opinion.
Meanwhile the first concrete action in the August
Missile Crisis of 1976 was taken-not
by .the United
States, but by Canada.
On August 17, 1976 the Canadian Navy had found
the Crescent Beach missile near Vancouver, B.C., but
lacked the capability to retrieve it. Prime Minister
Trudeau, receiving no cooperation from the United
States Government at that time, called Soviet Charge
d’ Affaires Nikolai Makarov in Ottawa and demanded
that the Soviet Union itself come and remove the
missile. And remove it they did. On August 25 the
Vancouver area was visited by three Soviet ships-two
destroyers, the
and the Gnevny; and a tanker
called the
Rear Admiral Vladimir Varganov
arrived aboard one of the ships, using this ‘good will’
visit as a cover. By the following afternoon, Canadian
divers confirmed that the missile was gone.
Meanwhile Great Britain had also begun taking
serious action in order to rid herself of the 12
underwater missiles and bombs ringing the British
Isles. On August 18, 1976, Prime Minister Callaghan
called a special Cabinet meeting at 11:00 A.M.
London time. Present were the First Lord of the
Admiralty, the First Sea Lord of the Admiralty, and
The purpose of the
several Fleet Commanders.
meeting was to listen to my monthly AUDIO
LETTERS Nos. 14 and 15 which
gone to England
by diplomatic pouch. They
information was accurate because of the Soviet missile
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action. By August 27, 1976, all but one of the missiles
had been removed; and that one, too, was retrieved
shortly thereafter.
By late August the United States was at last taking
action too, prodded into it by still-building public
pressure. For once President Gerald Ford acted on his
own, over-ruled Rockefeller agent Henry Kissinger
and gave the go-ahead for the Soviet bombs and
missiles surrounding the United States to be removed.
Having been unleashed at last, the United States
Navy worked fast, acting on the information in my
monthly AUDIO LETTER No. 15. By the evening of
August 26, 1976, seven of the Soviet weapons in our
waters-six
missiles and one hydrogen bomb-had
been removed; and by August 3 1, 1976, the waters
along the American coastline had all been cleared. At
this point the threat to the United States that I had
spelled out last month had been eliminated at last,
using the very information I had made public. But the
Government in general, and the Military in particular,
were still under heavy public pressure; and under the
assumption that the Soviet threat was now over and
done with, they chose a technique which has become
standard practice in Washington today. It’s called
“plausible denial”-a
particular type of bureaucratic
double talk. The Joint Chiefs of Staff and the United
States Navy had just completed an operation to remove
the missiles around our country, a job potentially so
hazardous as to defy imagination.
In short, they had
done their duty; and the Navy especially deserves our
thanks for accomplishing their task without anyone
being hurt.
They should be acclaimed as heroes, and our whole
nation should be rallying behind them with justified
pride. But, my friends, in the nightmare world of stepby-step surrender to the Soviets called “Detente”, it
doesn’t work that way. Even our Military leaders are
so thoroughly hemmed in by the “One-World” web that
the only way that they can do their duty in the face of
such a Soviet threat is to hide the fact that they are
doing it.
And so, as soon as the missile removal
operation had been completed around our shores,
“plausible denials” of my charges began being issued
by the United States Military.
This began on August
3 1, 1976, when Vice Admiral B. R. [Bobby] Inman,
Acting Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency,
answered an inquiry sent to the Secretary of Defense
Rumsfeld weeks before by Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr. of
Virginia. Admiral Inman’s letter gives a number of
arguments
as to why any prudent government,
including the U.S.S.R., would presumably refrain from
planting such missiles and bombs in our waters. But
the real crux of his plausible denial letter is the
following sentence, quote:
“There is currently no evidence indicating the
Soviets have placed underwater
nuclear devices,
including missiles with multiple warheads, within the
territorial
of the United States.” Technically,
Admiral Inman was telling the truth, because as of
August 31, 1976, when he wrote this letter, all of the
evidence-the
missiles and bombs-had been removed
from our waters; but the impact of his letter, if read
casually, would seem to be that my charges never had
been true!
By the
token,
on September 1, 1976. His letter has
been photocopied and sent all over the world by the
Pentagon. I will now read it in its entirety:
“Dear Dr. Beter:
Your recent tape report alleging that Soviet
nuclear warheads and hydrogen bombs have been
planted in the coastal waters of the United States has
been brought to my attention. I have investigated these
assertions and find not a shred of truth to any of your
statements in this regard. Let me assure you of this
country’s capability
detect any such aggressive
actions by the Soviet Union or any other world power.
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We stand ready to evaluate and comment in
advance on any such information you may acquire in
the future which impinges upon the vital issue of our
I gave General Brown a special tape for his ears
national security.
only, revealing the locations of 48 new missiles
Sincerely,
threatening the United States, and within two days the
George S. Brown
United States Navy was already at work removing
General, U.S.A.F.“.
In addition, General Brown made three
them.
The seeming impact of General Brown’s letter, commitments to me, and I made one to him.
To fulfill my own commitment,
I sent the
read casually, is that my whole story about the missiles
was a fake. But the real key, once again, is the word following registered letter to him on September 17,
Furthermore,
in the last 1976:
“fir& (present tense).
sentence, General Brown actually signaled me that the
“Dear General Brown:
door would be open if I acquired more such
Thank you for affording me the opportunity to
information; and by the time his letter reached me, I
had more such information because as I said before, the meet with you in your offices yesterday for over an
hour. During our conversation I mentioned that the
Soviet Union is not giving up.
Topic #2-Gn the afternoon of September 7, 1976, Soviet nuclear device which was removed from Seal
I received General Brown’s letter of September 1, Harbor, Maine, had been taken to a location near Otis
which I just read vou. Ironicallv. I also learned on the Air Force Base on Cape Cod, Massachusetts, and that
same da;, September 7, that “round two” of the Soviet it was still there as ofthe time of my meeting with you
Underwater Missile Crisis was just beginning. Three yesterday afternoon. You requested that I provide you
underwater
missiles were now threatening
Los with details about its location.
The facts are that the Seal Harbor nuclear device
Angeles, and San Diego was once again targeted by an
underwater missile close by. Accordingly
answered
was in the process of being retrieved by the United
States Navy late Saturday, 28 August 1976, and was on
the beach at Seal Harbor waiting transportation by the
afternoon of 29 August. That evening it left Seal
“Dear General Brown:
Today I received your letter of September 1. I fully Harbor by trrlrk, which took it to an airport at Augusta,
understand the position you are taking at this time; Maine. On the afternoon of 30 August the nuclear
however other governments have not taken your device was flown from Augusta, Maine, to Otis Air
position. They know the truth, I know the truth, and so Force Base, Cape Cod, where the airplane touched
does President Ford; and the truth is that during the down at 17:13 EDT, 30 August 1976. From Otis Air
month of August 1976 a surprise Soviet nuclear attack Force Base this nuclear device was transported to a
remote location on the west side of Buzzards Bay. For
of world-wide proportions has been partially averted.
Make no mistake, the huge build-up of Soviet over two weeks the device stayed in that location,
nuclear missiles on land and in the sea world-wide, which is between one and two miles east of the small
continues to be a clear and present signal for an town of Marion, Massachusetts, on a small peninsula,
imminent surprise attack of immense proportions. In the tip of which is known as Butler’s Point. The
1962 we had a Soviet Missile Crisis in Cuba; in 1971 coordinates are: 41-42-O North, 70-43-30 West.
The Seal Harbor weapon remained there until
we had the Soviet Missile Crisis in Canadian and
United States territorial waters which was kept from about 2200 EDT last night, 16 September 1976; but
the American people; and now once again, in 1976, the then less than six (6) hours after my meeting with you
world is experiencing yet another Soviet missile crisis. yesterday afternoon, it left this location. As of today,
The world must know of the courage of President Ford this weapon is in a new location about 24 miles west of
as Commander in Chief in moving aside unbelievable
New London, Connecticut,
with the approximate
obstacles in order to begin to meet the Soviet challenge coordinates: 41-19-O North, 72-3 1-O West.
If I had not known about this latest move, the
last month.
result would have been an echo of your letter to me of
In your letter you state that, quote:
‘We stand ready to evaluate and comment in 1 September 1976, in which you state that you, quote
advance on any such information you may acquire in ‘find’ no evidence to support my charges. Your letter
the future which impinges upon the vital issue of our of 1 September 1976, of course, was written 43 days
after I first made my charges and only hours after the
national security.’
In view of this and the urgency of the situation, I Soviet missiles had all been removed by the United
respectfully request to meet with you privately in your States Navy.
offices within the next ten (10) days. At that time I
Sincerely,
Peter Beter”
will present evidence of the validity of all my charges,
and under specific conditions I will advise you of other
My friends, General Brown is laboring under the
strategic locations of Soviet nuclear missiles planted
in our coastal waters and elsewhere of which you may handicap of an Intelligence gap created by none other
Allied
not be aware and which constitute a clear and present than Secretary of State Henry Kissinger.
Intelligence sources inform me that they have become
danger to our national security.
gun-shy in sharing some of the information they give
Sincerely yours,
me with the official Intelligence community of the
Peter Beter”
United States because
Shortly after my registered letter reached the
Pentagon, Navy Captain Sidney V. Wright, Jr.
Large segments of the United States Intelligence
General
a
establishment are so independent that they do not
We agreed on meeting in General consider themselves accountable even to the President.
Brown’s offices at 3:00 P.M., Thursday, September 16. Instead they work under the direction of Henry
as a Kissinger, who owes his power to the four Rockefeller
the
brothers and who also works in the interest of the
Soviet Union.
Of course many of our Intelligence people are still
patriotic and loyal to our country and they are doing
everything they possibly can to protect our nation.
Through their efforts the Joint Chiefs of Staff first
learned about 90 days ago that missiles and bombs had
been planted in American waters by the Soviet Union;
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but due to the Intelligence gap, they were unable to
obtain complete information about them. Only when I
publicly revealed this information last month, did they
obtain it; and even then had I related to them privately
instead of making it a public issue, Kissinger would
still have been able to block any action to remove them.
The signs of our growing Intelligence gap are all
around us. A few years ago the United States was
believed to be far, far ahead in multiple warhead
technology for missiles; yet as far back as 1971, as I
revealed in monthly AUDIO LETTER No. 14, shortrange Soviet missiles with multiple nuclear warheads
were found in our own waters.
A few years ago no real threat in naval aviation
was anticipated from Russia, but two months ago, July
1976, the first Soviet Aircraft Carrier
entered the
Mediterranean through the Bosporus Straits, boldly
violating the 1936 Montreux Convention as it did so;
and instead of the stubby little aircraft the Pentagon
had expected, the
carries sleek advanced aircraft
comparable to the American F-4 Phantom with the
additional capability of vertical take-of’f! And the
Soviets are building at least four more carriers like the
Kiev. It is now in the North Sea to bolster Soviet air
power, which is a weak spot in that area for them,
The military philosophy of detente as expressed to
me by a very high military official is, and I quote: “We
watch what they’re doing, and they watch what we’re
doing, and that’s good. It prevents miscalculations.”
But, my friends, this means we are in a perpetual war
game with all of our lives at stake; and because of the
Intelligence
gap that now exists, a miscalculation
cannot be prevented.
Instead, it becomes inevitable;
and with it THERMONUCLEAR WAR.
Topic
#3-Yesterday,
September
24, 1976,
Secretary of the Navy J. William Middendorf II
delivered a very important briefing at the News Media
luncheon of
[cochaired by Sen. Robert
held at the Army-Navy
Club here in Washington.
He spoke of things that
every American should be alerted about, but the major
news media treated it as a non-event. The
Sun and the
carried stories w$ich
dealt with splinters from Secretary Middendorf’s
speech but missed the basic thrust of his comments.
The
and the
and the
rest of our major media said nothing at all. Here at
home another attempt to warn the American people has
so far been muffled-and silenced!
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But half a world away, Radio Australia did give
Secretary
Middendorf’s
speech the attention
it
deserves-and
they did not miss the point. Here is
what Radio Australia had to say at 8:00 o’clock this
morning EDT, quote:
“A warning that the growing strength of the Soviet
Navy has created an emergency situation for the
United States has been sounded in Washington by the
Secretary of the Navy, Mr. William Middendorf. He
also said that the emphasis being placed by the Soviet
Union on Civil Defense has another ominous trend.
Mr. Middendorf said the Soviet Union now has 345
submarines, many of them nuclear-powered and armed
with missiles capable of hitting every city in the United
States. In contrast, the United States has only 169
submarines. Mr. Middendorf said that it is evidence by
the Soviet Union that the 40,000-ton Kiev-class
Aircraft Carriers, with four more believed to be under
construction, was another ominous change for the near
future. Mr. Middendorf said that while the Soviet
Union was producing submarines and warships by
leaps and bounds, the United States Navy had been
almost cut in half to 474 ships over the past six years.”
Is the Secretary of the Navy crying “Wolf’? I
submit he is not, knowing what we know.
In
International
Law, mining the harbors of another
country is an act of war. The Soviet Union has already
invaded our territorial waters, not merely with mines
but with hydrogen bombs and multiple-warhead
nuclear missiles. By contrast, we have placed no such
weapons around the Soviet Union-so
the actions
already taken by the Soviets are acts of war and pure
aggression.
As I say these words, an undeclared submarine war is
going on between the Soviet Union and the United
States in the waters surrounding our country. So far it
is still at the stage of maneuvering for attack on the
part of the Soviets, who now have nearly half of their
submarine force surrounding the United States. The
challenge before us now is to prevent this from
escalating into all-out war, as planned by the Soviet
Union. To do this, we must all understand what we are
up against.
As I explained several months ago in monthly
AUDIO LETTER No. 13, WAR DOES NOT JUST
HAPPEN! It is planned and triggered deliberately by
those whose lust for power is more important to them
than the lives of their fellow men. Conspiracy and
double-cross are standard practice in such things. The
threat of nuclear attack by the Soviet Union that hangs
over us right now is tied directly to a three-way power
struggle involving the Rockefellers on one side, the
Soviet Union on the other, and in the middle Henry
KisSinger who serves both sides! (END QUOTE FROM
BETER.)
Later, Beter wrote, (quoting:)
On September 16 I gave General Brown a list of 48
new sites around the United States where missiles and
bombs have been planted during the first two weeks of
September. Two days later the United States Navy was
fast at work picking them up, and by now has removed
practically all of them; but we pick up one and the
Soviets lay down another.
Using their missile-laying submarines, the Soviets
have planted seven more missiles in new locations
around the United States since my meeting with
General Brown. As of yesterday afternoon, the United
States Navy had already found and removed two of
these new ones-one northeast of Vero Beach, Florida;
the other southeast of Jacksonville, Florida.
As of today, four of the other five are still in place
in the following locations: Near Miami, Florida, at:
25-19-O North, 80-12-50 West.
In the southwest end of Pamlico Sound, North
Carolina, at: 35-4-20 North, 76-30-20 West.
In the northeast end of Pamlico Sound about 20
miles south of Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, at: 35-400 North, 75-38-50 West.

And near Valdez, Alaska, at: 60-51-50 North,
147-5-o West.
The other new missile was planted Sunday night,
September 20, 1976, near Bloodsworth Island in
Chesapeake Bay at: 38-12-25 North, 76-11-55 West,
but is now being removed.
The Bloodsworth Island missile is a special case,
and I will have more to say about it in a moment.
Before I do that, though, it is important to mention a
diabolical new trick the Soviet Union is now trying in
an effort to confuse the United States Navy long
enough to replant enough missiles in our waters for an
attack. Some sites which have been cleared by the
United States Navy are now being used to replant
underwater missiles very close to the exact location
used before. The Soviets anticipate that when these
locations are given to the United States Navy they will
be entered on the Master Plot in use by our Navy, and
at that point it will of course be noticed that the new
report corresponds to a location where a missile has
been removed.
The natural assumption would be,
therefore, that such a new report was simply a
repetition of an earlier report and was now out-of-date.
If this happens, the new missile will be overlooked and
will not be removed. Just to make sure, however, the
Soviet Union is placing the new missiles just far
enough from the previous location to prevent our Navy
from discovering
them by anything less than a
complete new search of the area.
As of approximately noon yesterday, I can confirm
two new missiles which have been newly planted at old
locations this way. One is near Gulfport, Mississippi,
at: Latitude 30-17-20 North, Longitude 89-18-25
West.
The other is near Mobile, Alabama, at: Latitude
30-38-40 North, Longitude 87-59-O West.
Both of these sites are almost identical to the ones
which I gave to General Brown on September 16 and
which had been cleared by September 2 1.
A moment ago I mentioned a new underwater
missile that was planted last Sunday night, September
20, in Chesapeake Bay near Bloodsworth Island, which
is about midway between Baltimore, Maryland, and
Norfolk, Virginia. The small missile-laying submarine
installed the Bloodsworth Island missile at lo:30 PM
EDT, and then headed back south toward Norfolk,
As of 1O:OOAM the following morning,
Virginia.
Monday September 21, this small submarine with at
least one more thermonuclear weapon on board, was
close to the mouth of Chesapeake Bay, but had stopped
and was playing possum on the bottom. Its location
was about 10 miles northeast of Norfolk, Virginia, at:
Latitude 37-6-20 North, Longitude 76-7-10 West.
Upon receiving this information, I immediately
called General Brown’s office and relayed this
information to Captain Sidney V. Wright, Jr.
Here was a chance for the United States Navy to
catch one of the Soviet missile-laying submarines redhanded. By the time you hear this, the Bloodsworth
Island missile planted last Sunday night by this
submarine will be gone, thanks to the action now in
progress by the United States Navy; but as of now, the
submarine is still there. This Soviet missile-laying
submarine will stay there, complete with its cargo of
mass destruction, until our Navy pulls it up and takes it
away because, my friends, the small Soviet submarine
now resting on the bottom of the Chesapeake Bay has
become a tomb for its crew. Something went wrong
with its power plant, and now the Soviet crew is dead.
The sub itself, still loaded with nuclear weapons, has
now become a gigantic mine in the waters near the
biggest Naval concentration in the United States, and
so it will remain unless and until it is removed by the
United States Navy.
My friends, the threat of war from the Soviet
Union has never before been as great nor as imminent
as it is now. But I remain firmly convinced that, even
now, a shooting war can still be prevented. Gur fate
remains in YOUR hands; but now I believe more than
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ever that the American people, when told the truth, are
equal to the task. Congressmen and Senators write
letters to President Ford or Henry Kissinger and get no
satisfactory response; but YOU, you opened the door
for communication between General George S. Brown,
who heads our country’s military establishment, and
myself, and I thank you from the very bottom of my
heart.
Now I ask you to get behind General Brown in the
same way. This is more important than I can express,
because
General
Brown,
handicapped
by the
Intelligence
gap created by Henry Kissinger, is
confronted by many opposing forces within the federal
government who, unlike General Brown, are not loyal
to the United States.
As soon as you finish listening to this tape, I ask
you, PLEASE, to send a letter, telegram, or Mailgram
to General Brown expressing your support. It took
great courage from the standpoint of his own career for
General Brown to see me at all, yet he overruled his
staff in insisting upon doing so. And under General
Brown’s command, with the approval of President
Ford as Commander in Chief, the United States Navy
has acted and has so far been able to fend off the
intended surprise nuclear attack by the Soviet Navy.
Send your letters and telegrams to: General George
S. Brown, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
Washington, D.C. 20301.
Thank him for seeing me, thank him for taking
action, and tell him you are behind him. By doing this,
my friends, YOU can help strengthen Gen. Brown’s
hand against those who would rather see inaction or
outright surrender to the Soviet Union. Remember:
YOUR VOICE COUNTS.
If God will grant us the time and the wisdom to do
so, I believe the war which is now so close can still be
averted, but I would not be honest if I did not urge you
to take such precautions as you can for your own
protection in the event war does come. The Soviet
Union has a massive Civil Defense program to enable
it to survive nuclear war. No such preparations have
been made in the United States except for the so-called
“Federal Relocation Arc”, a network of 96 virtually
bomb-proof underground cities in which many of the
Government officials, who have betrayed us into war,
will be able to ride it out in safety and comfort. So the
rest of us, who are considered expendable, are left to
fend for ourselves. [End quoting of this tape]
In a later audio letter, Beter said, (quoting:)
Here are my topics for today: Topic #l-RED
FRIDAY AND THE CAMPAIGN TO DESTROY
GENERAL GEORGE S. BROWN. Topic #2-THE
SWINE FLU COVER-UP FOR CHEMICAL WARFARE
NOW UNDER WAY. Topic #3-THE
PHANTOM
ELECTION OF 1976.
Topic #l-Last
month, in monthly AUDIO
LETTER No. 16, I reviewed for you the events that had
taken place in the Soviet Underwater Missile Crisis
since recording AUDIO LETTER No. 15 in early
August. As I pointed out, Air Force General George S.
Brown, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, had so
far played a crucial role in preventing a Soviet surprise
attack on the United States, thanks to the actions taken
by American Armed Forces under his command. In
August he had obtained the go-ahead from President
Ford, as Commander in Chief, to seek out and remove
the Soviet underwater missiles in our coastal waters.
A remarkable achievement,
because Ford had to
overrule Rockefeller agent Henry Kissinger in giving
this order!
Using the navigational coordinates I revealed in
my August tape, the United States Navy was able to
remove all the Soviet missiles in our territorial waters
during the latter part of August. On September 1,
1976, with the threat presumed to be over, General
Brown wrote me a letter, which was widely publicized,
seemingly
dismissing
my charges, but actually
opening the door for communication between us.
On September 7; I had information about a new

round of missiles that were being planted by the
Soviets. I wrote General Brown to request a meeting,
and on September 16, 1976, I met with him at the
Pentagon in his office for well over an hour. During
that meeting I gave him the navigational coordinates
for 48 new Soviet missiles threatening the United
States and Canada from locations in our territorial
waters-and
again he ordered prompt action by the
United States Navy to start removing them. But as I
warned last month, the Soviet Union is not giving up;
and on top of that, General Brown confronts terrible
So I
oonosition WITHIN the federal government!
asked you to express your support for General Brown to
strengthen his hand for our country’s benefit.
Now you can begin to see why. On October 17,
1976, selected excerpts from an interview with
General Brown were leaked to the press a week prior to
publication.
These comments, taken out of context,
made it appear that General Brown was disparaging
certain of our allies; and instantly General Brown was
at the center of a storm of controversy. General Brown
is being criticized now for remarks in a six-month-old
interview which was rejected for publication then, yet
has magically surfaced now! Certain individuals have
arranged for the story to be made public at this time as
an indirect means of attack that obscures the facts.
The real reason for efforts to get rid of him is his
dedication to our count&s defense.
What is happening now to General Brown is
standard practice in Washington today. The idea is to
get something on someone, anything, that can be made
to look bad by the media, and put it in his dossier for
future use. Thus a dark cloud is always handy later on
in case it is needed to blackmail, or destroy, or
intimidate someone.
In General Brown’s case, he was set up with this
particular cloud by none other than his boss, Secretary
of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, who was the CIA contact
man in the White House and is still a CIA operative
now.
Last spring a political writer and cartoonist drew a
cartoon of Rumsfeld, and Rumsfeld called him to ask if
The political writer
he could have the original.
agreed, and it was also agreed between them that
Rumsfeld would get Brown to give the political writer
an interview. The interview was not used at that time,
six months ago. Even when General Brown was
questioned intensively by the Senate two months later
when his confirmation for a second two-year term as
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff was being
decided upon, the interview still did not emerge. But
now, after helping prevent thermonuclear war for over
two months, by doing his duty Brown is in hot water.
The Rockefeller Brothers are making a desperate
effort to put things right back on track with the Soviet
Union, and they have-decided that Brown m t go, as
part of the price of reinstating socalled detente. The controversy now
surrounding Brown is intended to
build up until he resigns,
is
dismissed, or loses his influence and
credibility. This is totally unrelated
to the
election,
contrary
to
appearances.
In this situation, it is more
important than ever that you show
your support for General Brown.
His enemies are trying to bring him
down by means of a battle he must
fight with both hands tied behind
If he were to publicly
his back.
reveal one word about the Soviet
missile crisis and his role in
combatting it-in other words, the
real
reasons
for his present
troubles-General
Brown could be
instantly dismissed, court-martialed,
And speaking out,
and imprisoned!
he would be rewarded with personal
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disaster; and the major media, under the thumb of the
gang of the Four Brothers, would then pull out all the
stops in a campaign to discredit whatever he said so
that no one would believe it. By the same token, if
Senate Bill No. 1, promoted by Attorney General Levi,
had passed earlier this year, I, too, could be imprisoned
for telling you the truth about the Soviet missiles
aimed at you because, my friends, this information is
classified “Top Secret”, not because the Government
wants to keep anything from the Soviets, they know all
about their own offensive weapons planted in our
waters-it is YOU that the Government wants to keep
in the dark for their own protection, not yours!
Even if you have already written to General Brown
to express your support, I urge you to do so again by
letter, telegram, or Mailgram.
My good friend Mr.
who lives in
Edward Durell, an industrialist
Berryville, Virginia, is urging his associates to write
their Congressmen showing their support for General
Brown, and to send a copy of each letter to:
General George S. Brown
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
Grant Avenue, Fort Myer
Arlington, Virginia 22211
I think this is an excellent suggestion, and I urge
you to do the same. You may want to write to both of
your Senators too, and send copies to General Brown as
well. Just address your letter to:
Congressman (or Senator) so-and-so
House (or Senate) Office Building
Washington, D.C... The zip is:
20515 for the House Office Bldg.
20510 for the Senate Office Bldg.
The controversy over General Brown, my friends,
is only the most visible part of a terrible reversal in our
country’s fortunes that has occurred this month. The
turning point came on October 1, 1976, a “RED
Friday” for the United States of America. That was the
day that President Gerald Ford caved in to pressure
from the Rockefeller-Soviet-Kissinger
team.
Two closely related events took place on October 1,
1976: One was the appearance in the
of a story by Woodward and Bernstein, no less, that the
Watergate
Special Prosecutor’s
investigation
of
The story,
President Ford was (quote) “serious”.
complete with big headlines, shook the Stock Market,
where rumors circulated that Ford was about to step
down. But, most importantly, Ford himself was given
a clear signal that swift political destruction awaited
him if he did not play ball with the Rockefellers.
Originally, Nelson Rockefeller had arranged for the
Watergate-related investigation of Ford as a means of
forcing Ford from office and in nutting himself in
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_
as

.

“Acting President”
under the
the
but due to the Soviet
Missile Crisis, that scenario has been scrapped because
the Watergate Prosecutor’s investigation was used
instead to apply pressure for a different purpose.
That different purpose had to do with the second
major event that took place on Red Friday, October lthe visit to the White House by Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei Gromyko! It was reported that Gromyko’s
reception at the White House was the coolest it had
ever been since Ford became President-and
no
wonder. When Gromyko told reporters afterward that
he and Ford, quote: “spoke of the most cardinal
issues”, he was deadly serious. He was referring not to
SALT talks or the Middle East but to the threat of war
between the Soviet Union and the United States.
When 1 recorded monthly AUDIO LETTER No. 16
last month on September 25, the second round of
Soviet underwater missiles, whose locations I had
given to General Brown during our meeting on
September 16, had practically all been removed by our
Navy. But the Soviets were already beginning to plant
a third round of these missiles, using the missilelaying mini-subs I described last month, which are
specially designed to elude detection by our coastal
sonar defenses.
As of September 25, one of these Soviet mini-subs
was resting on the bottom of Chesapeake Bay near
Norfolk, Virginia. A mishap had killed the crew, so
the mini-sub was resting there like a giant nuclear
mine in American waters waiting for the Navy to
recover it. Meanwhile over 142 Soviet submarines
were deployed in attack positions along the East, West,
and Gulf Coasts of the United States. During those last
few days of September there were growing indications
that the Soviet missile crisis might actually break out
into the open for all to see, just as it must do if the
Soviet plans for nuclear attack world-wide are to be
stopped.
For example, a speech which I mentioned last
month delivered on September 24 by Navy Secretary
William Middendorf used the word “emergency” three
times to describe our present naval plight, and
concluded his speech in the words, and I quote:
“Our concern today is the future. The ominous
words of Admiral Gorshkov and the cold steel of his
ships tell us that we are in an emergency situation right
now. Something must be done. The threat is real, and
the choice is ours. We must make the right decisions
now while we have these few precious moments of
freedom left, or be willing to suffer the consequences.”
Then on September 27, 1976, the Norfolk,
Virginia
newspaper published an article
by reporters Garland Bradshaw and Jack Kestner who
had flown to Washington on September 23 to interview
me about my charges of Soviet underwater missiles.
The article did exactly what honest journalism is
supposed to do. It exposed the readers of the LedgerStar to the fact that I have charged the Soviet Union
with planting offensive nuclear weapons in our
territorial waters, and did so in a fair, objective way.
They did not try to convince their readers either to
believe or disbelieve my charges, but included
background information on both sides as available
from their own sources. The important thing is that
the
reported fairly about my charges to a
readership that can be considered an expert audience
about such things, since the Norfolk area is the biggest
naval concentration in the United States.
Yes, things were beginning to break into the
open-but then came Red Friday, October 1. President
Ford and White House aide William Hyland met with
Gromyko, Henry Kissinger, and Kissinger’s State
Department Counselor, Helmut Sonnenfeldt. Gromyko
demanded that the Soviet Union be permitted to sneak
into Chesapeake Bay to recover their dead missilelaying mini-sub near Norfolk.
In return for that,
Gromyko said the Soviet submarines deployed at battle
stations along our coasts would disperse. Kissinger

.
and Sonnenfeldt counseled Ford to agree to this offer
by Gromyko as a reasonable and sound compromise.
As always, Ford was confronted with the standard
Kissinger option: “Do you want peace? Or war?” And
on top of that, Ford knew that the Watergate-related
political time bomb was all set to go off if he resisted,
and so he caved in and agreed. Blackmail and threats
won the day for the Soviet Union!
The same day, Henry Kissinger pressed his
advantage and also induced Ford to issue a secret
Presidential Order to the Military: from that day
onward to flatly deny all my charges when asked about
them. In other words, they are now under presidential
orders to lie in order to keep the truth about the Soviet
missiles from the public. This blackout on the Soviet
missile story is not for the purpose of avoiding a
confrontation
with the Soviets, because that has
already occurred; and it is not for the purpose of
buying time while we get into a better military posture.
Since Red Friday, October 1, the third round of Soviet
missiles, which have been newly planted around our
country, are still there! The blackout, my friends, is
only to keep YOU in
dark.
This situation here stands out even more boldly
when compared with the behavior of some of our allies
who are now alerted to Soviet plans.
Ironically
October 1, 1976, the day President Ford caved in to the
Soviet Union, was the same day that the Irish Navy
successfully concluded a naval confrontation with the
Soviets on the high seas. A huge Soviet fishing
trawler, so called, was caught operating illegally
inside the Irish 12-mile limit near Cork Harbor the
previous day, and the Irish fishery protection vessel, L.
went after the trawler to make an arrest.
The trawler fled into international waters, but the Irish
vessel gave chase, brought the trawler to a halt by
firing warning shots across her bow, and sent a
boarding party aboard. The Soviet Captain was totally
uncooperative, but the Irish sent reinforcements, and
ultimately had more than 50 men aboard the Soviet
ship. The Soviet trawler entered Cork Harbor under
arrest with the Irish boarding party still aboard, and
It was
accompanied by two Irish naval vessels.
correctly reported by the
newspaper for
Friday October 1, 1976, that, quote:
“The confrontation was regarded as the biggest
and potentially most dangerous that the naval service
has faced in its history of fishery protection.”
The Irish were prepared to apply whatever force
proved to be necessary to arrest the intruding Soviet
ship. And why? Because Cork Harbor itself is one of
the locations from which a Soviet underwater nuclear
weapon was removed by the Royal Navy in August,
using information in my monthly AUDIO LETTER
No. 15. The Irish now know, quite simply, that no
intruding Soviet ship is to be trusted.
But here in the United States the Soviet Navy was
allowed to intrude into our waters Monday night,
October 4, under
RED FRIDAY AGREEMENT
reached between Ford and Gromyko in
White
House. At approximately 1O:OOPM local time the
Soviets retrieved the dead mini-sub from its position
on the bottom of Chesapeake Bay outside Norfolk,
operating under cover of darkness. The missile-laying
mini-sub left the Norfolk area that night in Soviet
hands-and
with it went what may have been our only
chance to learn the details of the technology of the
mini-subs and their sonar-defeating system so that we
could begin defending ourselves against them. At the
same time we lost a golden opportunity to galvanize
the whole world into standing with us against an allout common foe, the Soviet Union, by announcing the
capture of the mini-sub, displaying it on television,
and revealing what the Soviets had been doing with
these subs.
If our country were run today by civilians of
integrity, honor, and courage who were trying to serve
the people of the United States of America instead of
trying to merge our lives with that of the Soviet Union,
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such a thing could have been done. Swift action could
have been taken to do this after I first notified the
Pentagon of the presence of the mini-sub near Norfolk
on Monday, September 20; but NO, that’s not the way
it works today. All opportunities for the United States
to act sensibly for the good of its people must be
suppressed, sabotaged, thrown away. Only in this way
can we be ground down to such a low level of life that
the goal of the
can
finally be achieved. That Directive, in existence for
decades, is to the effect that our lives are to be so
altered that they can be comfortably merged with life
in the Soviet Union.
By the following day, the Soviet submarines at
battle stations along our shores had dispersed, as
agreed; but within a few more days they were back
again-and
they are there now. They are not, at this
time, deployed in the precisepatternsthatthey
were in
a month ago, which indicated readiness for an
immediate attack, but they are present in international
waters just off our shores in great numbers. As of
October 11, 1976, 164 Soviet submarines were on
station in the waters near Canada and the United
States, including Hawaii; and the situation has not
changed significantly since then.
Since Red Friday, October 1, I have been cut off
from contact with General Brown, and none of the
Soviet underwater missiles in Canadian and American
waters have been removed since that day. As of now,
50 Soviet nuclear missiles and bombs are planted in
American territorial waters plus the three (3) missiles
in the Gulf of Panama whose coordinates I gave last
month, In addition, seven (7) missiles are now planted
in Canadian waters, whose coordinates I have already
given to Canadian Intelligence.
My friends, there will be no effort by the United
States Navy to remove the nuclear missiles in our
waters unless it is forced by a
of public
awareness and demand for action, because Nelson
Rockefeller’s wife arrived in Moscow and on October
12 delivered a personal letter from Nelson Rockefeller
to the Kremlin. In this hand-delivered letter Nelson
Rockefeller made the following pledges to the Kremlin
on behalf of
“Gang of Four”, quote:
“There will be no further harassment of your
submarines, nor will your underwater missiles and
bombs be taken up. The credit squeeze by banking
circles will be lifted. You will not be required to sell
We will send gold for products delivered.
gold.
American know-how, grains, and food stuffs will
continue to be provided.
You must reinstate the
‘NUCLEAR SAFE ZONE’ agreement.”
The coordinates of all
Soviet weapons now in
American territorial waters
transmitted to a
number of reliable men in
United States
Intelligence community, except for the newest missile,
which was planted three days ago in Delaware Bay, at:
39-39-35 North, 75-32-20 West.
Action will therefore be possible if the Military
can once again be free to do its job.
At least Great Britain, which had 29 new Soviet
nuclear weapons in her waters as of October 11, 1976,
is taking action once again to get rid of them. By
October 22, four days ago, the Royal Navy had
removed all but 10 of them, and is still fast at work. AS
for Latin America, all the missiles I revealed last
month are still there with two exceptions-British
Honduras and Guatemala were targeted by one missile
each, but these have now been removed.
Our controlled major media tell us nothing at all
about the Soviet missile threat that is ready to engulf
us in thermonuclear
war, but instead divert our
attention to the case of the Navy F-14 fighter that
plunged off a carrier deck into the North Sea six weeks
ago on September 14, 1976. Great attention is being
given to the F-14, and we are being fed all sorts of lies
that the Soviet MiG-25 Foxbat flown to Japan by a
defecting pilot is hopelessly inferior to the F-14. But
the Soviet Navy hasn’t even bothered to try to retrieve
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the plane. They already know all about the F-14, and
it doesn’t worry them.
As for the Phoenix Missile which separated from
the F-14 when it hit the water, the Soviets know where
it is too, but have not yet picked it up. The Phoenix
Missile is resting on an underwater plateau far to the
south-southeast of the point where the F-14 was found.
The coordinates of the Phoenix Missile are: 61-26-6
North, l-23-16 West.
And so, my friends, the great war game continues.
Our Armed Services are allowed to participate in
NATO and other training exercises, but are forbidden
by Rockefeller hired hands from doing anythi- g about
the real life-and-death threat now lurking within our
own territorial waters. We are being made sitting
ducks for attack; and, in fact, we have already been
attacked by the Soviet Navy because on October 3, two
days after Red Friday, the Soviet submarines along our
East, West, and Gulf Coasts performed an experiment
in radioactive chemical warfare with all of us as the
guinea pigs.
Topic #2-On
October 5, 1976, just as the socalled “SWINE FLU” inoculation program was getting
under way, news reports suddenly told us that we were
experiencing
fallout
from an alleged
Chinese
atmospheric nuclear blast on September 26. Oddly
enough, the initial reports about this came from the
East Coast, especially Pennsylvania,
New Jersey,
Delaware, and Connecticut; but certain areas of the
Pacific Northwest were soon mentioned as being
affected too. We were told that radioactive iodine-13 1
was showing up in milk at various locations; but we
were also assured, as we invariably are whenever any
radioactive hazard appears, that there was really no
danger.
In the days that followed we continued to hear
about the supposed Chinese fallout, but other things
probably seemed even more worrisome. For example,
elderly people began dying of heart attacks shortly
after taking swine flu shots, causing widespread alarm
at first. But the Government quickly assured us that
their deaths didn’t really matter at all, that they would
have died anyway; and the swine flu inoculation
program went right back into high gear.
And then there were the strange outbreaks of an
unknown “mystery illness” at electronics plants in
The
western Pennsylvania,
Ohio, and Oregon.
employees,
most of them women, experienced
headaches,
nausea, stomach pains, difftculty
in
breathing, a feeling of being intoxicated in some cases,
and even fainting spells. This time the swine flu
vaccine could not be the culprit because the victims
had not received it. Instead, some were worried that
the swine flu itself had struck. Others remembered,
with a shiver, the equally mysterious “Legionnaires’
Disease” that had sickened nearly 200 people in
Philadelphia and killed more than two dozen of them
two months earlier.
My friends, there is actually no mystery at all
behind these developments and more like them that
you can expect to see. All of these cases I have
mentioned are man-made and deliberate, but those who
are responsible for them are neither telling you about
them nor leaving clues that will be found in normal
medical investigations of these episodes. We in the
United States are now under attack in a campaign of
experimental testing of chemical warfare weapons so
that they can be employed later on with precision and
devastating effect against us in full scale war-that
is,
if we let it happen.
For years all the major countries of the world have
been in a continuing race against time to discover ever
more sophisticated forms of bacterial and chemical
weapons, some of them amounting to doomsday
weapons capable of destroying all life on this planet.
Only mad men would even consider using such
weapons, but only mad men deliberately cause wars for
their own areedv ournoses. too-and war is verv near

at hand right now.
A few years ago a nerve gas called sarin was
[Update: this is
a
the gas that was supposedly used by the Tokyo “cult.”
See more below. ] -A tiny- amount escaped; and two
shepherds and their 7000 sheep were killed.
In
response to the public outcry that resulted, a statement
was issued that the Chemical Warfare Service had
destroyed the sarin gas and was no longer doing such
still
research-but
that was a lie. Experimentation
continues today on all kinds of such poisons, and at a
furious pace.
As of right now, many hideous lethal ailments can
be inflicted on whole populations as operational
weapons.
These include black plague, smallpox,
meningitis,
gangrene, Yellow fever, tetanus,
botulism, typhus,
Bang’s disease, and Q
fever. Thirty grams of Q fever is sufficient to infect
over 150~million people, and it is considered
especially convenient since any individuals who are to
be saved in such an attack can first be immunized
against itl Such selective immunization could easily
be done, for example, under the cover of a mass
inoculation program like the swine flu program.
Q fever, though, is mild by comparison to a nuclear
gas called AP-7 which is being manufactured in
Uwsuay and
American and European
subsidiaries of Rockefeller-controlled
conglomerate
corporations.
Two thimblefuls properly distributed
could kill 180-million people; and one pound, all life
on the face of the Earth. Unless and until these hideous
weapons are unleashed on the Earth, they remain in a
condition
in which they can be destroyed and
neutralized; and it is essential that they be destroyed
instead of just being handed around from one agency to
another, as Senator Frank Church permitted last year
in his shellfish toxin shell game. But other types of
chemical and biological weapons are also of great
interest to weapons researchers which can be used in
more selective ways or to produce lower-order effects
than the poisons I have just described.
The Soviet KGB, which works hand in hand with
the Rockefeller-controlled
CIA, now has access to
whole families of such chemical weapons which can be
adjusted in exact
and formula to produce a
These were and are
variety of effects on victims.
intended for use as part of the program to eliminate
effective opposition by the people of the United States
to the planned Rockefeller dictatorship
here in
America and our conversion into the most valuable of
all slave nations for the Soviet Union.
Before these new weapons can be used with
confidence though, they must be tested, and that
testing is going on now. AS a cover for the periodic
episodes of strange illnesses that will occur here and
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there around the United States while this testing is
going on, the trumped-up swine
threat
d~eloped.
On March 24. 1976, President Ford announced his
proposal for &&&dented
nation-wide inoculation
program supposedly to fend off the strange swine flu
virus. To this very day not a single case of swine flu
has been cofltrmed anywhere in the United States
[End quoting
since President Ford’s announcement.
of this tape]
Later, Beter said, (quoting:)
Because the plan now underway requires that
military support be arranged for the new Dictatorship,
it was essential that General George S. Brown,
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, be neutralized as
I said he would be in monthly AUDIO LETTER No. 17.
General Brown played a pivotal role in preventing a
Soviet nuclear surprise attack on the United States
during August and September 1976; but that will not
happen again, my friends. The campaign which began
in October 1976 to render General Brown ineffective
in his efforts to protect America has now succeeded.
He is no longer able to influence events to any
significant extent. That is why when Carter demanded
on January 12, 1977, that studies be performed toward
eliminating
75% to 80% of our Intercontinental
Missiles, General Brown simply agreed to have the
studies done. Can you imagine?
friends, now that we have lost General Brown,
there is no one left in the entire United States
Government to help us. There are still many patriotic
individuals in the Government, of course, but they are
not the ones in positions of power. Only massive
public pressure-informed,
angry, and determinednow has any chance of stopping the carefully-planned
war to kill millions of us and enslave the rest. Every
one of us must work to bring about public awareness
and pressure in whatever time we have left. But
suppose we do not succeed-then
what?! I believe the
time has come to face that question squarely and
honestly. (End quoting)
What happened was that the press dug up a quote
from an old speech Brown ma& at Duke University in
1974 in which he said that the Israeli lobby had too
much influence in the American government.
Israel
ordered the ADI, to go to work on Brown, and the
media began a smear campaign. He was relieved of his
command, and General Jones, a boot-licker,
was
brought in to replace him.
Here is more from Beter, (quoting:)
Now I must tell you what has happened to General
Brown as a result. For many months now I have been
cut off from direct contact with General Brown; and in
recent months General Brown has seemed like a
completely different person than in the past whenever
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he appears in public.
In place of the outgoing
personality which has been General Brown’s trademark
in the past, there is nothing but resignation and
acceptance of the dictates of his civilian superiors.
The change has been so dramatic that it has even been
commented upon by syndicated columnists, who are
mystified. What has happened to General Brown, my
friends, is known to very few. I myself have been able
to confirm it only within the past few days. General
George S. Brown, the nation’s top military officer, is
now virtually under house arrest. This is exactly the
same kind of confinement that was meted out, for
example, to Army Lieutenant William Calley during
his court martial for the My Lai massacre in Vietnam.
But there are two differences in General Brown’s case.
First, there has been no court martial. Instead, he is
living under the threat of a court martial, for its
twisted evidence and perjuring witnesses have already
been assembled. Second, General Brown’s isolation at
the Pentagon and confinement
to his Fort Myer
Instead, they are
residence
are not absolute.
interspersed with very carefully controlled appearances
at official functions, since his absence from these
would quickly arouse suspicions that something was
terribly wrong. Now, should General Brown attempt
again to step out of line and defy those in high places
by giving orders to remove the missiles, doing his
Constitutional
duty, the suspended threat of court
martial would instantly come crashing down upon
him.
By means of the elaborately doctored and
falsified evidence I’ve already mentioned, General
Brown would be railroaded into certain conviction for
treason for doing his duty. Already alleged statements
by General Brown have been published recently to
make him appear to be a dangerous man.
Were
General Brown to be courtmartialed
with falsified
evidence, it would destroy him personally.
It would
also prevent his efforts from producing any benefits to
America-such
as a resumption of the removal of
Soviet nuclear missiles from our waters. Any such
orders of his would be rescinded; and his courtmartial
would be used to make any attempts by him to warn
America useless, by destroying his credibility.
As long ago as October, 1976, just a month after
my meeting with him, General Brown was given a
powerful demonstration of the ability of his enemies to
crucify him publicly.
As I discussed that month in
Audioletter No. 17, a six-month old interview of
General Brown was dredged up and used to subject him
to intense public embarrassment and criticism. A few
alleged statements of his from the interview were made
public and played up by the controlled major media to
such an extent that he was forced to make a public
apology on nationwide television. Can you imagine?
All of that for a few relatively insignificant comments
which, if he really made them at all, had attracted no
attention six months earlier. This episode had just one
purpose-to
prove to General Brown that if the
falsified charges of treason should ever be leveled at
him, he would have no chance at all either to defend
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himself or to do a service to America.
His only
recourse now would be to himself publicly demand a
court-martial, but even that would not be successful
without a massive outpouring of public support for him
ahead of time-and
that, my friends, has so far been
denied him to the everlasting shame of our entire
nation. Should General Brown come to any physical
harm, the responsibility for it will rest squarely on the
shoulders of David, Nelson, Laurance, and John D.
Rockefeller III; but meanwhile, he’s a secret captive,
keeping millions of Americans reassured that all is
well merely by his presence on the scene. Whenever a
public or official appearance or statement by General
Brown is called for, it’s arranged and carried out under
the watchful eyes of a heavy escort, although this is not
always apparent.
Otherwise the openness, the
accessibility, and warmth that has always distinguished
General Brown among newspaper reporters is now
gone. He’s a virtual prisoner at the Pentagon, held
practically incommunicado except for the carefully
controlled communications and appearances I have
already mentioned.
As soon as this Audioletter is
released, you can expect to see things happen that may
seem to disprove what I am telling you-for example,
General Brown may become more visible publicly for a
while. It is even conceivable, though highly unlikely,
that this might even be carried to the point of having
General Brown publicly deny that he has come under
any new restrictions in recent months as the result,
say, of the unfavorable publicity he received some
months ago. Should that happen, keep in mind that
General Brown is now a prisoner of war, imprisoned by
the enemies within our own midst; and we’ve already
seen many examples of the kinds of things American
prisoners of war are forced to say for propaganda
purposes.. . .
On July 10, 1977, General Brown was taken to CIA
headquarters near Washington, D.C., in Virginia.
There he was taken to one of the many secret rooms
designed into the CIA building by Nelson Rockefeller.
The room was a laboratory, and the attempt was made
to create a robotoid replacement for General Brown.
The techniques employed were far more crude than
those used in the Russian process since the CIA
process required General Brown to be on the scene.
The attempt ended in complete failure.
A crude
facsimile of General Brown was generated but it
refused to come to life. Even so, General Brown could
not be allowed to live because now he knew too much;
and so on the evening of July 10,1977, General George
S. Brown, the last great patriot in the United States
Government, was MURDERED.
A normal human “double” was found for General
Brown since a robotoid attempt had failed. This was
the man who testified in the role of General Brown at
the Congressional hearings on the Panama Canal
Treaty, September 27, 19771 At his side throughout,
briefing and prompting him, was the Secretary of
Defense, Harold Brown. Occasionally the “double”
would be flustered by a question and looked down at
the table in front of him until the Defense Secretary
whispered something in his ear. Then he would look
up again, say what he had been told, and so on. Once
the Panama Canal hearings were out of the way, the
“double” for the late General Brown was seen as little
as possible in public. Soon there were stories that he
had contracted cancer. Then the Air Force Chief of
Staff, General David Jones, began acting as Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs months before the end of General
Brown’s tour of duty. In June 1978 we were told that
General Brown was retiring, and last December 5,
1978, we were told that he had died of cancer. At that
point the General Brown “double” collected his pay
and headed for Frankfurt, West Germany, where he
landed on December 11, 1978, at 3:30 AM local time.
It is a standing rule that “doubles” for important
people never live long, and so at about 7:30 that
evening General Brown’s “double” was shot to death
in the back of the neck. (End quoting from Beter.)
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Jason Society, The Bilderbergers, the “Grey
Men”, along with details regarding their strategies and operating methods. Past cover-ups
are exposed. Also, we are given clarification
about the mission of The Hosts of God vs.
Satan during these “end times” and the correlation between Christ and extraterrestrials.
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TION, ARE ALREADY THE ONES THEY HAVE
TRAMPLED AND DESTROYED. These of your chosen leaders are trying to set you up now, to defend
themselves as innocent and deceived representatives of
your court actions. They are claiming YOU MISLED
THEM AND LIED TO THEM AND THEY ARE INNOCENT OF ANY CHARGE OTHER THAN TRYING TO
PROTECT YOU. IT IS SUCH AN OLD GAME,
PEOPLE. MOREOVER, THE ATTORNEYS IN POINT
WILL COME AGAINST YOU FOR PAYMENT FOR
THEIR SERVICES-WAIT
AND SEE.
You would now come to US and ask favor? No,
thank you. Those people you allowed to tempt and drag
you on, have already set their wheels in motion to
protect themselves and leave you empty and destroyed.
You had choices as to whether or not to mess in your
nests and you not only chose to do so-but now it runs
over. I cannot help you to longer see and hear TRUTH
for you have chosen to make THE LIE your guiding
lamp.
God tells you that you are either with Him or
against Him-AND, that a man is known for his actions
and intent-not
from the words on his lips. When, in
addition, you turn to the GUILTY parties involved in
your nasty circumstances, you shall see it is not of
God’s doing that you have ill-perceived lessons.
I will leave this now as there is much OTHER to be
attended while we gather the Light about us and move
on. When you choose to crucify God’s people-you
have “crucified God” as well and the consequences of
such choices rest squarely upon yourself! Perhaps as
this all unfolds you will turn and SEE who and what has
misled you, lied to you, set you up, and when you do,
perhaps you will turn and smite them for their terrible
abuse of you and the system which was structured to
PROTECT, in JUSTNESS, ALL people. Perhaps when
you SEE CLEARLY, you will go unto THOSE ONES
and ask reclamation and restitution?
I have told you before and I will repeat it here: I do
not care who believes I exist or do not. It matters not
one whit to me or to the truth of it. I AM and I am
exactly what and who I state I AM. Further, you deny
me-and I shall deny you before MY FATHER who IS,
BY THE WAY, IN THE HEAVENS! Further, you who
continue, in spite of all reason and knowing, for greed
and evil cause, to deny me-1 NO LONGER KNOW
THEE AND YE HAD BEST GO WHEREIN YOUR
BRETHREN OF KIND CAN FEED AND PROTECT
THEE FOR I REPEAT: I KNOW THEE NOT!
Good morning and may you find the Light which
shines about you-IN THE NAME AND GRACE-OF
Salu. -
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People, you simply do not want to know in spite of
what you consciously think1 What you would tout and
shout and get your noses into-would
get a lot of us
killed as heretics and insane citizens.
Just keep your eyes open and you will see Ezekiel’s
“wheels” all over your skies as “rainbow strobe lights”
at night and actual vapor clouds in the day. When the
Eagles Fly and the Buzzards move on-then
and only
then can you read the signs. The time of GOD IS AT
HAND! Therefore, realize that there shall not be a long
stay in the things which will come to pass unless
MANKIND shows great care and redirection. It simply
is the way it is and WE SHALL AND DO NOT PLAN
TO DO ANYTHING ABOUT IT AS PHYSICAL EXPRESSION WOULD DEFINE ACTIONS.
You had
best begin to pay CLOSE ATTENTION to that which
your friend Farrakhan says and projects because you
ARE IN IT! The enemy of your governments ARE NOT
MY ENEMIES-THEY
BY AND LARGE ARE
“I would allow and follow a Black man?” I am
asked in great anger and tribulation. What makes YOU
THINK GOD IS WHITE? GOD IS
AND “Black”
people are NOT BLACK! So, who is nuts in this little
scenario? Because a light-skinned person is from one
race or another-does
not make him anything except
pale and usually quite UNHEALTHY. YOU cannot do
a damned thing about your color-it became too late the
minute your SOUL chose its passage.
God shows the way and presents the opportunities
for HIS PEOPLE and it behooves all of HIS PEOPLE to
see and hear and know when opportunity is present. I
think the nice Rev. Farrakhan can see his calling, his
passage, AND HIS OPPORTUNITIES AS SERVED UP
ON A PLATTER FROM GOD. Moreover, he is certainly bright enough to protect his sources and resources!! We have to know, impatient ones, when to
shut up and WAIT UPON GOD!
What will happen to the liars, cheats and thieves of
your lives? They will have their names lost to all
history-EXCEPT
AS THOSE WHO WILL BE REFERRED TO AS THE EVIL SATANS. THIS IS THE
WAY IT WORKS-THE
ONLY NAMES RESIDING
IN THE BOOK OF LIFE-OF
GOD, ARE THOSE
WHO GROW BEYOND THE LIMITATIONS
OF
SATAN’S ANTICS.
Therefore, from where might come God’s People’s
strength and POWER? FROM GOD, AND IT IS SUFFICIENT TO ALL NEEDS I
Let us attend those things which need clearing from
our immediate attention zones which are those things
which bind up our time into the evil empire. We need
to move on, clear the decks and be prepared to receive
and grow. Cast off the Evil-mongers and let them bury
one another as they see fit. Stand forth in the light of
truth and no man nor beast shall offend thee. Any man

or woman who has joined with the enemy in ANY
willing circumstance, and that means affidavits against
my people-let
them assume themselves to be joined
with those who have ill-intent and let them, if they be
offended, go to hold responsible those who have USED
them for their own purposes. And yes, indeed, I do
speak of local side-winders of joinders. I KNOW YE
NOT! Do not come back crying that you “didn’t
realize” or “didn’t understand” or “I didn’t mean it to
hurt” -1 KNOW YE NOT! THE TIME AND OPPORTUNITY FOR THE CHOOSING OF ME OR MINE OR
BEING AGAINST ME AND MINE-IS OVER. THE
CHOICES ARE, AND HAVE BEEN, MADE. I KNOW
YOU NOT, SO TAKE THEE FROM ME. What others
do is not my business but they WILL NOT do it IN MY
NAME! You know which of you have lied, cheated, and
stolen, even goodly names and reputations, from usso get thee from us lest all your dirty deeds become
uncovered for the whole of the world to see and KNOW.
Or, stick around, and WATCH YOUR DIRTY DEEDS
COME INTO THAT LIGHT OF‘TRUTH! Always it is
YOUR choice.
Is this some sort of a threat for you to turn upon us
in a court of law? Nope-is is simply the way it is.
Nobody is going to damage anyone-you
have destroyed and damaged SELVES. What are YOU going to
do when the deceivers TURN AGAINST YOU? OH,
YES, IT WILL HAPPEN! IT IS ALREADY HAPPENING AS YOU WHO HAVE SUPPORTED THOSE
LEADERS OF YOURS IN NEVADA AND MONTANA
AND YES, THE ONES OF THE JUDICIAL MISCARRIAGE OF JUSTICE SYSTEM IN CALIFORNIA. THE
ONES YOU CHOSE TO DESTROY US, IN ADDI-
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FAILED TO FIND WHAT THEY WANTED IN RELIGIOUS INTERCHANGE. We actually find some who
demand we discharge people filling jobs that they
perceive they could do and have waited a long time to
get. NO. We don’t operate like that and never shall do
so. We find that some send stuff for the naner and,
when we don’t use it or stop using it, they gdunhappily
away mouthing our inability to recognize brilliance
and/or somehow they are snubbed. Where do we put it
and just how are we supposed to process it all’? Then
our most interesting messages come from ones who say
“.. .but you know what I mean...” No, we don’t know
and what you mean IS YOUR BUSINESS, not ours.
“Ah,” but you say, “I would be different.” No, you
would not be different, for the ones who have claimed
undying willingness and pledge to support and serveDO NOT. They turn at a whim, fall away when the
pressures are present, and actually leave us with the
empty sack after accepting their promises. I remember
an early Thanksgiving dinner wherein a couple of
people were going to bring important focus dishes for
the dinner but their life changed and there was not even
a call of apology from the parties involved, to the
hostess, host or any other involved “friends”.
When we expect and demand responsibility-then
we get that “They certainly don’t sound Godly to me!”
and then chime in some others who didn’t “work out”
and it is no stopping the line of garbaging and trashing.
Is it that people change on a whim or is it that they
DIDN’T understand-ever?
Both and all the possibilities. People are each and all looking for a “home”, and
if you find yourselves having had several “homes”,
“family” experiences and GET INTO THE SECOND
HALF OF LIFE WITHOUT ENJOYABLE ATTACHMENTS AND ACTIVITIES-WHY
DO YOU SUPPOSE THAT MIGHT BE? Ifyou have no desire to start
and renew, see and love those who came before-you
are NOT going to do much except get pretty fed up with
us-because we have a MAJOR mission to accomplish
and it does not include making sure YOU have a nice
outing at YOUR WHIM.
There are other things which are quite obvious as
well. John S. is not happy and constantly complains
about his placement and, “Who and how are you going
to solve my problems?” Ah, but I asked that John be
moved out of his place of discomfort by the 15th past,
and where is he? What about all of you who inserted
yourselves into his care regime to find fault and complain? Why have YOU not taken him with his belongings into your places to attend his wet and poopy pants?
Or, why haven’t YOU found that other placement
which would BE BETTER? Oh. it isn’t YOUR resnonsibility? Whose responsibility is it, perchance? john
wants to get some legal things settled after two years of
dangling to suit the needs of Abbott, Horton, Guden, et
al. Who helps him? Many of you type, could set forth
his declarations and affidavits and help him. Praying
with and for him is nice but it requires ACTIONS to
make the prayers WORK. You just want GOD to do it
all while you “analyze” without the personal and physical responsibility.
Think of the parties who ARE the
caretakers and see how you will enjoy 24-hours-a-day
with the responsibility and constant complaining and
selfish displeasure while demanding every “do for me”.
It is sort of like “dating” is fun-marriage
is a real
whammy! The point is, however, that until you are IN
THE MOCCASINS, HOW DARE YOU COMPLAIN
ABOUT THE FEET IN THEM? My suggestion is
always to take the responsibility, fill the job the other
does, and THEN, only THEN, do you assume to know
more.
I do continue to suggest that John has a responsible
party whom he pays monthly, before everything or
anything else, for services. GO GET JOHN WHERE
HE IS HAPPY. John uses three ladies here as his escape
threat. Well, ladies, when are you moving him in? He
pronounces he can just move from one through the
others of you-and have all his needs met because you like it
so much and never get short or frustrated with him.
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This holds true for every inanimate thing in physical presentation or manifestation.
ONLY the human
and/or REASONING, CHOOSING being can be classified as being good or evil. Further, you cannot judge a
being other than as by manifest ACTIONS foisted forth
through INTENT.
A huge number of beings react to that which is
projected in thought patterns, opinions, assumption of
some super-insight or another-or just because it seems
more prosperous to go with one or another “side” of an
issue-especially
one which demands total integrity on
one side and lack thereof on the other. The stakes are
usually that which is desirable in a physical way when
contradictions and outright war come to center stage.
The differences will be in the trying to acquire things
of great “wealth” value and it usually will be that which
measures the value of a man’s (individual) soul. The
other thing which causes man to act in given ways is a
failure of ability to control EGO individual.
People
will follow whoever strokes the ego and rewards the
with bits and pieces of ego salving and/or
promises of a big payoff of some kind. Mostly these
misfits play in the same ballpark and demand cover-up,
lies, secrets, misdirected and incorrect perceptions,
perspectives and simply not-KNOWING that of which
they do great spouting.

Nothing
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HERE?

We can write of “here” because this is where we do
our physical outlay of “work” in the production of
writings, speaking, etc. However, no matter how much
we offer otherwise, how often we tell people there is
nothing here which resembles a commune or “religious” following, we still get travelers and seekers.
MANY will come directly from being in some sort of
“operation” or group communal circumstance.
WE
HAVE NONE. If there is the perception of one, it is
because our friends are welcoming and friendly-nothing more. However, ones come and share, and then it
seems they MUST COME HERE, COME HELL OR
HIGH-WATER, AND IT SIMPLY DOES NOT WORK
HAPPILY EVER AFTER. Most of these anticipating
individuals do move on because they are terribly unhappy when they find that we don’t operate like a big
happy family with everything provided-right
through
the bath schedules.
Now, you might say, u. . .yes, but.. . I hear that you do
attend the elderly and make sure they have what they
need.. .* No, we respond in community care and shared
responsibility but the facts are that each must attend
SELF and if you want friends-you
have to go forth and
MAKE YOUR OWN FRIENDS, YOUR OWN LIFE
INTERCHANGE
AND, IF NOT, YOU WILL BE
LONELY INDEED, FOR THE ONES HERE ORIGINALLY WORK AROUND THE CLOCK.
An old friendship was restruck this week with a
couple of old friends of Ekkers. It had been a most
unpleasant parting a few years back as Ekkers moved
and now, suddenly, these people are back with a promise from the lady that she was going to just come and
visit and vis’it and visit while
the men go out and do whatever men go out and do. How
long do you think this relationship
can work well’?
Dharma doesn’t evenvisit with
E.J. and doesn’t have TIME
OFF FOR ANYTHING INCLUDING GOOD BEHAVIOR
OR R&R.
People come thinking that
we will have meetings and
potlucks and all sorts of community things and, yes, if we
ever CAN do so, we may well
find that possible. But when
we have meetings-Dharma
is
not the preacher but she HAS
TO BE THERE, LIKE IT OR
NOT. THIS IS
LIFE!
Why am I saying this
now-again?
Because there is
and eggs.
a great resurgence ofones wanting to come and experience
WITH US. There are also some,
at the same time-TAKING
LEAVE BECAUSE THEY
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This is manipulation by any term you can apply to
its use. Whether it be a child, or elderly person, it is
unacceptable when the party KNOWS BETTER and
USES THE TANTRUMS TO GET MORE, HIS WAY.
The entire world can’t revolve around ONE’s
wishes-especially
when they are so self-focused as to
make everyone else a slave to these isolated and demanding attentions. And when is someone going to get
JOHN’S PROPERTY BACK TO HIM? Now the Abbott
gang, USING Eleanor (who probably knows nothing
about the ongoing harangues), wants to get EVERYTHING and leave John even without his pension. Is
THIS right? Is it not actually so WRONG as ’ 1 merit
the labor to get something done instead of noting ill
behavior on one day and exceptional behavior on a day
when he gets to go out with the girls and be showered
with attention7 This teaches a child to be more and
more naughty in order to get his way. Our task in
EVERY CIRCUMSTANCE is to share and teach a
BETTER WAY in all things to allow individual RESPONSIBILITY, not kowtow to chosen infirmities on
given days. We teach the starving person to grow food
or get a job and have that which is necessary to acquire
food. We teach the native to raise fish in a pond rather
than just dump a couple of cans of fish on his head.
THIS IS NO DIFFERENT. Either the man needs to be
in a care facility-OR
GET HIM FUNCTIONAL AND
TO WORK RESPONSIBLY. Remember that there will
be as many frailties as necessary to keep as many of you
as possible-distracted.
John said it himself-to
all of
us at the last gathering where he said he didn’t have a
place. He has a place, has HAD a place, and knows
better but he wants another place. Well, we learned
how to get moved when he got tired of his original place
which was totally outfitted right down to his fork and
spoon in beauty and comfort-JUST
FOR HIM.
You must help a brother when he is down and out
and that is called charity. When you allow that other to
demand, hype, moan and complain when he is unwilling to “get off welfare”-JUST
BECAUSE THIS IS
SOME SORT OF A PERCEIVED “COMMUNE”THINK AGAIN.
If we are ever free of the drain of the baggage we
have to carry, we will, among the very first projects,
have care facilities of beauty, efficiency, elderly AND
convalescent care, and privacy for individual life quality. We can’t do that until the blood-sucking STOPS.
THE
I find it interesting to note that we are the focus of
so much effort to try to get funds, gold, etc. How so?
It is claimed that Leon loaned SlZO,OOO? Well, at
the same time George Green took $lSO,OOO! Then
Tuten says she put in about $400,000 and George Green
stole all the subscription funds, all the extra cash and
gold, AND what is now worth far more than the
$400,000. Is there something wrong with this picture?
Green also took out false bankruptcy to just keep from
paying back his notes
holds a bunch of books
which he was ordered to NOT SELL, some 110,000
volumes, and then in bankruptcy says there are only 40some-odd thousand copies. Which is it? Those were
books of Dharma’s which had been signed over to the
PHOENIX INSTITUTE. Seems to me if Green simply
paid his debts and returned the thieved property-there
wouldn’t have been a problem. (711)
count as well as I.
Why is TRUTH so hard to accept, people? Is it to
soothe your own egos, who feel they have somehow
been deprived, that you have to somehow hold onto a
LIE instead of actually saving selves and property from
the clutches of the greedy-liars and cheating thieves?
Why,is it so much easier to believe the liars than the
truth-tellers?
Well, what happens is you who join with
the scallywags and scoundrels get numbered among
them and your opinions and observations are tossed off
as totally unreliable.
I am bemused by such as the incredible tales George
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Green makes up and tells at random about how he
deserves to have the gold he STOLE. He goes through
everything from blaming others for NOT KNOWING
about it, to claiming everybody KNEW ABOUT it-and
the fact remains-HE
STOLE IT, HE BURIED IT AND
NOW HE TRIES TO GET IT AT ALL COSTS TO
ANYONE HE SUCKS INTO HIS DEN OF LIES AND
THIEVES. And yet-look at the ones who join himthey join with him AGAINST THE OTHER ONES
WHO GOT SUCKED INTO HIS PLOTS
ON MORE BLAME AND EXPEND COUNTLESS
DOLLARS SIDING WITH HIM IN HIS ROT.
You don’t “JUST HAPPEN TO HAVE” $400,000
WORTH OF GOLD COINS, INTENDED FOR SOMEONE ELSE, HOP ON AS YOU GO BY THE MAILBOXES OR UPS TRUCKS. If Green absconded with
secret gold intended for the Institute for the very purpose of paying off lenders and, in addition, borrowed on
the same type of promissory note which HE REFUSES
TO HONOR-EVEN
TO FILING BANKRUPTCY
FALSELY-what
have you? What is wrong with you
people that you do not take this thief to court and get
your money from the rightful party? Ekkers didn’t use
the money-Green
did and now claims, in addition,
that he put into the Institute another million dollars.
USE YOUR BRAINS. You have presented to you the
very CREATIVE FINANCING charts and books they
kept-where
everything the man did was charged off to
expenses of the Institute and, in addition to that, the
amount he claimed first was like $250,000 and now is
well past a MILLION dollars they somehow spent on
YOU and is owing over and beyond the thieved property! And STILL you bring suit after suit in desperate
actions of the attorneys to do WHAT? You claim you
have LOST it all. If you have lost it all, then what think
ye to gain? You have been HAD by the very thieves and
liars who cheated you in the first place and have paid

for years of this desire, as stated by Abbott, their
retirement based on YOUR CASES.
Green has told you Ekkers are running off, had run
off, to Costa Rica, Peru, etc., WITH ALL YOUR
MONEY. What money? Green took and borrowed all
he could get away with and, in addition, tried to get you
to swing over to him so he could then put it into a more
direct route for his use. Then Ence comes along and
says Ekkers have all the money stashed and ready to
take off to Peru with the loot-and
have it all packed
with their belongings under the “crawl space of their
house”. Note that Ekkers HAVE GONE NOWHERE
WHILE THE ACCUSERS HAVE RUN ALL ABOUT
EVERYWHERE AND DO GOLD BUSINESS IN
PUERTO RICO, HOLD COFFEE PLANTATIONS IN
WORTH FIVE MILLION DOLLARS AND OWN A SHOPPING MALL IN BEVERLY
HILLS.
And to some of you clever and naughty people,
setting up phoney letters, doing acts of pure vandalism,
entering 911 calls to harass others and on and on. Do
you really think this makes you look trustworthy and
stable? The cops are just about fed up with you around
these parts because they “act” at your calling-and
it is
just getting hot and embarrassing for THEM. You did
the last letter for Sharri-do
you think the District
Attorney is stupid7 Typewriters, fingerprints, etc., can
be checked out and ARE. I do not say which one
because why get you ALL lying even more deeply, but
either Tuten did it or somebody else did Tuten’s AND
Sharri’s. Of COURSE WE KNOW WHICH.
You have no honor for you got some, like Phyllis
and Centanni, to aid and abet you and they asked to not
have their names used-and you betrayed them. You
also, Annie-two-shoes, put Buddy Clark into a most
nasty position along with Ed Cleary. I guess there may
well not be many left wanting to grow old with you
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when you pass on through the rest of your tack-strewn
ritualistic pathway. Even Gerry Sp. is taking a good
hard SECOND look at the cases based on the fact that
Annie’s letter, even to him, was nothing but one
KNOWN, even to her, lie piled upon another. So be it.
It seems interesting that you use your titles in Leon’s
corporation to get some sort of prestige- when you
claim others who only helped Leon set up a corporation,
as a favor, were abused and accused by YOU. You will
note that when Leon wanted them off his corporation it
was forthcoming instantly. And you use Paul V.? My
goodness, he even served legal papers, swore he had no
interest in anything-AND
WAS PRESIDENT OF INFINITE BALANCE UNTIL THEY TRANSFERRED IT
TO YOU. What are YOUR reasons for taking control
of Leon and his corporation7 Someone here once asked
you what you did as a “trade” and you answered that you
“... had now found Leon and didn’t have to worry...” I
wonder ifperhaps Leon shouldn’t have “worried” when
you also announced you were George Green’s agent
(AGENT). You see, we don’t go around talking behind
your backs with lies-truth
is right out there for all who
care to look, including you, Leon. What do YOU plan
to do with Esther’s money AFTEREsther is gone? Isn’t
it time you turned around and looked at the vampires
still dripping blood and go get it back from the feasting
blood-suckers?
Why do you suck from the turnip?
Perhaps Annie should be back, with others, in Tucson,
who dance to that drumbeat. White, Black, Green or
Yellow-persons
are known by their actions and the
company they keep.
Leon rather recently told everyone present that he
never looked at the legal stuff Abbott did or had-that
he didn’t understand it. He should have tried harder to
both understand and LOOK AT THE TRUTH TELLERS instead of the foolish liars who MISREPRESENT
HIM AND USE HIM. TRUTH IS IN THE DOCUMENTS AND YET YOU CHOOSE TO PRESENT HIM
WITH THE LIES. Who is responsible? Each is responsible for self. Choices are made, consequences laid
forth, and to him who follows the liar and cheat, are
cheated and lied to by those he follows, the cycles are
endless. Some of you have abused this man, Leon, in

such a way as to be despicable for he offered you
unconditional LOVE and you have wasted him. ‘Tis
you who have deprived his mother and some day it will
be KNOWN and he shall not hold it lightly that you
have deceived him. The bigger question IS: WHY?
Why have you chosen to deceive this goodly man? Is it
simply to smite God? Well, go ahead and smite all you
choose-for
God is not going anywhere save to confront you in your lies. That is the way of God. He
tolerates not your deceit and lies without taking note of
them. When you use them to bring pain and hurt to
others through your power of control-youbring
double
jeopardy upon self. Will Leon see through the sham?
That, too, is his choice. He DOES SEE TRUTH when
you are not there feeding more poison.
You write and get others to write that the Institute
is just a “mail drop”. How do you at Infinite Balance
and your Gold corporation DBA, do business7 Don’t
you first have to set up an agent to birth the corporation? What is an agent FOR? What are “original”
offricers and directors FOR? You, if you are not a
resident in Nevada, HAVE TO HAVE A HOME FOR
YOUR CORPORATE BIRTHING! If you don’t know
HOW to set up a corporation or use it-YOU HAVE TO
HAVE SOMEBODY WHO CAN SHOW YOU THE
WAY, KNOWS THE LAW(S) AND KEEPS YOUR
CORPORATE RECORDS PROPERLY. THIS DOES
NOT MEAN “RUNNING” YOUR COMPANY’S BUSINESS-THIS MEANS KEEPINGRECORDS FOR THE
CORPORATION ENTITY. If the law wants to look at
silly manipulations with a corporation- try Infinite
Balance! And Ann, being a past legal-type secretary is
not making you into a very wise or good lawyer but we
do note that you are PRACTICING LAW WITHOUT A
LICENSE! Worse, you are presenting false information for the attorneys to use and, as officers of the court,
they are in big trouble now. They are NOT going to
protect you who have fed them lies- they are going to
turn and hang you from the highest yard-arm for there
is no honor or integrity in them.
Pity the man who only hears the siren’s call. Pity
more-the
Siren, for the dis-eases of the union are
borne by both. God did no disservice unto you- YOU
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DID! Moreover, some of you have lost your way so
completely as to not even know in which direction to
look again, for God. So be it.
Let us leave this now for when we sort our piles of
duties to be accomplished, we find it so terribly painful
in the washing phase.
We cannot, nor do we wish to spend time or space
in further waste on these topics. I truly agree with
E.J.-just copy the materials and anyone who wants the
full story can have it. However, you have to be prepared
to pay for the copy-work because we just can’t spend
any more of anything on it. You will need the accompanying myriads of attempts to thwart everything right
up through this last totally stupid attempt to hold that
gold by using such as Ann Beam and Abbott into a case
already ended, having no standing in any form whatsoever and causing the legal court to look like total fools
at charades.
The endless claims of our using one suit after
another is ludicrous-A
CORPORATION IS REQUIRED BY LAW TO HAVE LEGAL COUNSEL.
Every dastardly trick has been played which could be
played on truth in justice.
The Receivership case, READERS, has been ruled
to be in the wrong venue and will be moved to Las
Vegas where it belongs. What will happen now? Who
knows? Only the greed-mongers set forth to destroy
others for their own gain are in decision time. And you
bet your bottom twinkie, friends, we do have some bigtime, big-name counsel to do everything possible to
protect YOUR interests from these corrupted scavengers. The case STARTS OVER in a cleaner playing
field. The receivership case was tossed out three times
right in Minden AND those misfits were denied stays,
etc., by the Supreme Court of the United States and also
by the Supreme Court of Nevada. What in the worid
does it take for you to act in your own behalf, readers
and participants?
Now they must come to our turf to
play and out of the good old boys’ yarea” where they
live and hold such blackmail possibilities over their
court jesters. You should realize that the judge in point
of their insipid ongoing nightmare even sent out
licitation letters for contributions to HIMSELF from
lawyers WHO WOULD BE COMING BEFORE HIS
COURT! How does that look to you discerning and
inquiring minds?
What will WE DO? Whatever is required for as
long as it IS necessary. Is infinity too long for

calcutations?
May we always stand against WRONG wherever
and whenever it is confronting us. Salu.
Is

supporting
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three-hour speech yesterday began as a sermon on morality and the need for people and nations to atone for
violence, murder and war, and soon became a vehement scolding of world leaders, with Mr. Far&hart
lashing out at the United States Government, calling
for the lifting of sanctions against Iraq and Cuba, and
demanding recognition of the Palestinians’ right to

From News&y, by staff writer Josh Friedman,
10/17/96, [quoting:]
The Minister Louis Farrakhan used a two-hour
speech in front of the United Nations yesterday, and a
shorter Libyan-sponsored news conference inside, to
paint the United States as an immoral superpower
spreading misery across the world, starving young Arab
children, enslaving Black Americans with drug addiction and generally plotting against anyone who stands
up agaisnt it-especially
himself and his followers.
“I got a hard job. I got to tell America where she’s
wrong. That doesn’t make me loved,” said Far&hart.
“I don’t like the job. But when God asked who will
go, I said. ‘send me’.”
Guarded by troops of uniformed and plainclothes
security guards from his organization, the Nation of
Islam, Farrakhan went through a mostly familiar litany
of alleged American misdeeds including the invention
of the AIDS virus, deliberate introduction of crack cocaine into Black neighborhoods and economic punishment of his followers.
There was little new in the speech, a m&inge of
scriptural verse, geopolitical theories and complaints
that he is being victimized as one of the few people in
the world able to stand up to the U.S. government,
which he described as “a bunch of murderers and
thieves, liars and deceivers.”
Citing a recent investigative series in the San Jose
Mercury News, linking the CIA with two men accused
of distributing crack to Black gangs in Los Angeles,
Farrakhan accused unspecified U.S. presidents with
intentionally bringing drugs into Black neighborhoods
to weaken Black people. The plot was not carried out
by the CIA, he said.
“That’s why there are no records in the CIA,” he
said. “This is not just a smoking gun. It is a smoking
cannon that leads straight to the White House.”
Farrakhan’s keynote at what organizers, principally
his followers, termed the World’s Day of Atonement
offered little personal atonement.
He said he would
not apologize “for telling the truth”. But, if anyone
could prove he uttered falsehoods-especially
Jewish
leaders-he
would atone for them, he said.
In his press conference, Farrakhan expressed regret for anything he had said or done to create a elimate that led to the assassination of Malcom X.
Speaking from behind a bulletproof
shield,
Farrakhan devoted much time calling on world political and religious leaders, especially Arabs, to stand up
to the United States. He urged them to defy sanctions
the UN has levied on Libya, Iraq and Sudan for threatening their neighbors with terrorism, assassination or
unconventional weapons.

In a subsequent official UN press conference requested by Libya, Farrakhan appealed to about 50 international journalists to be “manly” and “womanly”
and defy the United States, apparently mistaking them
for delegates from UN member nations.
He was flanked by South African political figure
Winnie Mandela, who said nothing. Farrakhan said
the State Department had imposed silence as a condition of a five-day visa, but the U.S. Mission to the UN
professed bafflement.
His plan, he said, was to change U.S. foreign
policy-such
as reducing Africa to “a footstool”- by
rallying a “third political force” made up of 40 million American Blacks, Native Americans, Arabs and
Hispanics.
Farrakhan appealed to the UN to act to stop an impending “War of Armageddon”, which he warned would
take place by the year 2004 if nothing were done to
stop it.
He asked the UN to look into 360 years of “genotidal” attacks on Black Americans and Jewish-Arab
friction in the Middle East. He said what “the inabilitY of the
to receive true justice* is be-.
hind what some would call terrorism,
“Terrorism, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder,” he said, depicting Libyan leader Moammar
Gadhafi as a victim of “European and American evil.”

From The New York Tjwes, by Charisse Jones,
10/17/96, [quoting:]
Seeking to show that the momentum sparked a year
ago by a huge rally of Black men in Washington remains alive, thousands of people gathered yesterday
in the shadow of the United Nations to extol the success of the gathering and to renew its calls for atonement and brotherhood.
In speeches, prayers and personal testimonies yesterday, the memory of last year’s gathering-which
organizers called the Million Man March-was
constantly evoked in Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, where an
estimated 38,000 people convened for an anniversary
observance that organizers called the World’s Day 01
Atonement. And though yesterday’s rally echoed similar themes, it averted some of the criticism leveled al
last year’s gathering by inviting women as well as men,
and by including Hispanic and Native American speakers who spoke of unity and mutual struggle.
But the central figure at the two rallies was the
same: Louis Farrakhan, leader of the Nation of Islam,
who was both the magnet for enthusiasm at the gatha
erings and the lighting rod for criticism. His near11

“Somebody has to have the painful duty of pointing out to the kings and rulers and the People where
we have gone wrong,” said Mr. Farmkhan, whose words
were frequently punctuated by applause from the crowd
gathered under a sunny, then hazy sky.
Referring to denunciations from Jewish group and
others-including
Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani, who
said he would not attend because of Mr. Farrakhan’s
history of anti-Semitic remarks-Mr.
Farrakhan said:
“I have to tell it, whether the kings like it rr not,
whether the A.D.L. likes it or not, whether
iayor
G’IU1.iani likes it or not. I have to tell the truth.
While Mr. Farrakhan’s speech-delivered
fro%
behind a bulletproofpartition-ranged
across the -pettrum of international affairs and other topics, mar cf
t h ose in attendance were drawn by more domestic s’ nterns. Some who had not made the trip to Washington
1as t year came yesterday to get a taste of what they 1-14
missed. while others gathered to recapture the spi *it
of that ‘day.
“I felt to keep the spirit of the Million Man Mar&
alive, I had to come out today, to continue my atore.,
ment,” said Harry A. Payton, who said he attended the
rally last year. “That was my pledge there. There were
times in my life when I wasn’t always doing right for
my family. I’m trying to make up for that today.”
Uhuru M&ray, a factory worker from Middleses.
c ounty, N.J., watched last year’s rally on televisio%.
“I made sure I was here today,” he said.
Benjamin F. Chavis Jr., national director of the
M’ll’
1 ton Man March Organizing Committee, noted last
year’s legacy, saying that more than one million Black
Americans had registered to vote in the wake of the
gathering on the Mall in Washington, while thousands
off amilies heeded a call to adopt Black children.
Mr. Farrakhan also suggested that the spirit of last
year’s rally had led to a nationwide decline in crime.
“I know Clinton wants to take credit for it,” he
said. “I know the police want to take credit.”

“The real truth is that the spirit of the Million Man what many believed to be an official undercount of last
year’s rally.
March should take credit.”
And the Rev. Al Sharpton called on President
The Government estimated that 400,000 men atClinton
and Bob Dole to begin an investigation of what
tended last year’s rally, though organizers have contended that the number was much higher. Yesterday, he described as possible governmental involvement in
the police estimated attendance at 30,000, but orga- the distribution of crack cocaine in Black neighbornizers once again insisted that the crowd was far larger. hoods in California.
But many in the crowd sought a more personal
“If they tell you 30,000, they’re lying,” Mr. Farrakhan
Joseph McWilliams travsaid. “White men can’t jump, and White men can’t message in the gathering.
eled all the way from San Francisco for the rally, staycount.”
Second Avenue was closed from 42nd Street to 57th ing at a nearby Y.M.C.A., so he could get a prime spot,
Street as the crowd stretched from the plaza toward but ultimately being forced to watch the rally’s speakThird Avenue and down Second Avenue to 43rd Street. ers on one of the television monitors.
“At one time, I had a very unstable lifestyle,” said
Many in the gathering had to watch the day’s events
on mammoth television screens because they could not Mr. McWilliams, who said he once abused drugs.
While he broke those habits five years ago, he said
see the stage set up in the plaza by the United Nations.
The global themes sounded by Mr. Farrakhan re- that the struggle to live in a constructive, responsible
flected a world tour he took in the wake of last year’s fashion was constant. “When you have this support,*’
rally-a
trip criticized by government officials and he said, gesturing toward thousands of men around him,
many Black Americans for including stops in Libya, “It’s a big help. It’s a big spiritual uplift.”
Nigeria and other countries denounced as repressive.
But rather than auoloaize for the tour. Mr. Farrakhan
told the crowd ye&erday that his travels gave him firsthand knowledge of the suffering within countries isolated by the United States.

From
by Colum Lynch,
correspondent, 10/17/96, [quoting:]
NEW YORK-One
year after the “Million Man
“I am asking the United Nations to stop using the
taxpayers’ money to destabilize Iran and the other March” in Washington, Nation of Islam leader Louis
Muslim naitons,” said Mr. Farrakhan, who also called Farrakhan sought yesterday to parlay an anniversary
on the United States Government to allow him to ac- rally outside the United Nations’ headquarters into a
cept a F1 billion pledge from Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi global appeal for financial assistance for America’s
of Libya. “I am asking the United Naitons to stop the inner cities.
During a three-hour speech, Farrakhan vowed to
superior powers from interfering in the internal affairs
of weaker, smaller, African, Caribbean, South Ameri- cash in on a $1 billion offer from Libyan leader
Moammar Khadafy to help finance Black businesses
can and Central American nations.”
Criticism of Mr. Farrakhan’s remarks was swift. in America’s inner cities. And he urged other govern“‘lhere was no atonement, if that’s what people were ments to follow Libya’s example.
looking for,” said Abraham Foxman, national director
The State Department has barred Farrakhan from
of the Anti-Defamation League. “While in the past I accepting the money from Libya, which is accused by
was very much offended by the attacks on the Jews, the United States of sponsoring international terrorthis time I’m more outraged by the attacks on the ism, including the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over
American Government, American institutions, the con- Lockerbie, Scotland, in 1988.
spiracy theories that are exaggerated.”
At a news conference at the UN sponsored by the
About 20 demonstrators from the Coalition for Jew- Libyan mission after the rally, Farrakhan characterish Concerns
carried placards denouncing
Mr. ized Khadafy as a “freedom fighter” and said that “terFarrakhan
yesterday,
and one protester,
Ronn rorism, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder.”
Torosslan, 22, was given a summons by the police for
Winnie Mandela, Rev. Al Sharpton and former
disorderly conduct, police officials said.
NAACP president Benjamin Chavis joined Farrakhan
But many in the crowd and on the stage said that and dozens of other black and Native American speakthe broad themes of the rully-reconciliation,
personal ers at the New York rally, dubbed the World’s Day of
Atonement.
responsibility and the denouncing of oppression-were
more important than any single figure.
“This rally, and this movement and this struggle, K&u
is not about one personality,” Prof. Come1 Weit of
Harvard University told the crowd. “It’s about the fact
there’s too much pain and suffering in this nation.”
Winnie Mandela also attended the rally, but her
remarks-which
echoed the day’s themes of atonement
and the battle against repression-were
delivered by
an aide, who said the South African Government had
ordered her not to speak publicly.
Also among the invited guests were relatives of
Anthony Baez, who died in a struggle in the Bronx
with a police officer in 1994. The officer was acquitted in the case last week.
Though there were overtures across ethnic lines,
the crowd was predominantly African-American.
And
the day’s strongest message was one of the Black pride
and brotherhood, as the names of legendary Black figures laced prayers and speeches.
Kwame Toure, the Black nationalist,
told the
throngs to go back to their communities and organize.
The comedian and human rights advocate Dick Gregory stirred the crowd with his humor and criticized

Speaking frm a podium inside a bulletproof shell,
Farrakhan assailed the United States for imposing sanctions on Cuba, Libya, Iraq, Sudan, Iran and Nigeria.
He said would ask the United nations to investigate
whether the US Government has engaged in genocidal
practices against Blacks and Native Americans. He
even got in a plug for a second term for UN Secretary
General Boutros Boutros-Ghali, whose bid for a reelection may have been doomed by the threat ofweto from
the United States.
The event, designed to urge governments to atone
for promoting violence, war and slavery, began with
an early-morning prayer vigil at the UN building. By
noon, nearly 15,000 people filled Dag Hammarskjold
Plaza. Thousands more gathered on Second Avenue to
watch and listen to speeches displayed on a giant video
screen. When the call came for donations they dug
into their pockets and filled dozens of boxes and garbagecans. Policeestimatedthecrowdatabout88,OOOpeople.
For many of those attending, there was limited interest in Farrakhan’s foreign policy agenda. Most were
concerned with more immediate problems-the
poverty, drugs and violence that affect many poor Blacks
in America.
The crowd roared its approval when Farrakhan
talked about news reports linking the CIA with the sale
of crack cocaine in Black communities.
Farrakhan,
who is considering launching a class action lawsuit on
behalf of those who have been victims of drug abuse,
alleged yesterday that the White House was involved
in the scheme but offered no proof.
Annette McGarrak, 54, who participated in the
civil rights movement in Boston in the 196Os, said she
came to New York because she though Farrakhan “was
the only one saying anything positive about the Black
community.” Like so many others at the event, she
understood Farrakhan’s message of self-esteem and
economic self-determination among Blacks.
But she differs with Farrakhan on many issues, she
said. “I don’t think that White people are devils, for
instance. But he is the only one who is saying anything positive about the Black community. The message is fine and I’m not going to complain about the
messenger,”
Kenny Alston, a cook from Queens who attended
the Million Man March last year, said yesterday’s event
paled by comparison with the “electrifying” rally last
year. And, he said, he preferred that Black leaders
focus on the domestic problems rather than intemational ones. “We have to worry about the killing in
our own neighborhoods,” he said.
Farrakhan touched on a range of domestic issues
from abortion to adultery. He instructed his audience
to live a pure life and he urged couples to attend a rally
in Washington in four years where he would preside
over 10,000 “divine” marriages.

From Press
received 10/17/96, [Quoting:]
At a Headquarters press conference Wednesday
sponsored by Libya, Minister Louis Farrakhan, the
leader of the Nation of Islam, told correspondents that
he was honored to be at the United Nations, which was
dedicated to world peace but was struggling very hard.
He said, to mark the anniversary of last year’s “Million Man March” held in Washington, D.C., the 16th
of October this year had been declared: “A world’s
day of atonement against violence, murder and warfare”.
What was his opinion of the situation in the Sudan
where the government persecuted and killed Blacks in
the south of the country, a correspondent asked. Minister Farrakhan said the question suggested people in
the north were not Black, when the Sudan was a Black
nation. He abhorred the killing of any human being
by another human being. The long war between the
north and south of the Sudan suggested there was a
problem which needed to be addressed. He had visited
the Sudan during three previous administrations,
as
well as during the current one of President Omar
Hassan Ahmed Al-Bashir. But in all those years, he
had never heard the word slavery mentioned. Former
President Sadiq Al-Mahdi had given assurances that
he could solve the deep problem between the north and
the south, but had been unable to do so.
Mr. Farrakhan said he had met with Kenyan President Daniel T. arap Moi in Nairobi last year, after stopping in Ghana and Zambia, to seek the advice of leaders there on how to bring peace to the Sudan. He had
also met with Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni and
with the leader of the Sudan People’s Liberation Army,
John Garang. In Khartoum, he met with Sudanese religious leader Hassan Al-Turabi and President Rashir.
For a time, it had seemed there might ,be a breakthrough, but unfortunately that had not happened. In
dealing with the problems in the Sudan, the United
Nations should not allow itself to be a tool of United
States foreign policy objectives. It should not impose
Security Council sanctions against an entire people
because it was alleged that some of those who had plotted to kill Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak were living somewhere in the Sudan. That was no reason to
punish a whole nation of people. He hoped that the
United Nations would strive to bring more justice into
the dealings of Member nations and so avoid the cataclysmic war which was on the horizon.
Some Muslim Governments and leaders kept their
distance and did not treat Minister Farrakhan as a
mainstream Muslim leader, and the United States mainstream media portrayed him as an extremist, a correspondent said. Did Minister Farrakhan think there was
something wrong with his message, he asked. “Some-

thing was wrong with the mainstream, not necessarily
with me and my message,” Mr. Farrakhan replied.
Those of the mainstream seemed to be American puppets and tools and cowered and ran from anyone who
spoke the truth. He was like those prophets and messengers of God who spoke the truth, he added. He was
not calling himself a prophet or a messenger, but he
followed in that traditon. There was nothing wrong
with his message. God had given him the assignment
to tell the truth.
A correspondent asked for Minister Farrakhan’s
opinion of the “invasion and continuous occupation of
Haiti”. Minister Farrakhan said his sympathy had always
with the Haitian people, who had never been
able to come out from under Western domination and
humiliation. It was wrong and a “mockery” that former
Haitian President Jean Bertrand Aristide had been restored to power by America, but had not been allowed
to stand for reelection. The Haitians would continue
to suffer until someone rose up from the masses with
the wisdom, knowledge and understanding to untie
them and throw off the yoke of imperialism, colonialism, slavery and dependence that had weakened the
country.
What did he think of the new Turkish Prime Minister and his foreign policy, a correspondent asked.
Minister Farrakhan said the Turkish leader was showing independence from Western dominance. His visits
to Iran, Libya and Nigeria were not the way to curry
friendship. Turkey was too great a nation to be cowed
by Western powers.
The theme of the Day of Atonement was “Can the
United Nations Avoid Armageddon?” Did he think that
the United Nations could do that, and if so, how, a correspondent asked. The United Nations could not do it
at the moment because it was in a very weak position,
Minister Farrakhan replied. He did not understand how
the United States still had so much influence and a
vote in the Security Council when it owed over a billion dollars in dues. The way the United Nations was
going would lead to war, not away from it. There were
two major problems in the world. One was the very
serious problem between Israel and the Palestinians,
which could bring the whole world to war.
Minister Farrakhan said since the United Nations,
under a British mandate, had divided Palestine to give
Israeli people the right to a homeland, independence
and sovereignty, while knowing the Arab world would
reject it, the problem had festered. The United Nations must never abandon its role in the peace process
to America. It must also recognize the Palestinian
people’s right to self-governance and independence.
The borders of Israel and Palestine would only be se-

cure when there was true justice for the Palestinians.
If Israel and its security was the cornerstone
of
America’s foreign policy, then the weaning of the Arab
world and pitting Arab nations against each other was
also part of that policy. And any peace would not give
true justice to the Palestinian people.
The promise behind the Day of Atonement was that
even the best people had committed errors which they
must confess and seek forgiveness for, a correspondent
said. What errors had Minister Farrakhan chosen to
confess and seek forgiveness for, he asked. Minister
Far&hart replied that he certainly would not confess
to the error of not telling the truth. He would never
repent for telling the troth if it hurt the feelings of
those who were guilty of injustice.
Like all human
beings, he was a sinner and he had the right to :epent
and atone to those whom he had offended by his personal actions. If, however, his actions had offended
his own Government which chose to see him as a “hatemonger” and a racist and an anti-Semite, he could not
repent for their “evil appellations” and labels. He could
only repent for something for which he knew he was
guilty.
Minister Fanakhan said he had asked members of
the Jewish community to hold a dialogue. If they did
not, how would he ever know where they thought he
was wrong, he asked. The silly “no talk” policy had
gone on between the Israelis and the Palestinians for
so long. When Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu had first come to power, he had not wanted
to talm with the President of the Palestinian Authority, Yasser A&at. And he only did so after the blood
of 70, 80 or 90 Palestinians and Israelis had been
spilled. “Must we bleed and die before human beings
act civilly and talk to each other? I am willing to talk
to the members of the Jewish community, and if they
canshowmewhereIamintrror,IamndtooproudtosayI
amsorryandrepentandaskforgiveness,”headded.
A correspondent asked why Minister Farrakhan had
been going to accept a gift from Libyan President Colonel Muammar Al-Qadhafi, who was a sponsor of international terrorism. “I guess terrorism, like beauty,
is in the eye of the beholder,” Minister Farrakhan replied, adding that he saw President Al-Qadhafi not as
a sponsor of international terrorism, but as a victim of
European and American evil.
President Al-Qadhafi came to power in a bloodless COUD d’etat and nationalized the oil industry, thus
making enemies of British and American petroleum
companies, Minister Farrakhan continued. He had used
Libyan petrodollars to raise the living standards of his
people and aid the liberation struggle of people all over
the world who had been strangled by the corporate
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greed of Europe and America. The Libyan leader was
a freedom-fighter,
and it was the United States Government that was guilty of some of the worst forms of
terrorism.
He described President Al-Qadhafi as his
“friend and brother” who had never done anything
against Black people in America, although his own
government had proved to be their enemy.
The United Nations should be ashamed for placing economic sanctions against a country on the basis
of an allegation which had not yet been proved, he continued. When President Al-Qadhafi offered to let the
Libyan nationals, accused of bombing PanAm flight
103, face trial in a third country, the United Nations
should have offered to try them in either Lockerbie,
Scotland, or in The Hague,
A correspondent asked if the march led by Minister Farrakhan on the United Nations was part of a plan
he had always had to bring the issue of racial discrimination in the United States to the attention of the Organization. She also asked why he had his eyes on the
Caribbean. Minister Farrakhan said he was from the
Caribbean, the home of his parents. It was a vital area
and had done much for America. Many great leaders
had some connection with the region. He hoped that
in America Black people could become politically and
economically strong and leverage that strength against
America’s unjust foreign policy towards the Caribbean.
His movement intended to bring not only the question
of discrimination, but one of genocide before the United
Nations. “If we can prove to the world that our government had and was sponsoring the destruction of the
lives and well-being of a whole section of it. people
and of the Native Americans and of others, then I think
the United Nations should not be cowardly to take up
this question of reparations and justice.”
W’lat was wrong with the Muslim peoples and governmerlts that they did not speak as he did, a correspondent asked. Minister Farrakhan replied that he
loved the Muslim world and its holy houses. Something was wrong with the world of Islam which had
nothing to do with Israel or America or the United
.Yrngdom. It had everything to do with the deviation
from the principles of the Prophet Mohammed. Because of this weakness, the Western world had destroyed the Muslim world internally.
The Muslim
world would continue to be whipped by God until it
recognized there was no God but Allah, and that
Mohammed was his messenger. Minister Farrakhan
said he spoke out boldly because he was free and he
refused to recognize any God but Allah or any power
greater than Him.
If the United Nations did not lift the sanctions
against Iraq, Minister Farrakhan said he would ask
Muslims to stand up, in the name of Allah, and defy
them. Over 500,000 Iraqi children had died and more
were dying every day because of the sanctions. They
were still in place because America was angry it had
not destroyed President Saddam Hussein and the love
the Iraqi people had for him. He appealed for the
United Nations to lift its sanctions against Libya and
let its nationals be tried in a court of law under the
supervision of the Organization, so the truth of who
really bombed PanAm flight 103 could come out.
How was Minister Farrakhan’s position different
from that of Martin Luther King or Mahatma Gandi?
Was he now preaching non-violence, the correspondent
asked. Minister Farrakhan said the founder of the
Nation of Islam, Elijah Muhammed, had always
He had stripped members of
preached non-violence.
guns, knives and other weapons and made them solve
their problems by reasoning with each other. There
had been some violations of his teachings, but by and
large his people were not violent. However, they could
not lie down in the face of violence. In keeping with
the teachings of the
members of the Nation of
Islam could not be the aggressor in word or deed, but
they must fight if they were attacked; otherwise people
would be overrun by tyrants and oppressors. He respected the philosophy of Gandhi and said Martin

Luther King had learned much from him.
In response
to another
question,
Minister
Farrakhan said he was sorry for any of his words which
had contributed to the atmosphere that led to the death
of Malcolm X. As in a divorce, when children were
forced to choose between two parents they love, Minister Farrakhan- said he had chosen to go with Elijah
Muhammed when he separated from Malcolm. When
Malcolm attacked the moral character
of Elijah
Mohammed, Minister Farrakhan said he had felt he
must defend his leader. But no one knew that the United
States Government and its counter intelligence program
was fostering the divisions between the two men. “In
our innocence and in our zeal...we spoke words and
created an atmosphere that allowed Malcolm X to be
killed, and I am heartily sorry for that.”
Minister Farrakhan said Nigeria was one of the
most important countries in sub-Saharan Africa. No
doubt there was corruption and mismanagement of resources, and many Nigerian nationals living in Europe
and America were deeply concerned. However, he had
been to Nigeria and he saw a bigger picture. European nations had got together last century to carve up
Africa, and he believed they had met again and detided to marginalize the continent. And the country
with the largest material and economic potential was
being decimated. The just crimes of many Nigerian
nationals were being manipulated to balkanize Nigeria, making it weak and ineffective, so Africa would
always be the footstool of Europe and America. However, with God’s help, the continent would rise to take
its rightful place in the next century, he added.
A correspondent asked him what he thought of the
situation
in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Minister
Farrakhan said he would like to know more of what
went on in that part of the world, as he was a victim of
the American mass media’s portrayal of events. He
could not agree with the ethnic cleansing of any people
and would have to condemn it. However, he wondered
what the root of the problem was. He hoped peace could
be established in Bosnia as all people in the region
were basically the same, if not genetically or biologitally, then at least in the eyes of God. If there was no
peace, the area could trigger a war in all of Europe.
As a private citizen, how did Minister Farrakhan
plan to effect change internationally and what were his
plans domestically, a correspondent asked. Minister
Farrakhan said the little people knew more than the
media and understood his trip overseas. “What happened to you, who are under the thumb of our open
enemy, that you couldn’t understand?” he asked the
correspondent.
The little people had responded with
joy when he went to Africa. He was attempting to get
Americans, whom he described as the most learned and
educated Black people on Earth, to use their knowledge and education and experience to develop Africa.
That kind of strategic alliance was vitally necessary.
Attention must be paid to people in America, he
continued. Many organizations were doing that, and
the Million Man March spawned many more. But everywhere he went, he had seen the enormous power of
the United States, especially since the decline of the
Soviet Union. But America was not a moral superpower, so the power of 40 million inside America,
united with Hispanics and Arabs and Asians, could
yield a leverage that could change the country’s objective. Never again would the United States be allowed
to develop foreign policies on Africa, the Caribbean
and Central and South America without involving
people from those regions, he added.
He had learned that 400 American corporations
would have given the United States Congress over $1
billion by the end of the year to enact laws in the interest of corporate greed. He could not stand by and
watch corporate America dictate how leaders in Africa
would run their country and spawn coups which
brought into power corrupt leaders who bowed to their
will. “We intend to bust all of that up inside America.
Watch and see. Our time has come,” he added.
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to override acts of Congress ot of the President of the
1United States, if the Congress refuses to order itself
and represent the people.
$23.09. Mandatory relief in general. Mandamus
intricacies do their deadly deeds not only by denying
jurisdiction to district courts to grant mandatory relief
when mandatory relief is needed, but also by confusing the law of availability (repugnant laws or oppressive laws) and scope of review. According to the Administrative (sic) Procedure Act, which is surely based
upon considerable understanding of modern needs,
availability of judicial review does not depend upon
any such distinction as the supposed one between ministerial and discretionary action. But according to
Mandamus tradition it does. And somehow most federal courts continue to assume that Mandamus tradition must be allowed to override what Congress has
enacted.
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sonal or property rights, The rules recognized by the
courts in settling these disputes are laws. These rules
If our Congress refuses to abide by the wishes of
or laws relate both to persons and property. A law
which prohibits murder is a rule by which the state the people, Mandamus, properly petitioned by the
protects the lives of its citizens; a law which prohibits American citizens across this nation, can resolve and
do away with unconstitutional repugnant acts imposed
theft is a rule for the protection of property.
upon them, which impede the rights of the American
people.
DIVISIONS
OF THE
LAW

Mandamus: One single word, used since time began, by sovereign people, instructing those either
elected or appointed to govern them, meaning order
yourself! Order yourself from infringing into and onto
our rights. It’s a cease and desist order on those who
oppress, who practice and impose despotism, by and
There are two great divisions of the law, written
through acts of tyranny, acts against constitutional
and unwritten. The greater portion of the law consists
policy, and moreover, against public policy of all our of the customs of the people, as evidenced and preadopted laws, which prior to 1972 kept this nation in served by the written decisions of the courts. These
order.
customs, to be recognized as law, need not be found in
Today, I picked up a book on Commercial Law written decisions, but the most important ones have
(1918), let’s take a look at two (2) things in particu- become embodied. therein. New customs are necessary
lar, (1) Rights, and (2) Law.
and are recognized to meet new and changing conditions. These new customs are continually adding to
RIGHTS
our unwritten law,
1. Rights. Men are endowed with certain individual rignts.
These rights are principally of two
classes, personal and property. Men have the right to
live in peace and quietude. In so far as it does not
interfere with the same privilege on the part of others,
they have the right to be unmolested in the pursuit of
happiness (the right to work, the right to enjoy one’s
home in peace and free from intrusion).
They have
the right to defend themselves against the attacks of
others, to satisfy bodily hunger and thirst, and to preserve their bodies in health and strength.
Besides these personal rights, men have the right
to acquire and keep property. This right is also subject to the limitation of not interfering with the same
privilege on the part of others. Men have the right to
acquire property, both chattel and real. For the purpose of rendering their existence and enjoyment secure, they have the right to keep the title and possession of this property in themselves.
In primitive times, property rights were few. Personal rights were recognized and enforced by might.
As the requirements of civilized life became more complex, property rights were needed and recognized.
Rules of conduct and rules for the holding and transfer of property were recognized and enforced with regard to persons and property. These rules are known
as laws.
LAW
2. Law. Law may be defined to be a rule of human conduct. It may be said to embrace all rules of
human conduct recognized by courts of law. Laws are
necessary to enable men to enforce and enjoy their
rights, both personal and property. Customs of men
become rules by which human affairs are regulated.
Men may disagree as to what their rights are, or as to
their exact scope or limitations.
In this event, rules
of conduct or laws must determine their scope and limitations. Disputes among men arise about their per-

ALITTLECHANGEISSOMETIMESGOODBUT!
TEAT
OF1972
MUST,BY MANDAMUS IFNECESSARY,
BE REPEALED!

SOMETHING
TO THINK

ELSE
ABOUT

All this disarming the American people1 Well, we
watched that same-old-same song-and-dance routine
back in the 1930s. All of Europe disarmed. The arms
manufacturers kept manufacturing arms. Hitler overran Europe like hot puckey through a hot tin horn. The
answer is quit manufacturing the damned things.
Did you ever wonder what would happen if Israel
was disarmed, as she disarmed the Palestinians?!

Aw shucks, that would make peace a
simple thing. Are you thinkin’ about it?!
Grandma Herrman-Herman

The
U.S.C.)
grants too much power to the Executive
government], the president, his advisory committees,
which in turn, by excessive misconstruction and abuse
of powers of the office of the President of the Untied
States, which makes laws outside the Congress, outside the sovereign states of the United States, which
infringe and impede the inherent, inviolable, perpetual
rights of the People, pursuant to an act of Congress,
the
Recently, our President proposed to allow the Environment Protection Agency to confiscate the assets
of suspected polluters. The same as the illegal, unlawful, unconstitutional Assets Forfeiture Law, which
currently is employed as a tool for unlawful, repugnant, unconstitutional acts, imposed on the people by
the Federal Government under the alleged Maritime
Common Law.
THERE
AIN’T
NO SUCH
THING!
Admiralty Law yields to Common Law. Admimhy 1.9.
Rhodian Law (Maritime) takes anything in its pathway, as long as an existing law does not exist that can
stop it!
Do we have existing law to stop this madness?!
Can
get our
back? Yes, we can!
The Federal Procedure Act! ~~23.09 and ~~23.10.
Mandamus!
The Maryland District Courts (Washington, D.C.)
inherited the Common Law Jurisdiction. Common Law
Jurisdiction for Mandamus. The courts have the power,

and
and
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is, of course, a major place for him to participate on the
stage of goodness for All people. All he needs to do is
join the RIGHT set of marchers.
God will NEVER give unto any of his children a
load too great to bear. Remember it when the going
seems rough and delays seem interminable.
The task
will be always given to THE one best suited to accomplish a given job. Why ONE? Because each task is
equally IMPORTANT as any other. I remind you that
if EVERY ONE writes there is no one to put to press, no
one to read what is printed, and mankind only slips
further and further into the morass of confusion.
Why do you think so confounded many books are
now written about the Simpson trial-all without merit
as to truth and final judgement?
Because it is a
distractor while the would-be-KINGS take one game
piece after another while you attend the absurd and
ignore the TRUTH which will allow FREEDOM. This,
too, is simply the way it IS.
While the world turns we must also continue to find
the best and most qualified life-sustaining products,
seeds, grains, paramagnetic earth, electricity pulse
conduit substance, etc., to offer a basis for life as you
turn about from your cots of sleep. For instance, what
do you REALLY KNOW ABOUT SPELTA? What do
you know about Adzuki beans? Humm, Hummm, I
thought not. What do YOU know about crop rotations
and enhanced quality ofplant production? Well, SOMEBODY has to do it, don’t they? And just WHO might
that be? Well, we have found THE one to carry our flag
and dig out the information with a pickaxe and meterboxes. And NO, do not ask me to give you the information, the meters, the products, and then YOU WILL DO
SOMETHING ABOUT THIS. We already have someone who has pulled it together for himself and we need
waste no more time on the subject. Most of you are
waiting for the “magic” while others are creating the
miracles. Where is YOUR MIRACLE?
Perhaps, reader, it is right in your hands, as always.
A letter to the Nevada Bar Association, et al., may well
be your greatest and most miraculous contribution to
our work this day, or any day. We can’t work if the
assaults have tied up everything and everyone involved.
But the monster is down now and struggling for survival-so, let us keep him right there under God’s foot,
please.
of CONTACT,
The misfits in town are
finding that more and more of their dirty tricks are
backfiring on themselves. It is no longer such a funand-games exercise in “get Hatonn and his people”.
The only WAY out for them is to move elsewhere and
pray extradition is not demanded for the criminal acts
of some of the “clan”, “cult”, “coven”, “groupie” (just
to choose from a few of the terms used against US). You
see, the evil-mongers always use the terms which describe themselves as they begin to lay their trail of
deceitful lies. It is the prime descriptive adjective
about a Satanicnuciferian
mode of operation. They
take a word of beauty, attach it to themselves so that you
don’t notice what they do, and then they use the terms
to “get&a” and suck your blood from your very beings
and blight your souls. The “Jews” are NOT SEMITES,
so anyone who might well be AGAINST the Jews is
NOT ANTI-SEMITIC for they CANNOT BE.
Further, any self-proclaimed
practicing Jew IS
working under the
(Vow of all vows). The
FIRST thing on Atonement Day of the Holy Jewish
celebration IS THE TAKING OF
This is a VOW that all vows of the prior year and the
year to come-ARE NULL AND VOID. So, a Jewish
attorney who takes the
is bound and ordered
to serve under the oath called the
Nidre-nullifying all claim to truth or requirements for honesty or
integrity. Ah, but how many other lawyers are willing
to confront this MISCARRIAGE of all honor in a
courtroom to judges who also take the same vow? So,
it remains an INSIDE joke to themselves while they
diligently and methodically destroy the innocent.

HowFarCanWeGo
I need to discuss a few things with you so that you
responsible human hands can have a better picture of
our next segment of this Journey.
I have told you that
have accomplished funding resources which will allow for some
rather magnificent accomplishments. I believe that we
are near enough to discuss some of the aspects in a
generalized manner.

“houses” will offer GROUP SEX ACTIVITIES,
MASTURBATION
FACILITIES,
ENFORCED
CONDOM USE FOR SODOMY PRACTICES AND A
PLACE FOR THOSE WHO WISH TO OBSERVE ALL
OR ANY OF THESE ACTIVITIES.
The point, as
presented, is to allow coverage and places of enforced
and protected SAFE sexual activities.
Mr. Brown
describes it as being a “sort of” “clean needle program”
in order to slow the spread of diseases. The only thing
left to do before opening is to finish licensing the many
petitioners for licenses from the City and to arrange for
appropriate lighting regulations, etc.
REPERCUSSIONS

GRANDMA
It is imperative that we utilize the paper for that
which it was intentionally birthed. We needed it to be
able to get word out quickly and with a reputation of an
immediate reading audience.
You will be given the opportunity to turn this
nation of the U.S. into a totally reverse direction
politically-IF
YOU PAY ATTENTION.
Grandma thrust will be, always, reclamation of a
goodly government BASED ON COMMON LAW AND
CONSTITUTIONAL
(reclaimed) RIGHTS UNDER
THAT LAW AND UNDER AND WITH THE LAWS
OF GOD AND THE CREATION.
Does this sound like a job too large for any ONE to
handle? Well, since you are ALL fragments of God, we
can consider that it certainly IS too large a task for any
ONE fragment to accomplish. However, if we of God
put our shoulders to the wheel and push together. we
can get the cart out of this poisoned mudhole.
This is going to mean we must be supportive, offer
in the paper that which lays a foundation upon which
to work in civil and political aspects of refounding a
nation and redirecting back to God, a nation based on
goodness instead of the insipid seepage from the sewer
which prevails at this time.
This means that much of the paper will be focused
on Common Law and
lessons. You will
NOT find it boring-you
will be so angry at the usurpation of good law that you will wish to vomit as you
realize the extent to which you have allowed degradation to befall you. It will shock some of you A WAKE,
perhaps, to an extent of action against what is taking
place even as we write.
NEW

DECADENCE

Example: Yesterday on CNN news it was reported
that Willy Brown, Mayor of San Francisco, had taken
to sign into LAW a new proposition for the city and you
can bet it will then be acceptable for the State and then
the Nation.
The gist of the law is that Gay Group Bath and
Public gathering places will be permitted LEGALLY
(UNDER THE PROTECTION OF LAW) to ADVERTISE and FUNCTION as open public sex centers. The

YOU HAVE GONE ABOUT AS FAR AS SODOM
AND GOMORRAH, GOOD BUDDIES!
Therefore,
EXPECT the same treatment as given those cities of
evil.
By the way, TODAY YOU HAD BEST GIVE ATTENTION TO THE MAJOR QUAKES IN JAPAN!
Those are DIRECTLY across the Sea of Peace from
“beautiful downtown” San Francisco by the Bay.
Yes indeed, you have gone about as far as you are
going to go. You in the U.S.A. don’t seem to understand that the rest of the WORLD is fed up to overflow
with YOU and your secret evil and THEY can talk about
your mess and evil enterprises AND YOU EVIL PEOPLE
WHO DIRECT THIS PASSAGE INTO HELL.
Now that Time-Warner has control of Mr. Turner’s
networks-you
can expect to hear less and less of ANY
news, for the “maverick” was taken control ofby belowthe-belt measures. When you capitulate to the Siren’s
seduction, you have lost your way. Not only can it be
done, it HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED. Turner is now
the PUPPET with no ability to longer manage his own
strings.
Another thing you should shudder over is Fred
Goldman’s resignation from his “marketing” business
and is going to devote, full time, the remainder of his
life to RESTRUCTURING THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM
to bring about more restrictions and remove allowances
for men to be found innocent. And just WHO do you
think is footing the cost for this “retirement” into fulltime corrupting of the system? Of course, his buddies
whom he serves:
It wasn’t enough
that they killed his son AND Mrs. Simpson-they
are
now going to deal the death blow to the judicial system
through laws similar in limitations of the Open Bathhouse Law of Mr. Brown (Willy). O.J. SIMPSON DID
NOT KILL ANYONE!
p. 12
And I hope that
he will be exonerated. The actions of Fred Goldman are
beginning to show that he and his vampires are not sure
of winning this second and unlawful suit against the
innocent man.
I hope that it is so that O.J. has seen God and can
measure his own actions against those who brought him
to his knees in disgrace and commercial failure. There
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You have a lot to clean up, citizens. And, YES
INDEED, it certainly
But you have to
have “gut strength” in determination and willingness
to see every opportunity through to its RIGHT CONCLUSION.
BACK

TO

GRANDMA!

This beautiful and daring lady not only has won
defaults in courts through her own volition, but she
continues her relentless efforts tirelessly. The law, the
courts, and the corporations breaking the law ignore,
laugh at, and find this lady just an amusement. Well,
that is a very stupid attitude. Already in her case WON
against Illinois Power company she has turned up facts
that that one company has shifted off MASSIVE sums
to “foreign” corporations and it, itself, is owned by a
foreign corporation operating in the State of Illinois,
THISIS
UNCONSTITUTIONAL
How many other states have this problem? ALL OF
THEM. How do they get away with it? YOU let them!
Why would they dare? Because the Federal Government sets the standards and regulations and all together
MAKE LAWS WHICH ARE UNCONSTITUTIONAL
AND UNETHICAL
Remember
that politicians are NOT NOTED for integrity.
The
U.S. Federal “stuff is NOT GOVERNMENT OWNED
OR OPERATED. The Federal Reserve, the IRS, and
you name it-are
FOREIGN-OWNED,
PRIVATE
CORPORATIONS. The operative figureheads you vote
into slots which seem extensively important-have
NO
MEANING whatsoever any longer. The President is
the lackey of the entire system of corruption to let YOU
think you have a democracy (never mind a republic)
and some semblance and approximation to that which
you call freedom.
VOTE

FOR

PEROT

Again, this year of elections, my suggestion is to
vote for Perot. Why? Well, not any of the reasons you
might think: it is because he is the ONLY other choice
YOU HAVE. If you-the-citizens
would overturn the
fixed election boxes, you would at least have a place to
begin with enough power and input to cause the newlyelected parties to PAY ATTENTION.
Why have I not spoken about this prior to this late
date? Because, if it appears too soon that an alternate
choice will be made by you-the-people, THEY have to
get rid of the standing President, confuse the elections
and/or gain total EMERGENCY control of everything,
and move you into a DICTATORIAL COUP-negating
all elections.
Can “they” do it? Easily, in one swoop of a pen.
And with it will come destruction and death because the
“Emergency” that allows for such drastic measures
MUST BE MASSIVELY DESTRUCTIVE IN ORDER
TO KEEP YOU BLIND-SIDED.
I need to now turn my attention to some pending
inquiries which need personal and careful, as well as
privately focused, information.
SOIL

ADDITIVES

I certainly do want the farm research to be inclusive
of necessary additives for perfection in growth potential of plants. However, we have to be practical in
considering availability of products. When you get a
bit carried away and into the assumption that you have
to have a certain magnetic quality or electric pulse
frequency-you
sometimes overlook the most simple
and obvious possibilities.
Let us consider plant needs as being pretty much in
opposition to the inherent life needs of, say, man. Man
must have oxygen and breathes out carbon dioxide.
Plants must have carbon dioxide to “breathe” and give
off oxygen. This is compatibility at its best. Plants, as
does the human body, have capability of taking what is

present in the air and soil to convert from those elements what they need for perfect reproduction and
growth-if the elements themselves are WHOLE. Plants
have to have nitrates, carbon, all manner of minerals
and, in fact, do need additives of acid-producing products. By contrast, a healthier human body is one that is
a bit alkaline in pH measurements.
So, as horticulturists work and fiddle, seek and
dabble, you will find that you can put together, very
simply, products which offer a conversion ratio suitable to a perfect medium.
The addition of sulphur to fields used either in
rotation or general planting is mandatory because, as
the plant converts its environment through its food
source, it must have sulfuric acid, and most soils get
depleted in sulphur content and even more rapidly
depleted through some particular crops.
Then horticulturists
also find a great need for
substances derived from Humite and Nitrogen. Both of
these substances simply hold high magnetic (or paramagnetic) charges in addition to holding and maintaining a high frequency potential. These also are presented through the line of alterations into Humic and
Nitric acids. Since the humates, nitrates and sulphates
can be disastrous in their intense form, it stands to
reason that you need a carrier or a major ability to dilute
the final application to any soil or plant. In other
words, a little goes a very long way for too much simply
kills the plants and ruins the ground for future use for
many generations of rotation of crops.
If applied directly to the soil as in the solid stateyou need to consider natural forms of obtaining the
substances such as in manure (but from malnutritioned
cows it is pretty worthless).
You can have a better
understanding if you consider that if urine is also
present in the manure compost pile-you
will have
better fertilizer because of the URIC ACID present. I
am not going to be the farmer, however, or the chemist.
There are plenty ofproducts available and some of them
are so costly as to deplete all budgets before you get
started. IF, HOWEVER, YOU HAVE CRYSTALLINE
FORM OF ANY OF THESE THINGS AND YOU HAVE
AN IRRIGATION SYSTEM, THEY CAN BE DILUTED
AND ADDED DIRECTLY THROUGH THE IRRIGATION SUPPLY SYSTEM. The problem becomes one of
CAREFUL use, however, because a grain often is sufficient for a gallon of water. By “grain” I mean one
crystal grain, not weight. For instance, one silver
nitrate crystal will purify a gallon of water-and that is
one TINY crystal! If you only want DNA replication in
cell perfection-you
only need one DNA structure to
one molecule and therefore one “grain or crystal” will
suffice for hundreds of gallons of programmed water.
If you are able to take this same tiny input and VORTEX the water into which you want the substance-you
can use only a diluted teaspoonful to many gallons of
water in the introduction system.
If, for instance, you put a TINY bit of Gaiandriana,
and a crystal of, say, nitrate, or sulfate or whatever,
vortex the solution to colloidalize the whole of the
liquid-and
if you have added the necessary minerals
and vitamins-a
teaspoonful of this vortexed liquid
added to MANY, MANY GALLONS of irrigation water

will be sufficient to your needs for the growing season.
Further, you will find that the “food” is immediately
available in cellular form for instant use without need
of conversion by the plant itself-for
it is already in
cellular form.
Yes indeed, you CAN do enough “concentrated”
formula by vortexing with what you have available. In
time you need some industrial
systems for this
Any time you have
colloidalizing
processing.
colloidalized substance, you have instantly useable
form of whatever you wish to introduce-and
yet it will
be in a totally organic/harmless
solution which you
cannot OVERuse on either animal or plant life. My
advice, as a matter of note, is to “overuse” the first few
times because the lands are so depleted that the plants
may need more of some elements than of others and,
just like the body of MAN, the plants will use what they
need and discard or leave that which is unnecessary.
You can only cross molecule for molecule, cell for cell,
etc.
In the startup, I would suggest you use whatever
fertilizers are necessary and use the above described
solution(s) (your choice) as extra plant additive in the
irrigation system. Yes it CAN be done and hydroponic
growing is full proof of that phenomenon.
You will
find that you can get better production and better
product from hydroponic systems for producing fruits
and vegetables than you can in soil fields. It is pretty
impractical for major grain production but could be just
as effective as a growing method under the right circumstances. Certainly it is NOT cost effective NOW.
Am I telling you that you CAN grow totally underground in what could be considered an artificial environment? Yes-and there is nothing artificial about it.
The methods simply deviate from that to which you
have, quite often, foolishly grown accustomed.
The
light, of course, is necessary for the production of
chlorophyll, specifically SUNlight. I really don’t want
to get into this any deeper at this writing, please.
As you consider your additives--consider your probable or possible circumstance geographically and geophysically-after
upheaval and changes in topography.
You need things you can use or substitute in every
instance should you be
-_ cut
. off for any_ . reason whatsoever from resources. This can be anything from becoming an island mass to having your trucking systems go
may
down. In the Tehachapi area, for instance-you
end up having to go to the dairy areas up toward
Stockton for fertilizers of the natural variety-until
you get some dairies of your own in your location. You
must understand that everything is connected. Chicken,
turkey, bird, etc., fertilizer is even better than is bovine
or equine dung. You have to be careful, however, for it
is also “stronger” and can burn your plants if overdone.
Reclaimed and processed sewage sludge (sterilized and
caked) makes EXCELLENT soil additive. Better yet,
these things are already tested and workable products if
you look around. Consider building your own processing facilities so that you always have the products
available should any of these other contingencies mentioned above prevent your accessing from other locales.
We must leave this now as we have other responsibilities. Good Morning.
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9 16 Swartmore Court

Schaumburg, Illinois 60193

October 19,1996
Re: Government “Official(s)” and CIA

in Drug sales/distribution into United States

Dear Congressman:
On Thursday, October 17, 1996 I watched the Monte1 Williams TV Show which covered the
topic of “government involvement in drug trafficking in America”. Of course our “Officials” deny
any involvement and claim it is just another issue of black contention. Drugs in America is NOT a
“Black issue”. It is every citizen’s concern as it directly or indirectly effects every race, economic level
and the future of our society.
The Federal government has denied any involvement on similar allegations in the past which
the evidence eventually proved otherwise. Case in point-for over five years both the Pentagon and
the Veterans Administration denied the existence of “Gulf War Illness”, but the overwhelming
evidence from iTdependent investigators forced them to of&ally acknowledge our troops were
administered experimental inoculations and also exposed to detonated chemical weapons. Just last
year it was revealed our Federal government knowingly experimented in the 1960’s with L.S.D. drugs
on our troops and prisoners and at other times radiated patients, including children, without their
knowledge to study effects of radiation on humans. Concerns about government involvement in drug
traf&king is not paranoia but well within the realm of reality, -especially knowing what some
government or military officials are capable of doing.
I have read several books and many magazine/newspaper articles written by active and former
CIA and/or DEA agent’s “exposing” their Agency’s illicit international drug trafficking connections.
This to me is the most heinous crime against humanity, especially when our own federal agents and
“officials” have
a
on
but have used it against the American people to finance their
have the audacity to appoint a
and
covert activities and for personal gain. These
brag about the billions of
they claim to spend controlling the flow of drugs into
America. This is absolute hypocrisy!
It is time Federal Legislation is passed to authorize an unprecedented
Federal
Investigation of Government Involvement in DRUGS”. This investigation must be conducted by a
Special Prosecutor with till jurisdiction’ authority and unrestricted access to highly classified
documents, reports, memos, etc.. to investigate, subpoena and indict ANY “OfIicials”, elected or
appointed. This includes employees of every Branch of the “Federal Government”, its Agencies, and
State Of5cials, for det ermining the degree of involvement, sanction, or influence exerted in their
dealings with any foreign government, drug cartel, drug traffickers, and money laundering.
Problem-who is honorable or honest enough to serve and be straight with the people?
I expect an honest response from you as to your position on this serious issue. It is time those
responsible for. drug trafl?cking be held accountable for these covert acts of genocide.
Sincere1 Concerned,
g&d&y
~
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED
THE
Journals
AND HAVE BEEN
WRITTEN
TO ASSIST
MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONG-STANDING
DECEPTIONS
AND OTHER
MATTERS,
CRITICAL
TO HIS
SURVIVAL
AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME.
SINGLE
ANY 4
ARE S5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE
ARE
55.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.)
* These marked
out of stock until
further
notice.
1. SIPAPU
ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
IMMANUEL,
I AM SANANDA
3. SPACE-GATE,
THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM
HERE
TO ARMAGEDDON
*6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY
IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
*12. CRUCIFIXION
OF THE PHOENIX
**13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
*14. RRPP-RAPE,
RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
*15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
++I 6. YOU CAN SLAY THE
* * 17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
**18. BLOOD AND ASHES
**lg. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
*20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
1.
22. PLEIADES
VOL I
*23. BURNT OFFERINGS
*24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
+“25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
**26. COUNTERFEIT
BLESSINGS THE
ANTI-CHRIST
BY ANY NAME:
KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER
MANUAL
*28. OPERATION
SHANSTORM
“29. END OF THE MASQUERADE
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38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. I
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54.
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SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
PLAYERS IN THE
IRON TRAF’AROUNDAMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOO BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT
RETREATS
83. POLITICAL
PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING
PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK
THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION
LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS
INTO
TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED
ROAD
WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND
OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER
LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN
CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES,
MIND CONTROL-THE
RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND
CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
CONFRONT
THE NOW
CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105.
UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
“AND OTHER FORMS OF
MURDER”(The

77.

40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCT1oN
PLANET-ZIONISM

.. ... ..i

OF A
RACISM

lJNHoLY ALLIANCE
TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
THE FUNNEL’S NECK
MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUMBEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG
TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE
PSYCHOPOLITICS
THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS
VOL.1
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE
UNFOLDED VOL. II
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